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Painting by Aage Giødesen (Lise’s grandpa), 1923 - Strandhytten with Ordrup Næs in the background. 

 

 
Ingeborg Kjærsgaard (born Møller). 
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Ellebakken in Odsherred in northwest Zealand (Image source: Google Maps). 
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Ernst and Ingeborg Kjærsgaard. 

 

 

 

 
 

”Strandhytten”. From the top: Ernst Kjærsgaard, Ingeborg (the mother), - Asta, Karen, Martha, Hugo, Inge-
borg, Else. 1918 
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Prologue to The Family Story  
 

Why it is so important for me to write this family story? 

My dear mother, Karen or Kik, as she was called - was a very good storyteller. The stories were 

from her and her sibling’s childhood and they were authentic and spiced with laughter, horror and 

drama. Eyes were wide open and we loved listening.  

 

Bitten, my sister is very good at remembering these stories, and - as you can read in her contribution 

- she entertained Ole and me with the stories. It struck me that the stories would fall into absolute 

oblivion unless they were written down, and thus I got the idea of the Family Story, asking mem-

bers of the family to write their remembrance of “Strandhytten” at Veddinge Bakker.  

 

Several people have asked me for whom this chronicle was intended - and the answer is: "For eve-

ryone associated with the Kjaersgaard’s”. For example, have you ever been there? And what do you 

remember from the time up there? 

 

But writing has not always been that easy for me: all these computer problems, rewriting various 

paragraphs, the photo-section - and especially the genealogy table has tormented me - so why didn’t 

I stop? Well, a kind of stubbornness and responsibility to all the contributors - and I am indeed very 

privileged and grateful to have such a large and lovely family. 

 

In annex 1 we have the genealogical table with 200 persons from grandfather, Ernst Kjaersgaard 

and until today, latest addition to the family, Little Odin and we still miss the names of Yvonne and 

Joan’s grandchildren in Canada. (Joan has 24 grandchildren – 2011.)  

 

Imagine what a dimension has come into our lives when Ernst Kjaersgaard purchased “Strandhyt-

ten” and sites at Veddinge Bakker: social benefits, health, beauty, adventure, fun, joy, laughter and 

love, but also a lot of work, troubles, silence, storm, sweat, disappointments, moneyproblems  and 

expenses, and isn’t life exactly all of this? - - - And surely we have to keep these memories for fur-

ther generations of Kjærsgaards.  

And don’t you think it is all right to know your roots?  

 

Our family is a good mixture of people from Alaska, Canada, Denmark, England, Finland, France, 

Germany, Holland, India, Iran, Indonesia, Norway, Poland, Russia, Thailand, USA and Vietnam.  

 

I want to call attention to the synergy achieved by all the Beach Parties Ib has arranged 27 years in a 

row. Family and friends were playing, waterskiing, sailing, gliding and had a nice and cosy time. 

Last Beach Party was at IB’s 70th - and Annette Juuls 60
th

 birthday - in 2001. (Watch the photo 

back of the book with all the guests.) Thank you, dearest Ib. 

 

A book for now and the future 

It is my hope that The Family Kjærsgaard Story will continue into further generations – other mem-

bers of the family may have the energy to do this work, collect and print new material and photos. 

Other people have to take over, this is just the beginning – I hope. 
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Thanks  

Thanks to all contributors, without whom there never would have been a chronicle.  

I want to thank Carsten, who has done a stellar job editing, making compression of photos and pho-

tocopying paper editions and for his continual additions and emendation.  

Thanks to Nghi for his help in computer issues, including how to get downloaded scanned photos.  

I want to thank Ole Hjort, who has been a great help reading the Chronicle as well as "genealogical 

table-entries" and reviewing photos.  

I want to thank Chris Gade Oxholm Sørensen, Brother's Keeper helping me with the program for 

the family tree. To day (2015) I can’t find the program!) 

  

 

Hopefully reading this will bring pleasure and enlightenment. It's important to keep the family up to 

date. Give us a hint about births, marriages, divorces or deaths.  

 

When we, as mentioned before, are a family of international descent, I do not think that we need to 

stick to the idea of only memories from Sejerø Bay. Some of us in the fami-

ly have never been there, some of us have only been there once, but tell us 

your story. Write us and let's keep in contact. A list of mail-

addresses/telephone numbers would be great. Who will do the work? 

 

Carsten Hougs Lind 

Tel. +45 2012 7611 

Mail: carstenhougslind@gmail.com 

 

Jytte Erlandsen 

Tel. +45 4017 2553 

Mail: jytteerlandsen@hotmail.com 

 
Website: www.abc-træfældning.dk/privat 

 

 You can download this document..  

  

Have much fun. Jytte 

 

 

 

Jytte, 2006 

mailto:carstenhougslind@gmail.com
mailto:jytteerlandsen@hotmail.com
http://www.abc-træfældning.dk/privat
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Bitten’s initiation 
 

Well begun. . . 

It all started at Ole Hjort's 75th birthday in 2006. I was offered to sleep at Ole’s house after a won-

derful party. It was fantastic!  

The next morning when we had coffee, Jytte suddenly said: "Why don’t you write a chronicle, Bit-

ten. You are still able to remember so much from your childhood at Strandhytten”. ”Fuck you” my 

beautiful answer was. “My remembrance is very bad”. However I thought it over and started writ-

ing small cues. At Christmas time, I had written my text, which I gave to Jytte hoping that we in 

this present generation as well as in the future generations will laugh at our past sins. (Please con-

tinue with Bittens part page 39).  

´ 

In our family several people have the same name  
This is a kind of insight into the connection. Please look at the genealogical table in Annex 1. 

 

Bjørn x 2:   Bjørn Juul (son of Else and Kai Juul) 

Bjørn Nauntofte (son of Poul and Alice Nauntofte) 

Else x 2:  Else Kjærsgaard, married Juul (daughter of Ernst and Ingeborg 

Kjærsgaard) 

Else (daughter of Anya and Raph Speed. Else Juuls grand daughter)  

Ernst x 2:   Ernst Kjærsgaard – as we all are descendants of 

Ernest (Earnie) (son of Hugo and Helga Kjærsgaard) 

Hugo x 2:   Hugo Kjærsgaard (son of Ernst and Ingeborg Kjærsgaard) 

Hugo Nauntofte (son of Imse and Ove Nauntofte)  

Ingeborg x 3: Ingeborg Møller, married Kjærsgaard – as we all are descendants of 

Ingeborg Rosenkranz from Sweden, Ernst Kjærsgaards second wife 

Ingeborg (Imse) Kjærsgaard married Nauntofte (daughter of Ernst and 

Ingeborg Kjærsgaard) 

  Besides all those who got the middle name Ingeborg 

Johannes x 3:  Johannes Sloth Christensen, married to Martha 

Johs I Baastrup married to Karen (KIK)  

Johannes Sloth Christensen (son of Ole and Anne Marie Sloth Christen-

sen, called Juffi) 

Jørgen x 2:  Jørgen Brems (son of Birthe Seim and Mogens Brems)  

Jørgen Sloth Christensen (son of Johannes and Martha Sloth Christen-

sen) 

Karen x 3:  Karen Kjærsgaard, married Baastrup, called KIK (daughter of Ernst and 

Ingeborg Kjærsgaard)  

Karen Sloth Christensen (daughter of Ole and Anne Marie Sloth Chris-

tensen) 

Karen Nauntofte, married to Hugo Nauntofte 

Martha x 2: Martha Kjærsgaard, married Sloth Christensen (daughter of Ernst and 

Ingeborg Kjærsgaard) 

Martha Louise (daughter of Johannes and Margit Sloth Christensen) 

Martin x 2:   Martin (son of Inge Merete and Ole Hjort) 

Martin (son Inger and Ole Hougs) 

Ole x 3:   Ole Sloth Christensen (son of Johannes and Martha Sloth Christensen) 

Ole Hjort, married to Inge Merete Hjort 
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  Ole Hougs, married to Inger Hougs 

Per x 3:   Per Lassen was married to Lise Giødesen Lassen 

Per Helweg, formerly married to Bitten Helweg 

Per Sloth Christensen (son of Ole and Anne Marie Sloth Christensen) 

Kirsten x 2: Kirsten Giødesen (Kiss), married Pinto (daughter of Erik and Asta 

Giødesen) 

Kirsten Pinto (daughter of Nickolas and Susan Pinto) 

 

 

Names of the Summerhouses 
 

Probably it will be difficult with the houses; here is a brief overview: 

 

 

Strandhytten 
Martha and Johannes Sloth Christensen. 

Afterwards: their children, Ole, Inger and 

Jørgen, (now in Canada). Johannes, Per 

and Karen.  

 

Kib 
Karen (Kik) and Johannes Baastrup. Af-

terwards Ib. Finally his son, Birger. 
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Bugten (build in 1937) 

Imse and Ove Nauntofte from construction 

in 1937 to 1941. Asta and Erik Giødesen. 

Afterwards: Lise Giødesen Lassen and Per 

Lassen. 

 

Kernehuset 
Else and Kai Juul. Afterwards: Inge and 

Ole Hjort. Now: their sons, Thomas and 

Martin Hjort.  

 K.B. Hallen 

Karen Baastrup. (The name of the house is 

a joke: The real K.B. Hallen is a huge hall 

for sports in Copenhagen, and as her name 

starts with K and B she called the tiny 

house: K.B.Hallen.). After Karen, her 

daughter Bitten and husband Per Helweg 

took over. Today Jytte’s children, Hans 

and Ditte share the house.  

 

Prikken 

Karen Baastrup. Afterwards: Jytte. Now: 

Jytte’s children, Hans and Ditte Erlandsen. 
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Skovbakken (build in 1972) 

Inger and Ole Hougs. Afterwards: Inger’s 

children: Carsten and Martin 

 Skrænten 

Hugo and Karen Nauntofte. Afterwards: 

Peter and Birgitte Nauntofte. 

 
Sketches by Thomas Hjort, 2011. 
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Asta, Karen, Martha, Hugo, Ingeborg, Else, approx. 1970 

Else, Ingeborg, Hugo, Martha, Karen, Asta, approx. 1907 
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The man on the stone dike 

 
The myth of the mother of all houses 

Told by Paul Nauntofte, born 1930 

The myth of "the mother of all housed" was told to me by my mother, Ingeborg (Imse) 

(Kjærsgaard) Nauntofte as follows: 

 

In 1915 Ernst Kjærsgaard was visiting director 

Skovgaard-Petersen at "Lærkereden", hospital-

associated institution of Philadelphia. The house 

was a two-storied, thatched cottage, which stood 

on top of Hulegraven with unobstructed views to 

Høve and Ordrup Næs. Our grandfather, Editor 

Ernst Kjærsgaard with a straw hat and a silver 

mounted cane went for an excursion down the 

road, (now called Ellebakken.) On the stone dike 

west of the road a young man sat crying. "My 

young man, why do you weep?" -  

 "Oh look to my property: my house, the meadow 

and the shabby cow and horse. I'm broke. The 

stone soil cannot feed me or the animals. Could I 

just find a buyer, I'd sell everything and travel to 

America” (It was after the First World War) 

 

The result was that Ernst Kjærsgaard bought 25 acres from the peasant for approx. 4.000 DKR and 

then he sold the 13 acres west of the existing grounds for 4.000 DKR - trade was reasonable! The 

house got the name “Strandhytten”.  

 

 The “farm” contained the barn, stables and a couple of living quarters were converted into a large 

living room and two medium rooms, a transverse long 

was constructed. It was called the grandfather's room 

with "the alcove” under the roof.  

 

Down the beach a little red beach hut was built with 

two benches for “master and mistress”- dressings. 

Small holes in walls gave us kids a special excitement, 

and we had a splendid view of the sky from there.  

 

The red annexe beside Strandhytten was added as a 

guesthouse and "das" (privy) was built outdoors into 

the ground distanced behind the garage with two seats 

upon a large hole.  

 

Today it is difficult to imagine that the countryside only was overgrown with small trees: Grandpa 

let plant 2.400 trees and when he came to visit grandmother, he spent days on his knees weeding 

round the trees. When he came in for dinner, he wearyly told grandmpther that he weed between 

”Lærkereden” painted by Aage Giødesen 1930. 

”Strandhytten” painted by Aage Giødesen 
1917. 
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more than 125 trees, which a gardener today would find totally unnecessary to do. The trees are 

now grown "into heaven" - despite everything. 

 

When a new generation of grandchildren (Lise, Jytte, Jørgen, Jens and Annette) arrived in the late 

thirties by mutual agreement be-

tween the mothers “the editor” 

(Ernst Kjærsgaard) couldn’t 

stand the children-fuss and the 

crying and let built the yellow 

brick, "Solbakken" on top of 

Philadelphia’s area. Subsequent-

ly, the original land is divided 

and the houses "Kernehuset", 

"Kib" and "Bugten" could be 

built.  

 

At the site of "Bugten" down the 

beach Ove Nauntofte let built a 

“beach hotel” called "Ugly Cab-

inett / Rædselskabinettet " with 

dressing room and opportunity 

for undisturbed sunbathing. 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Historical 

Karen, Ove, Johs with Bitten, Asta with Birthe at the beach. The shed 
insn’t there anynore, approx. 1929). 

At ”Rædselskabinettets” wall warmed by the sun: Ditte(?), Susie, Nick, Erik and Hugo, 
Jørgen, Bitten with Anne-Mette, Inger with Carsten, Leif, Birthe with Hanne, Jens with 
Elisabeth, Claus (1960?). 
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notes found on the back of a collage of "Strandhytten" and "Bugten" 
 

 
 

1. In 1916 Lise’s grandfather, Ernst Kjærsgaard, bought a small farm with 24 acres (about 10 hec-

tares or 100.000 m2) in Veddinge Bakker, North Zealand. The price was DKK 4.000. He bought 

it through dean Skovgaard-Petersen, who had "Lærkereden" as a summer residence. "Lærkere-

den" now demolished was located in the now protected area beside Ellebakken. 

 

2. Photo showing Family Kjærsgaard 1918: Grandpa Ernst, Grandma Ingeborg, Lise's mother As-

ta, Karen, Martha, Hugo, Ingeborg and Else. 

 

3. Ernst Kjærsgaard bought the smallholding as his wife, Ingeborg, unfortunately had tuberculosis. 

She would benefit from land and sea air in Veddinge Bakker. Ernst Kjærsgaard rebuilt the house 

into a summer residence and he called it "Strandhytten". He let plant the bare meadow land with 

2.400 spruce and pine trees. It was called "Kjærsgaard Plantation." Strandhytten was enlarged 

with a wing for Ingeborg. But she did not live long enough to see it before her death in 1925.  

 

4. "Who has the most hair on his head?"  

Ernst Kjærsgaard, Moldrup and Skovgaard-Petersen at Strandhytten 1916. 

 

5. “Strandhytten” 1937, viewed from the southwest. A drawing of Lise's grandfather, the painter 

Aage Giødesen. At that time Ernst Kjærsgaard divested 10 acres of the western part of the orig-
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inal area. He divided the area into 1.4 acres for each of the 6 children, while the remaining 5 

acres stayed Strandhytten’s. This land was later purchased by Martha and her husband, Johan-

nes. Daughters Karen, Ingeborg and Else built houses. Hugo immigrated to Canada and sold his 

land to the family. Ernst Kjærsgaard builds his own house, "Solbakken" near Lærkereden. The 

building is now housing a kindergarten. 

 

6. “Strandhytten” photographed by Lise in 1973 after returning from California. 

 

7. "Bugten" was built by Ingeborg and her husband, Ove Nauntofte and taken over by Lise's fami-

ly in 1940. Asta had previously sold her land to Else and Kai Juul. After the death of Asta, Erik 

divided “Bugten” into three parts. Lise and Per took over the house, while the other two parts 

were taken over by Birthe and Kiss. 

 

 

From Erik Giødesen’s diary 

 
4 August, 1917 - about Ernst Kjærsgaard’s purchase of land in Veddinge Bakker:  

 

"Cycled to the Kjærsgaards at Strandhytten, Sejrö Bay - a total of 100 km. from Copenhagen – 

managed in 9 hours. Father-in-law has a total of 13 acres beach hills where he so far has planted 

2400 pine trees. A cottage has now been transformed into the most delightful summer home. Dad 

and Mom were up there the last 4 days of my holyday. "Rysse" was also invited but was prevented.  

 

The first 4 days Asta and I cycled to Faarevejle University (superintendent Lulien). The meetings of 

Religion Teachers' Association 7th Holiday course (lecturer John Loft) 

 

 
Strandhytten painted by Aage Giødesen. 
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Development plan for Strandhytten made by Ove Nauntofte. 1937 
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1. Asta's descendants 
 

Lise 

 

"Bugten" is a yellow brick house with a red tile roof built in 1938 by Inge-

borg (Imse) and Ove Nauntofte, taken over in 1941 by Asta and Erik 

Giødesen. Asta and Erik have been allocated a spot just beside "Kernehuset". 

No house was built there, but the spot was bought by Else and Kaj Juul. Lise 

and her husband Per succeeded to "Bugten" after the death of Asta and Erik. 

It was unfortunately necessary with a subdivision. The western part was sold 

to Anne-Kirsten and Steffen. The area in front of "Bugten" was taken over by 

Nick Pinto (son of Kiss) residing in Los Angeles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Lise on the cement pier, 1941. 

 
The red tile of Bugten and yellow house is Kib. The 
boat belongs to Ib. 1976 

 
Bugten, Ellebakken 45 A 
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Asta and Erik Giødesen’s silver anniversary at Bugten 1945 - From the top: Ib, Bitten, Ole, Hugo, Ove, Niels 
Kaj, Else, Poul Martin Moller, grandfather's cousin, Babs, his wife, Poul, Kiss with Nette, Karen, Imse, Inge 
Merete, Martha, Karen Giødesen, Erik, Gudrun Giødesen, Jytte, Aunt Ingeborg, My grandfather Ernst, Lise, 
Asta, Erik, and Jørgen, Inger and Jens. 

 

 

 

 
 

Asta and Erik Giødesen, silver wedding 1945. 
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Air photo from Lise's flight, 1990. 

 

Childhood 

It was pretty fortunate that the Kjærsgaard sisters all decided to get themselves a laggard. They 

were inspired by a religious meeting "Oxford Movement", so we all were as “born-to-love-

children”. Lovely close age-wise, so we could have fun together. Mostly Jytte, Nette and I played 

together. The adults lived their own lives and my siblings were 12-13 years older. Of that reason my 

holiday-memories with my two sisters are few in those days.  

 

 
 
From left: Asta with Lise. Family-Giødesen. Cousins: Jytte, Jørgen Ole, Bjørn, Lise, Ib and Inge Merete. 

 

In my childhood-summers, the sun was always shining. My remembrance is filled with play and 

bathing, red cherries, gooseberries (rationed to only 10 for each). We could earn a dime extra by 

picking berries or running for things our cousins had forgotten in the cottage. The wild strawberries 

were put on straw and our cousin Inge Merete showed us how to make wreaths by everlasting flow-
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ers, which we picked from secret places. I remember wonderful æggesnaps (eggs whipped with 

sugar), whipped as white as possible. 

 

Pension Svellebakken  

Our mothers had "grydefri" (“-no-cooking-day”) during the summer. At 6.p.m. every evening we 

wandered across the fields dining at the pension in the green buildings, which still lies on 

Svellebakken and now is used as a holiday camp. After dinner we played “Skjul” (hide and seek) 

with other children while the adults enjoyed themselves looking at the sunset and drinking coffee on 

the terrace. 

 

Children's bedtime 

In those days, children were not allowed to stay up 

as long as they prefered because the adults wanted 

the evenings to enjoy themselves. I still remember 

the bright summer evening, when I stood with the 

blinds down and heard the adults having fun with 

Boccia in the yard (a play with wood balls.) How 

nice was that? It was much better having friends 

sleeping over in the attick. How we enjoyed chat-

ting and telling ghost stories. 

 

Ghosts 

One evening we had real ghosts. We sat on the pa-

tio after sunset; the delicate pearly sky slowly became engulfed by the darkness of August. Sudden-

ly we heard the sounds and faint rustling in the grass. Three “white ghosts” were creeping around 

from the cave tomb and just as they had come right up to the edge, it happened: 

Birthe's husband at the time, Mogens Brems was ready with a bucket of water and that was the poor 

ghost’s end. It was the boys who were on vacation at "Lærkereden" on the other side of the cave 

tomb, a holiday home for employees at the convalescent home, "Philadelphia". 

 

Hydrophobia 

Who cured little Lise from hydrophobia? It was Aunt Karen 

(Kik).  

Kik told me, liquorice was growing in the seaweed in the water 

and that it was sooo nice!  

The further you ventured with a good grip on Aunt Karen’s 

hand the more liquorice you found. yuum!  

Unfortunately the growth opportunities for liquorice in saline 

disappeared as I grew up. 

 

Collecting milk 

Every evening we had to pick up the milk in buckets at a farm. 

Our buckets were blue. We had to walk up the road through the dark pine forest and onto the gravel 

road with just fields on both sides. - Today, densely packed with small summerhouses and tall trees.  

We could not get milk at the nearest farm down the road from Birch-Jensen because they had TB 

infection in the house.  

We got the milk from two funny brothers, Viggo and Ove at their thatched farmhouse up the road, 

now Strandgårdsvej where we also got the important eggs to make our egg snaps (egg punch).  

Sisters and in-laws: Asta ,Erik, Imse, Ove, Karen, 
Johannes and Martha. 

Erik with Lise ,Karen, Kiss and Bit-
ten with Jytte. 
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The milk was poured into large vats, which stood on the basement floor and the next morning the 

thick ”Leather cream" gently could be skimmed off. At that time we had neither electricity nor re-

frigerator. Only the basement floor and fly safe. My mother poured the milk into blue glass bowls 

for curd. We had a stand for six bowls. It was a joy to look through the clear blue glass, when I 

helped wiping up.  

Often it was a chore picking up the milk, but storytelling helped a lot especially about “the little 

mouse” who lived in the garage during wintertime. 

 

Kiss the frog 

Our basement was and still is a very popular whereabouts for small toads and tree frogs. The place 

is always cool and humid. All generations have found it exciting to go down in to look for frogs. As 

a child, I experienced a stacked little toad who was sitting in a jail under a cover in the drain at the 

basement door. I felt terribly sorry for “the little chap”, so by summer's end my dad cut the lid off to 

let it free. With my little hands I joyfully carried the now the big, cold toad out into freedom. I for-

got to kiss the frog. I was not ready for a prince at that time! 

  

Assassins 

How is an innocent little girl to be a hired killer for a penny? 

Our big cousin, Bitten, was a very creative girl. She decorated various items such as guest books, 

phone blocks and trays with pressed flowers. She liked to put small butterflies on too; (she pressed 

the butterflies.) It looked very nice. At that time hundreds of butterflies filled the air. We - the small 

cousins - caught them for her and put them into alcohol. We got 2 cents for the general and the 

“whole” 5 cents for the rare blue butterfly. How could we be so cruel?  

 

Electricity was not hospitalized in the house untill 1975. 

 
 

In the glow of the paraffin lamps: Kiss, Kjeld, Tony, Nils, Birthe, Asta and Erik. 

 

Primitive facilities 

Without running water and electricity, we had to organize ourselves in another way. The bath could 

take place either in a huge bowl in the courtyard or lying on the kitchen table with the head hanging 

over the sink. We got our water from a pump in the yard and in the basement. We had a big water 

tank under the roof (it's still there). We had to do 100 strokes and when we had pumped the con-
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tainer full, the water ran out of a small tube all over basement. The 

cheers came and we felt proud finally to have done it - was it 100 

strokes?  

  

At that time our toilet was not installed, so we had a shed called 

DAS where we had to relieve nature and the bin's contents were 

“buried” once a week. What luck we had pots under our beds so that 

we did not have to go out in the darkness at nighttime.  

We had gas-lighting. It was very nice, but often flaring.  

Today in 2009 the house still runs on cylinders of propane water 

heater and propane stove. 

 

We played Fantasy horses  

Most girls are experiencing a period of horse dreams. Getting lessons 

in a school was reserved only for wealthy families. Fortunately our 

horse dreams were delt with using children’s blessed imagination. 

Jytte and I had a shed under a canopy in the courtyard. “The horses” 

consisted of folded safari folding chairs. In our imagination we sat on our horses and rode across the 

fields and along the beach and in the evenings the “tired horses” went home to eat and rest in the 

arbour. 

 

“Air Tours” with a big rope 

Air Tours with twists and screams, dangling in the thick rope, we swung into the abyss with great 

shivers in the stomach. Since then, subsequent generations also had the pleasure of a rope, placed in 

different trees. 

 

Twisted bread (“Sno-brød”) (bread twisted around sticks and cooked over an open bunfire) and 

songs  

I still feel the slight evening breeze by the waterside and hear our rounds at the fire glow and nice 

twisted bread - more or less cooked. Cousin Jørgen was good at making the dough and never mind 

if we got some sand in it. 

 

"Sandby" (Sand Town) 

Sandby was founded on our own beach. A chilly Easter Jytte, 

Nette and I went to the beach carrying pillows, shovels and small 

buckets. We dug into the moist sand and built the most amazing 

little town with houses, parks, lakes, bridges, forests and roads, 

where the stone cars could run. We used rocks, seaweed and 

picked moss, twigs and anything the imagination needed. We were 

completely engulfed and spent most of the day down there. The 

next morning we were home but went to the beach to say goodbye 

to Sandby. To our great disappointment a “tsunami” of high tides 

and waves had devoured everything! Sandby exists today by the 

way. It is a small station on the train route Holbæk - Asnæs. 

 

Rainy Days 

Although the sun was always shining, we sometimes had a little 

rain and a big thunder. Martha and Johannes in Strandhytten 

Having a shower. 

Jytte and Lise on their way to 
Sandby. 
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always had open doors. On the small glass veranda we enjoyed ourselves with Monopoly, playing 

cards or the little less fun: school books as Aunt Martha and Uncle Johannes thoughtfully brought 

from their bookstore in Varde. They did not seem to think that us kids should miss the 

delightfulness of learing during the holidays. 

 

Fireplace Evenings 

Fireplace evenings at Strandhytten stand as a shin-

ing memory for all of us! Kerosene lamps, can-

dles, crackling fireplace and delights in the beauti-

ful large living room with the stuffed animals on 

the ceiling joists. (Please look at the picture on the 

front of our book.) The room once was a cowshed 

in the original building.  

I remember a lively atmosphere among the cigar 

or cheroot-smoking adults. We kids loved to get 

the adults to laugh performing a good sketch. And 

we did lots. The wonderful tradition is still run-

ning by grandchildren and great grandchildren - still at the light from the fireplace, kerosene lamps 

and candles. Strandhytten is still the only house with no electricity. Electricity was gradually intro-

duced in the other houses from 1974 - Bugten was the first house to get electricity. 

 

With Grandpa on “Bjerget”, The Mountain / The Hill.  

High above Hulegraven in the yellow house "Solbakken" 

grandfather and aunt Ingeborg could look down the hills (di-

rectly to us.)  

Every summer we had a "duty visit" in Solbakken. 

I would rather stay at home playing, but I had to dress nicely in 

a gown and new whitened shoes. Though I didn’t like the tea I 

liked the fine homemade warm buns and "Jacob’s" homemade 

rosehip jam. Else Jakobsen or "Jacob" as she was called was 

their faithful maid who served them from her earliest youth un-

til Grandpa died at the age of 96. The house "Solbakken" be-

longs to Odsherred Municipality (former Dragsholm) and is now in 2009 housing a kindergarten. 

 

  
Erik and Asta’s Austin which  
they had until 1958. 

Lise, Annette and Jytte with 
Lises dog ”Kim”. 

'Jacob', Ernst Kjærsgaard, aunt Inge-
borg. 
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Family Giødesen 1971: Lisa, Kiss, Birthe, Erik and Asta. 
 

  
Bugten in 1976: Birthe, Lise, Jytte, Else, Carsten, Elizabeth, Lars, Per, Hannah, Halvor, Kiss, Ib, Kai, Asta, 
Susie, Karen, (Kik), Hans, Ditte and Glenn. 

 

 
The three sisters Asta, Else and Karen (Kik) together for the last time in Bugten 1976  : Birthe, me and Kiss. 
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UFOs 

Not only did we have “ghosts” but we also experienced UFOs sometimes. The first time we saw 

one, was when we three cousins (Lise, Nette, Jytte) as big girls were walking home from a dance at 

"Strandlyst” – we were very late. That was when we saw it! Passing by Ellebakken in the darkness, 

we saw a low floating fireball approaching slowly. It was not very big, but made us very nervous. 

We called into the darkness, but got no answer. But suddenly we heard an angry deep voice roaring 

from the fireball railing our late arrival. The fireball belonged to Uncle Kai’s cigar.  

The second UFO also turned up a late summer night, when we saw a strong, low-floating light mov-

ing slowly over Sejerø bugten in the direction towards us, standing on the patio of Kernehuset. It 

quietly approached us. We followed this phenomenon with astonishment, until we heard a deep, 

monotone hum. It was the flight from Tirstrup to Copenhagen. The sound came from the plane. 

 

Sunsets 

Sunsets have not 

changed either in 

beauty or colour ex-

plosion. I never get 

tired of looking at 

sunsets, and I still 

have the motivation 

to draw it. I never get 

tired of it. The first 

tests of crayons were 

followed by water-

collour painting, piles 

of photographs and 

also now - as little 

work in enamel on 

copper. 

 

Per Lassen came into 

my life in 1974 and 

Helene 1978 

My happy childhood in Bugten was followed by the joy of sharing the house with my husband, Per, 

as we returned from a long stay in California in May 1974 - I lived and worked at Stanford in ten 

years from 1964-74) At that time we got our lovely Helene in 1978.  

My pregnancy turned out all right and was successful, but it could have gone wrong. We always 

had a peaceful time on the country- side and had no need for locking the doors during summer time. 

Therefore, it was a great fright one night to discover intruders. As newly pregnant with Helene, I 

took one of the nightly trips to the toilet. In the dim light, I saw some people sneaking around in the 

yard. I thought I saw visions, but it seemed like one kept watch and the other slipped down into the 

basement. With horror and a thumping heart I called out for Per. He opened the kitchen door with a 

jerk and put on the light outside immediately. The two culprits were discovered, but one escaped. It 

was an ashamed girl crouching in the basement, - Ditte, Jytte’s daughter. The two girls slept in a 

tent and - just like we did in our generation - they just sneaked around in the summer night to make 

a little fun and maybe hang boots on a clothesline or other tricks. 
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Family visits by Pinto and Seim 1976: Marianne, Glenn, Halvor, Hanne, Birthe, Lisa, Kiss, Tony, Lauri, Nick, 
Susie and Per. 

 

 

 
 
Lise and Pers wedding 1974: Tony Kiss, Lise, Per, Birthe and Nils. 

 

 

 

Helene 1978. 
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Almost the whole family collected at Bugten in 2001. The occasion was that of Ib’s 70

th
 celebration, and 

Nette’s 60 years birthday. Suzanne, Daniel, Hannah, Birthe, Vibeke, Kiss, Halvor, Marianne, Susan, Nick, 
Lise, Helene and Per. Jørgen with Michael, Skyler, Glenn, Donna, Mark, Christina, Sabrina, Kristen and 
Sean. 

 

 
The family Lassen 2001. 
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Nostalgic memories 

Now as a 71-year-old in 2009, I look back at 

all those wonderful memories from my 

childhood and adult life. A Guest book in 

Bugten is packed with happy stories and 

photos of family and friends who faithfully 

return to our beautiful place. It has been 

wonderful to experience Helene's upbringing 

and feel her joy and her linking to Bugten.  

 On January 23, 2009 she was a mother her-

self to Little Vera and together with the fa-

ther Ashkan they will now create their own 

memories.  

 Thanks to our visionary Granddad, genera-

tions now can continue bringing wonderful 

memories from the best spot in the world. 

 

 

The little family with Vera born on the 23th of January 
2009. First visit at ”Bugten” at easter. Ashkan, Helene 
and Vera. 
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Birthe 

 
Birthe was married Brems and later Seim. Birthe was the oldest grandchild of 

Ernst Kjærsgaard. She was born in 1923.  

 

Lise and Kiss tells of Birthe who cannot write her own report unfortunately. Af-

ter she turned 80 she got Alzheimer's disease.  

Birthe and Kiss have almost mutual memories of the Strandhytten and Bugten, 

so a part of Kiss’s report applies much to what Birthe could have written. When 

I came as laggard Birthe was 14 years older than I was so we did not have so many shared memo-

ries of vacations in the countryside. I found some pictures and let them tell, and Kiss will conclude 

with a short narration. 

  

  
Birthe, Lisa, Erik, Jytte, Bitten, Kiss, cousin Inge Jorgensen, Johannes Baastrup and guests at terrace at 
Bugten, 1941. 

 

 
Family Giødesen at Bugten.  

Birthe, Lise and Kiss, 1945. 

 

Birthe didn’t think she had a particularly have liberated or exciting youth during the war with drawn 

curtains, the curfew and German soldiers everywhere. She was married as a 21’year’old with Mo-

gens Brems who was 11 years her senior. Birthe came to the Bugten with her two children, Vibeke 

and Jørgen and sometimes also with their father Mogens. 
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Ernst Kjærsgård with his first great-
grandchild, Vibeke Brems, born 
November 1945. Four generations: 
Ernst, Asta, Birthe and Vibeke. 

 
Birthe and Jørgen, 1985 

 
Vibeke and Mogens Brems, 1988 

 

 

 
Three sisters: Kiss, Lise and Birthe 

 

After 10 years of marriage with Mogens, in 1958 Birthe married Nils Seim from Norway who was 8 

years younger than Birthe. Kiss and Tony came home for the wedding. Ever since Birthe has lived 

in Oslo. 

 
Birthe and Nils with Hanne and Halvor 

 
Birthe’s 60

th
 anniversery, 1983 

 

 

Kiss, Tony, Birthe and Nils 
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Anniversary of Birthe and Nils, summer 2008: 

 

 
Lise, Birthe and Kiss 

 
Vibeke 

 
Jørgen with his family 

 

 

 

 
Halvor with Gitte 

 

Birthe and Nils 

Cees, Hanne, Henrik, Annabel and Claire 
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Birthe, told by Kiss: 

I have wonderful and funny memories from the childhood and youth together with Birthe in the 

summer- as well as in the wintertime. We have always been very close. As mentioned, we have al-

most the same memories of Strandhytten with the red annexe, playing and bathing at the beach and 

drinking lovely tea and having cakes in the cave under the pine trees. We were often two families 

visiting Grandpa and Aunt Ingeborg (a little boring!) and we were luckily when cousin Bitten 

popped up. We often laughed! This could trigger embarrassing situations at the table during solemn 

eating or grandfather's daily devotions. Later we got the new memories of our lovely house, Bugten 

where we also had visits from family and friends. We liked it, when we had visits from Cousin Inge 

Møller and various girlfriends. The little cousins were not big enough to be in our gang.  

Vibeke said that she still has a few sentences from Birthe from August 09: "Grandpa was the boss 

and sat at the end of a long table and we always made much fuss over him when he had his birth-

day."  

– “It was always exciting when the postman came in all kinds of weather."  

Birthe also remembers the lovely views and sometimes she could see two rainbows in the sky.  

Birthe has always been a wonderful, sweet, affectionate and considerate sister also full of energy 

and fun. Unfortunately the large distances prevented us sisters from spending much time together 

when we grew up as adults: Birthe living in Norway, Kiss in Bangkok, Australia, Canada and the 

United States and Lise in California from 1964-73. Birthe has been so sweet and generous to invite 

her two sisters on holidays, where we really have been able to enjoy eachother’s company and Birte 

also visited us in the U.S. 

 

 It is important to tell that 

Birthe made a special effort 

to provide an equal shot at 

Kjærsgaard genus. She 

arranged that Lise and Per 

met in 1972 when Lise was 

home from the U.S.  

 

This was only to provide a glimpse of Birthe's life also 

with moments of love's delightful amusement in the  

Kjærsgaard-summerland. 

 

 

Kiss, Birthe and Lise, 2005 

Sister matchmaker with Lise, Per and Nils 
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Kiss 

 

I have beautiful and loving memories of Bugten.  

Kirsten Pinto, I was born Giødesen, I’m No. 2 daughter of Asta and Erik 

Giødesen.  

After reading the fine article by Lise here in "Family Chronicle", there is not 

much more to add.  

She did it so well and I am glad to read it.  

There were many things I'd forgotten or that I had not taken part in since I was 

away a lot in thouse years.  

As you can read in Lise’s article, Bugten originally belonged to Imse and Ove 

Nauntofte who lived in Viborg in Jutland.  

We acquired Bugten from them because they thought it was too far travelling to and fro every 

summer. It was during the Second World War, because of the rationing of gasoline.  

It was like a dream when we took it over. We enjoyed it. I remember it so clearly.  

I had stayed in the country every year with my family. In the beginning we stayed at Strandhytten.  

I remember that each family could stay at Strandhytten in the period before all the holiday cottages 

were built, but we stayed there too while Grandpa and Aunt Ingeborg lived there....  

Solbakken was built and they moved up there.  

I remember - the mornings when we came down the stairs (we slept upstairs in the big room) - and 

we arrived a little late - and all the others were shouting:  

"Good morning” and we felt so embarrassed. 

 

After breakfast we sat in the corner in a wicker chair and had "worship" 

with Grandpa and we sang hymns every morning.  

Outside on the flagpole a bell was rung for dinner: the first time a half 

hour before the meal and another time when dinner was on the table. It 

was very embarrassing to be late, so we had to always make sure to arrive 

on time. Our meals were prepared by a maid.  

Inge Jorgensen, my cousin on my father's side, often came and spent 

summers with us at Strandhytten.  

We had a good time together. I remember so clearly at lunch time when 

cheese was brought in on a plate. One of the cheeses smelled so strong, 

and somehow Inge and I always laughed when the maid brought in the 

cheese. We called it "laugh-cheese". Grandpa could hear us laughing, 

though he sat at the other end of the table, and he scolded us: "You two 

girls go to the kitchen and laugh,” he said, “if you cannot stop laughing 

when the cheese is brought in". So our laughing continued in the kitchen.  

 

A little red annexe was built near Strandhytten, which contained two rooms. It was just opposite the 

cave by the road. We were allowed to stay there. It was very cosy. Mom and I slept in one room and 

dad in the other.  

When it rained we played inside the big room at Strandhytten. The room was upstairs with the large 

skylight. We played there for hours while the rain was drumming on the window.  

Other rainy days we spent on the porch where Mom or Aunt Martha read a good book for us. We 

were big girls’ sitting with our needlework. It was very cosy.  

Erik Giødesen with Kiss 
and Birthe 
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We had to pick gooseberries, I remember, but we were all so quiet because we had more berries in 

the mouth than in the bowl, we had to fill. So Mom asked us to sing or whistle while we picked, and 

now the bowls were full in no time. We enjoyed gooseberry porridge at night, so we got our reward.  

I mentioned the cave earlier, lying opposite the Red annexe; it was where afternoon coffee or tea 

was served at 3 to those who bothered to get up from the beach. There were always delicious cakes 

or gallop-pretzel. I loved the tradition with early midday-tea. It's weird to think that neither the an-

nexe nor the cave exists today.  

Also, I remember when the baker came in his car a few times a week. We ran out and I still remem-

ber the smell of the wonderful pastries and other delicious things. We often bought snails with cin-

namon. We had to pay 6 cent per cake. Yes, we spent our pocket money on it. Yes, I’m that old! 

Many other vans came to the houses, such as the butcher’s and the greengrocer’s. Yes, those were 

the good old days.  

We played hide and seek (“skjul”) around the house, sometimes with the adults. We had great fun. 

 

Remember, I always went to bed half an hour before my sister Birthe. It was so hard to be in bed 

before her. I did not go to sleap before she came in, so I could not see why I had to go to bed earlier 

but Birthe felt "older" that way. (She is only 1 ½ years older than me.) And if I should be one quar-

ter of an hour late, she wanted to be too. At that time the adults insisted the bedtime be respected - 

even in the summertime. I think the adults wanted it a little time for themselves.  

For a long period I stayed with Bitten Baastrup a few weeks each summer on Grundtvigsvej while 

Karen and Johannes Baastrup built their house, "Kib" in the Sejeroe Bay. I had many wonderful 

summers there, I remember, and I am very grateful for being allowed to stay with them.  

I remember a specific incident that happened once: Johannes, (Bitten’s father) my Mom, Bitten and 

I had just seen Dad to the bus and when we went back, I ran the last stretch down the hill. Out of 

Solbakken was a large door, which was held back at each side with barbed wire, which I had not 

seen, and somehow I ran with full speed straight into the barbed wire. The barbed wire tore hold me 

and pulled me tremendously on the neck so that it bled. I was actually fixated until I collapsed un-

derneath. I remember how Johannes came running down the hill and picked me up while tears 

rolled down his cheeks. I don’t remember what happened next, but his house, Kib, was the only one 

with a telephone, so they called the doctor and I woke up with a large volume on my neck.  

The worst thing from a child's recollection was that I could not go in the water the rest of the sum-

mer. It was fortunate that nothing more happened.  

I cannot remember what year we got Bugten, but it was very 

exciting.  

Between the dining room and the living room there was a wall, 

which made the rooms smaller. We tore down the wall and got 

a nice big room instead. My mother made a wonderful room 

for dad upstairs with a lovely view of the sea with the evening 

sun, and Dad enjoyed it very much. Here he could be com-

pletely himself.  

 

Yes, these are only a few memories that came to me while I 

wrote. Lise has written about everything else: yhe sunset, 

Strandhytten with the fireplace evenings, the bathing, cherry pit 

in the cave, bonfire at Midsummer’s night, thunderstorms, jun-

ket in the blue glass bowls, card games with Dad as well as 

trips to Asnæs. When Dad's family came to visit us, they en-

joyed it very much, and Mom spoiled them beyond all limits.  
Birthe, Lise og Kiss, 1945 
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We had no TV or computer games, but we never found the time boring. We enjoyed ourselves with 

our books, handicrafts, as long as we were together. We always had something to do.  

I clearly remember 

when we celebrated 

mom and dad's silver 

wedding in 1945. We 

had invited all of 

mom's sisters and their 

families with children, 

and two of dad's sis-

ters, Aunt Gudrun and 

Aunt Karen and of 

course, grandfather 

and Aunt Ingeborg. 

“Happy days are here 

again.” Remember, the 

weather was just fine 

with a lovely sunset. 

We took a photo with 

all of mom's sisters 

and their children in 

front of Bugten on the terrace. Unfortunately Birthe and Bjørn are not in the photo. I would like to 

mention the title of Bitten’s article: "Imagine just one can be such a lot,” my grandfather said, when 

he saw the photo with all his daughters and their children in front of him. Yes, this is my impression 

of life at Bugten, as we all love so much. 

 

When I married Tony Pinto, 

whom I met in Paris 1951, we 

came up frequently to Bugten 

during the summer. Tony was 

employed by the airline Air 

India at the time, so we 

moved frequently around the 

world; therefore it happened 

when we went to Bugten that 

we came from many different 

places such as Australia, 

Bangkok or Canada. We took our four children, Nic, 

Suzanne, Marianne and Glenn along.  

 

The children just loved Bugten with all the wonderful experiences. The children miss their big Dan-

ish family on a daily basis, so when they come to Denmark, they rejoice greatly to be with their 

cousins. 

 

Ernst Kjærsgaard flanked by his daughters Karen, Martha, Else, Asta, and Imse 
and his grandchildren, 1945 

Pinto family, 1960 
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Pinto family, 1970 

 

 

PS. "I excuse my perhaps poor Danish and spelling, since I always write in English. I left Denmark 

in the 1950s, so it's a long time ago. Sorry. "  

  

 I’ll end these memories with many warm thoughts and 

fond memories of Bugten. 

 

 

 

Kiss 

Pinto family, 2001 

Three sisters on the terrace of Bugten, 2001 
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Susie  

 

Letter of March 25, 2002 – brev fra Susie til sine slægtninge efter familiesammenkomsten i 2001. 

(from Susie for her family after the birthday party.) 

 

Dearest family and friends,  

 

You cannot imagine what a joy it was to see each and every one of you after so many years . . . 

some, after 13 years, some of you after 22 years! And some of you, I had never met . . . children of 

our cousins, and spouses. It was a “once in a lifetime” experience given to us all by Annette and 

Ib’s great idea to have such a party and dear Ib’s acting on that idea to make it all HAPPEN. 

Through Ib’s meticulous and careful planning, months and months of hard physical and mental 

work and overwhelming generosity, Ib invited us all to celebrate the BEST beach party in history! 

Thank you from the bottom of our heart Ib.!  

 

To have “the Pintos”, with spouses and chil-

dren, together with Kiss (our mormor/farmor) 

and all the lovely Danish and Norwegian family 

gathered at our “much-loved Bugten” was all 

too-much-fun for words . . as we fanatically ran 

around trying to enjoy each person and every 

moment . . . so many memories of old, of Asta 

and Erik, our dear grandparents, and all the 

Kjaersgaard children with their families, in each 

of their summerhouses, summer after summer 

holiday as we travelled from Australia and Can-

ada . . . and new memories that we made now, 

with our own children that re-kindled love, 

friendship and the importance of family. What 

an unforgettably, special time to be back in our 

beautiful Denmark once again, together again!!! 

 

Filled with all this excitement, we returned to 

New York . . . and then September 11 happened and our emotions plummeted downhill . . . as the 

world faced the horrors of hatred in our backyard . . . and so many around us were in pain.  

 

 . . And now, 6 months after our wonderful time with you in Denmark, we are finally writing to 

thank you all for making our time with you, precious and memorable. We hope you like these pho-

tos . . . as we did not send photos for each family member, could you be so kind as to make color 

copies of these photos and history for them, as we tried to make them for at least one main family 

member with the hope they could be copied and distributed. Marianne is back in N.Y., visiting us 

after leaving us in in December, for San Diego. As usual, we love having her here ….and wanted to 

take the time to get these off to you.  

 

We love you all so much. With lots of love, hugs and kisses  

  

Kiss, Susie, Marianne, Christina, Mark and Sabrina 

Kiss with children and grand children. Bugten 
2001. 
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2. Karen’s (KIKs) descendants 

 
Bitten  

"I can’t image that such a little one can jump out and become so 

many," said the grandfather Ernst Kjærsgaard at Asta and Frederik's 

silver anniversary this year: 1945 

  

Grandad 

The oldest one I know or have ever known is probably old grandfather, 

Ernst Kjærsgaard (1866-1961).  

 He was from Elsinore. He met his life's bliss, the beautiful banker's daugh-

ter from Frederikshavn, Ingeborg Møller, whom he married in 1880 and 

with whom he fathered six healthy pups, Asta, Karen, Martha, Hugo, Inge-

borg and Else.  

 

My grandfather was in his younger days an enterprising and intelligent man, but sometimes also a 

weirdo. He was a Merchant (with large M, i.e. he earned a lot of money).  

 He started a small business with textiles in Frederikshavn, (north Jutland), which soon became a 

nationwide organization with great workroom and branches throughout the North.  

 He has led the way, he was the first who started the concept of advertising. So he made a sign 

where one could read: 

"When the grocery store is equivalent to the merchant’s goods, buy the man's goods". (A little 

play of Words in Danish: ”Når købmanden svarer 

for købmandens varer, så køb mandens varer”) 

 It was not seen before, and people followed the in-

vitation.  

 A daily newspaper in Copenhagen "Kristlig 

Dagblad "had bad days those days and seeked an 

editor.  

 In 1903 Frederikshavner merchant Ernst 

Kjærsgaard joined in the operation, then went quiet 

in the newspaper economy. He became the editor in 

the period 1914-32. (Google: Editor Ernst 

Kjærsgaard)  

 From Karen, Kik we heard that he doubled the 

revenue, so the sorrow was great when he had to go 

off into retirement, as it turned out that sales fell 

catastrophically. Kristlig Dagblad asked him ear-

nestly to come back in and give the newspaper a 

"lift" again. And he did it, became chairman - until 

he was 80 years old. Once you are a merchant – 

you’ll always be. 

The family had now moved to Copenhagen, and 

history tells us that as a troubled soul grandpa                 would 

move endlessly - with six children. One of the places he lived was St. Kongensgade another was 

King George's Vej 41. I later lived opposite at No. 

42 and finally he moved to: Svejgårdsvej 12 in 

Hellerup.  

Upper: Else, aunt Mis, Martha, Johs. Sloth 
Christensen, Imse, Karen, Johs. Baastrup, Bitten, 
Ernst Kjærsgaard.  
Lower: Erik, Asta, Johs. B., Karen (Kik), Ernst 
Kjærsgaard (1927). 
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Strandhytten 1916 

 

Strandhytten was a common term for "country". It was our grandfather's best investment:  

 In 1916 he gave DDK 4,000 for 24 acres plus a courtyard. He bought the place because his wife, 

Ingeborg Møller, had tuberculosis - and if she would have had a chance to get a little better, she had 

to move away from the city - into the country and have a lot of fresh air. (Lise writes more about 

this.)  

 Grandmother Ingeborg died unfortunately of tuberculosis in 1925.  

 Grandpa and Grandma got as I said six children, Asta, Karen Marta, Hugo, Ingeborg and Else. 

When they were eating, the names always were called in that order - and very quickly. . .  

Aunt Miss (No. 2 from left in top photo)  

To the extensive menagerie was - in addition to various maids/ gardener also the phenomenon Aunt 

Miss. She was with “power and elbow grease” compensate Mrs. Ingeborg (Møller), our grandmoth-

er the weak creature who unfortunately got tuberculosis and could not grapple the six cubs, she had 

received, but certainly, for this was aunt Miss something special, and to Mr "Redactørens "full satis-

faction . She understood it demanded slogan: Shut up, keep step and direction in which only a mira-

cle could deter the poor kids from ending up at St. John’s as a young nervous wreck. "She had talent 

as the worst executioner" the sisters later told me with horror in their voices.  

 A few examples of her "parenting ways" will convince you that she just was not the incarnate an-

gel. Linens should - after washing – be rolled to get completely smooth. She could not stand a pen - 

and humid, as it was, it was laid on the beds where the children were sleeping - with the result - the 

poor kids peed in the bed and got sensitive bladders. "But it is advice," Aunt Miss said and she beat 

the poor kids - and put the covers over your head, that the neighbours could not hear their cry, and 

of course, it got worse.  

 She asked the doctor what she could do with the young ones, and his laconic reply was: "More 

beatings."Here we have a clever doctor!” 

 

Another "active" remedy for bed-wetting Aunt Miss thought - was when she made a really strong 

cup of tea (usually they only had thinnest thin tea) and she told the poor kids, the tea was a decoc-

tion from their pee sheets - and they had to drink it. And they did it! (But did it help?) Grandpa 

knew nothing about all this, for he was busy on the Kristelig Dagblad. Luckily there was a real man 

in the family, Brother Hugo (Canada-Hugo). As he grew forces, he gave Aunt Miss a reprimand: he 

took her by the neck, so to say in the head and butt and ran with her up and down the long passage-

way in the apartment while he said: "Will you now be nice? Will you be nice?" She screamed: "My 

arms and my thighs you mustn’t touch!" but Hugo continued to ride, "Well, you will not?" Impend-

ing she said, "I'll tell it to the editor." "Well, you want another turn?????" At last she was very servil 

and squeaked," Yes, yes. "This was the way Hugo showed his authority and the girls who watched 

the scene in distance, rejoiced. I vaguely remember "the monsters" and I remember another episode 

where she fought bravely with the butcher about the price.  

Once it happen that Aunt Miss got a visit from two friends who were as bulky as she.  

 When "La Sylphide" went into the water the girls were giggling, "Now comes the tide. Now is the 

tide!”  

 When Aunt Miss a rare time was in town, and the girls were alone, all the forces unleashed, and the 

girls were screaming and screaming about the terrible things they could think of:  

 "Misse, Pee, Bisse, Pussy!". 
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Later, when the girls got older, Aunt Miss would show herself friendlier, and Asta had a new dress 

which suited her very well, exclaimed Miss (who certainly did not speak a word of English, but 

wanted to show she was a fashion statement): "Oh isn’t she “ladylike?" (Ladylike!)  

 The whole life Aunt Miss hoped the "editor" would marry her when the grandmother died, but he 

would not. But she did get permission to be buried beside the editor on the family plot at the Assis-

tant Cemetery (Aunt Miss: Marie Jorgensen) where my mother, KIK also is located. (Family Burial: 

B-539)  

 Later my grandfather was married with another Ingeborg (Rosenkranz) - Aunt Ingeborg.  

 And they employed the faithful maid "Jacob" (Else Jakobsen) for 50 years. 

 

Asta, Karen, Martha, Hugo, Ingeborg, Else.  

 

Childhood years  

The children survived simply because they had each other and made a lot of fun together.  

 Mother Kik told us many funny stories, and this is the reason how the idea of this chronicle oc-

curred. However, I am afraid that I do not remember all the stories, but together we can perhaps re-

member more and write them down.  

 All siblings know the legendary poem, "Oh, ser se lu la" which we always recite at celebrations and 

get-tegetheres. (The entire text and the melody can be found in Jytte’s part and the tune is in the 

back of the book.) Mother also told me they had a code language that Aunt Miss was not privy to, 

for she was horrible.  

 The children also invented a game they called "black art", where someone must do, what the other 

one (who’s inside) directs. Jytte clearly describes the play in her part.  

 The six siblings could see funny bright spots even in small incidents. They could laugh together 

and they sang: 

The limp, they hopped’  

 The legless jumped,  

 The fingerless played the piano 

 The dumb song.  

 Oh, oh! What a joke!  

 The blind stood outside  

 And saw inside the room. 

Despite the poor odds, the children had their courage intact. 

 

Asta was the oldest and perhaps the most serious.  

 

Karen (when she was 5-6 years of age) would look after sister Else, who always did something she 

should not do. Karen became sullen and told grandmother whenever Else was doing - or destroying 

anything. "Then get her to stop it," was grandmother's laconic reply. And the grandmother was tired 

and barely heard later, when Karen said: "Now she eats worms!" - Which grandmother replied, 

"Then let her eat worms!" Karen was not slow and commanded Else: "Eat worms, lass!"  

 Another time she asked Grandpa what Platonic love was. I do not know if she got cleverer by his 

answer: "Well, you see my girl - it is - in the air love floats freely - without kissing or grabbing!" 

(Embracing) 

 

Martha, she was the mild girl. 
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Hugo Kjærsgaard (Canada) 

Ernst (Grandfather) was in particular dissatisfied with his only son, Hugo. When 

his engineering exam did not please the old man, he simply discarded him and sent him to America 

(actually, it was Canada), to fight for himself.  

As in the beginning it was not easy to earn enough money for a living, he wrote home to his mother:  

"Send more money, otherwise I’ll have to do what I want most reluctantly." Mom thought “Oh, 

Dear” she believed he would kill himself and hastened to send money. Later it dawned on her that 

he would most reluctantly find work - - and then there was no more money!  

But the "umulius" (“Impossible” a bad word for a person who cannot do anything.) he was a son of 

a grocerer for sure. There must have slipped some trade-creation from the merchant - and he used 

them. In the distant Canada, he had chosen the company who he would like to work for (heaters/ 

heating equipment).  

Hugo went in and asked to speak with the manager. "No, the manager had no time unfortunately”, 

was the answer. It was repeated a few times with the same dismal result. This however made our 

man more dogged. He wrote a letter to the "Top of the firm" explaining that now he, Hugo 

Kjærsgaard, had tried three times to address the manager in question personally, and he was reject-

ed because the manager did not have time, "I'm the man you need - to talk to the people you do not 

have the time for! "It must have been an eye opener because Hugo got the job, and due to his innate 

skills he soon advanced, and shortly before the death of the manager, Hugo was appointed the new 

manager. How Fun!  

Year’s later grandfather Ernst didn’t reject being invited to Canada. He spend a pleasant time in the 

wealthy villa of his "lazy" son. Ah yes, ”The Taming of the Shrew!" 

(Please read his daughter Joan's article.) 

 

When Imse was approx. 8 years old she needed to use the “chamber pot”, 

which was placed under Else's bed one night. The pot was, however, a little 

too far under the bed, so Imse had to make an effort and thus came to close to 

Else's face. Else woke up at the same moment and saw to her horror Imse so 

close and started screaming.  

 Imse who thought she did it so gently, so gently - just cried and cried because 

Else was screaming. . . What a furore! 

 

Else was the wild one.  

 Else had a cup of water standing under the bed, and as Karen was thirsty, she 

wanted to drink it. Else screamed and said, "Do not drink it. I wash my fingers 

after having playing with my fanny, and when Dad comes, he always sniffs at 

my fingers – and - if he can smell something, I am lost! "  

 The incredible obedience and respect for authority, which reigned at the time 

when “The King of Clubs was a kid" could be clearly seen in the family. A 

small example: One of the five brave daughters once had succeeded in picking 

her nose. She politely asked her mother what to do? The answer came prompt-

ly: "You are not allowed to pick the nose”. There was completely silence. . .  

Mum said: “Where did you put it?” “I put it up again”, the timid child said. 

She had learned the usual lesson: "Don’t pick your nose; don’t thumb your 

nose at anybody. You just go into the corner, you are naughty." 
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Time passed away and the girls became grown-ups.  

Granddad was heavily involved in the Inner Mission. In the inner mission’s 

faith it is strictly forbidden to drink alcohol, dance and play cards, in short all 

the fun stof is forbidden! It was considered the devil's work.  

 But now there were "new rules of engagement": The “poor” grandpa now 

twisted his hands when he got a son-in-law who just did all the wrong things: the young Lt. Johan-

nes I. Baastrup (called Johs), my father - as grandpa probably meant was closely allied with the 

"evil" himself. Praying didn’t help, - and ever since the siblings and their husbands had a cosy time 

with playing Bridge and Boccha. It was so fun with Uncle John (Sloth Christensen), who - despite 

the inner missions’ faith - was "infected" by the pervasive Bridge-playing: he could not hide when 

he had "good" card: so his feet were wildly rocking. Now everybody knew that Johannes had gotten 

good cards.)  

 The girls grew up and each got a mate so the family increased considerably.  

 The previously mentioned 24 acres of land were handed out to the children of Ernst Kjærsgaard, 

the grandfather after grandma's death.  

 The husband of Imses, Ove Nauntofte was a sur-

veyor. He recorded the site and was in charge of the 

distribution. (The map from 1937 on page . . . ).  

 This has aroused strong ties between the families. 

You could relax with the others, look forward to 

getting together, and this will hopefully continue 

for future generations.  

 (To be in the summerhouses had given us a fantas-

tic sense of cohesion, health, fresh air, challenges, 

hard work and financial problems ever since)! 

 

And families increased: 

Asta & Erik Giødesen    3 children:  Birthe, Kiss, Lise 

Karen & Johs. Baastrup    3 children:  Bitten, Ib, Jytte 

Martha & Johannes Sloth Christensen  3 children:  Ole, Inger, Jørgen 

Hugo & Helga Kjaersgaard, (Helga was Finnish) 3 children:  Yvonne, Joan, Ernest  

Ingeborg & Ove Nauntofte   4 children: Niels, Hugo, Poul, Jens 

Else & Kai Juul    3 children: Bjørn, Inge Merete, Annette. 

 

1925 Fate years 

14 days after the grandmother died, I (Bitten) saw the light of day.  

 It was not really intended, I should have been born. It was very much against the desire of my 

mother KIK. She wasn’t married yet - and a shame like that you could not tell the family - so short 

shrift: an evening at the beach she decided to swim into "eternity." Imse, the sister was sitting on the 

beach reading, but could not concentrate, because – “what was she doing out there?” She had to 

swim along the beach and now she was swimming far out. Suddenly Imse realised:  

 "Damn! What is she doing?" Quickly she threw hat and glasses - and crawled quickly out to where 

KIK was, she caught up with her and screamed: "turn round immediately while you still have the 

strength." - "No, I want to get away before everybody realizes that I’m pregnant", Kik sobbed. "You 

are crazy. You easily get along with your nursing education”. Since KIK steadily refused, it went to 

a real tussle, which nearly resulted in their mutual drowning, but Imse was the strongest - and thank 

God! And Thank heavens! Provisionally here in 2007, several individuals have emerged:  

  

Upper: Karen (Kik) and 
Johs. B.  
Lower: Karen and 
Johs.’ wedding, 1925 

I the horse cart: Birthe, Inge Merete, Erik, Lise, 
Kiss, Jytte and the farmer Åge, approx. 1940 
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Mum (Karen = KIK),  

Bitten, Ib, Jytte,  

Elisabeth, Anne-Mette, Claus,  

Birger,  

Ditte E., Hans,  

Ditte B.J., David and a little boy, Hans Peter.  

Kris, Lily,  

Benjamin, Nicolaj,  

Cæcilie, Casper, Ottilia  

 

= 20 souls  

 

At the time I lay in my cradle, perhaps I was not the most beautiful baby, the world had seen. 

Someone might whisper “Oh, look at Kik’s daughter!” When Else came to see the baby, she ex-

claimed spontaneously: "Oh, she's not that ugly!" (Did my mother flinch?) 

 

The beautiful youth! Oh, yes! 

Our parents were convinced that we were playing "naughty games" at the age of three years. (Did 

they perhaps have a dirty mind themselves?) 

 Niels Nauntofte, who was believed to be the most honest soul, did the interrogation. Imse, was the 

judge: "Sometimes children are playing naughty games. Do you and Bitten do it too? "Niels an-

swered with a slight nod. It was not adequate enough for the judge: "What are you doing when you 

play like that?" Then it came quietly from the upset kid: "We climb the trees!” Every attack mecha-

nism relaxed. She probably gave him a big hug, because she thought the worst.  

 At that time different hawkers came down the hill: butcher, greengrocer, baker, fishermen and a 

milkman. We didn’t have cars for private use. On Thursdays, when “Bassemand”, the baker came, 

we could see him from the beach and we yelled: "Bassemand is here” and we raced up to buy pas-

tries and other goodies. Often Martha was the cheerful giver. And then down to the beach again. Al-

together we spent the day mostly at the beach.  

 In my younger years I went riding. Our former neighbour in the country, Bliddal had a horse I was 

allowed to ride on to me and my smaller cousins’ great pleasure, who also wanted a tour of the ter-

rain – they sad in the back clinging on to me. After just under 10 minutes we turned back when the 

whole crowd stood and jumped and shouted: "Now 'it's my turn. Now 'it's my turn.” It was really 

fun.  

 Kiss and I felt wonderful. We could laugh at the same 

things. It was so wonderful. We big kids loved to tease Un-

cle Kai, and he often was in that special mood when we 

could tease him. Then we shouted:  

"Damn, little Kaiser! Damn, little Kaiser,” and he raced af-

ter us and said: 

"Nåh! - ska'-du-ha'-en-ende-vende-bom-

frikassé, slå-på-tæven-med-ske-så-du-

hverken-kan-høre-eller-se-lige-midt-i-

ansigtet?” (to be said very quickly.) 

And the result was big screams. 

 

Yes, we loved it when the adults were playing with us kids. 

It was also festive, when the adults were playing “hide and Jens, Nette, Jytte, Lise. 
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seek” with us: Birthe, Kiss, Bitten, Ib, Ole Sloth, Inger, Niels, Hugo, Poul, Bjørn and Inge Merete. 

And we had a game called: 'the police after the robberers' down in the Hulegraven. Oh, when the 

owner discovered we crawled in his tree - and chased us.  

 Yes, climbing the trees was extra nice because we were not allowed, (we ripped our clothes). And 

what is prohibited, was twice the fun. 

 

Uncle Kai was a dentist and student singer. One of his amusing dental student singer comrades, Ulf 

Kaarsberg had a cottage on Sjællands Odde, Sealand's Point. He had a sailing boat. Sometimes he 

crossed the bay visiting us. Another time three boats with fun student singers came singing along. 

We young girls tipped on toes ashore to see the handsome suntanned men with bare torsos in order 

to hear the singing and dollies singers who sang mono- and polyphonic songs. It sounded so good. 

"Ta", as Ulf was called, conjured and made dangerously magic and fun to everyone's squealing de-

light. It was a cheerful spot, which could be heard wide abroad. All houses made ready with food 

and wine, now it was party time. That summer I had Girlfriend Company from school and they 

loved all the fuss from these singers. We danced and had a wonderful time that summer. 

 

  After all, I constantly  

Find old memories.  

  They pop up like flowers  

Among other hits! 

(Bitten, translated by Jytte) 

 

More toddlers 1937-42 

The love that we experienced between the sisters went on to the next generations which were ex-

tended every summer.  

A new set of toddlers appeared: Lise, Jytte, Jørgen, Jens, Annette (and Ernest in Canada).  

Lise, Nette and Jytte write themselves. 

 

Imse  

Imse had four sons.  

Niels had dimples. That makes life easier!  

Hugo was an angry kid that triggered a real father / son - hatred. Hugo took the consequences and 

went to "langbortistan" (“Far away”) and enlisted 

as a fremmedlegionær (as a soldier in Foreign Le-

gion) 4-5 years in Vietnam. (approx. 1948)  

He came home and found his lovely girl, Karen, 

whom he married. He called her "his little porce-

lain figure". They had two wonderful kids, Birgit-

te and Peter, who also gave him four grandchil-

dren.  

Poul was the champion of Rudolf Steiner's an-

throposophical ideas and became a teacher at the 

school in Aarhus.  

(I think Steiner had hold of many developmental 

and wise thoughts.)  

The youngest child, Jens, also had been and is still 

where things happen as a Tele-press journalist and Poul, Niels, Jens, Hugo, 1988. 
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he travels to countries and cities, which just have been in the focal point and he recounts the horrors 

of war.  

Jens' sweet wife, Maria Stenz, has delighted many people with here fine dramatic arts in the theatre 

at the "Black Horse" where she now is the manager. 

 

Else 

Ernst Kjærsgaard’s youngest daughter Else, who is a teacher in gymnastics, married a dentist Kai 

Juul and lived the "wild life". They had Bjorn, Inge Merete and Annette, (Nette).  

Nette, she was a dear little laggard. The first year after her arrival Else and Kai bravely bickered, - 

ran in and out of each door, and shouted: "YOU are responsible!" – “No, you 

are!” And here sat the little "responsibility" between the disturbed parents 

who were not equal to the task.  

In his younger age, Bjørn was involved in a serious car accident in Italy, 

which perhaps contributed to several years as a Franciscan monk in France 

walking around the monks, barefoot in sandals and a cleanshaven head. How-

ever, he gave up on the monk idea and was a high school teacher of French in 

Aalborg, he married Karin and they had Tim and Frans.  

Inge Merete - a lovely girl! Oh, how we laughed together. She was always in 

the middle of an amazing project, and when she started a new hobby, it was completely and earnest-

ly to the smallest detail: she picked beautiful bouquets of flowers in the summertime. You haven’t 

seen finer floral bouquets, she made adorable wreaths of everlasting flowers, the whole house was 

filled with dried flowers, top to bottom, and she worked with beads to make wreaths for candle-

sticks.  

 

What children say 

Lise (daughter of Asta and Erik) was told not to talk about the people they met in the city, or on the 

train or tram.  

A day on the tram they sat opposite a rather large lady who even had a big wart on her nose - and it 

rocked! - Asta could almost feel the zeal detained on Lise, who would share with her mother in this 

recital - and it came too, "Mom, we will talk about this lady when we get home."  

Ib was on tour with dad and mom in Frederiksberg Garden, when they met two abbesses and nuns 

in their flowing dresses and Ib burst out: "Wow, see the two ghosts, Mom!" (Fortunately, a smile 

spread on the faces of the "ghosts”.)  

 (For enjoying the following you have to know the Danish language): When I was a small girl, I re-

member a song from an opera Bajadser often sung on the radio about the stupid clown: The Poor 

Gigolo. It sounded like this: "Stupid Gigolo. Poorest Gigolo. Now is the time for crying. Although 

the heart is hurting, you must bear the ring around (in circus). You're just an entertainer." I didn’t 

understand the text, and I sang:" Although your heart hurts, do, however, with his nose around, be-

cause you're only a hanger."  

Ib had surgery for squint-eyes. Headed in the crowded rear platform of the tram Ib suddenly says: 

"Ugh Mom, it smells here." Mom tells him to hush, but Ib says: "That’s easy for you to say, you are 

not down here where all the bottoms are!”  

On another trip it was very crowded on the tram, and Ib was almost crushed, they heard the little kid 

pant down between all the "bottoms": "Mommy, Mommy! I cannot pull my gun! " (Not breath.)  

My Anne-Mette came as number three indignantly into the garden where she and Claus had lunch 

and cried: "Claus has drink all my milk," to which I replied: "It's called drunk!"  

 AM out again, "Claus, you may not drunk my milk." She comes big honking back and said:  

 "He drunk everything!" "Darling, he drank it all," was my reply.  

Bjørn Juul. 
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 (There is not any wonder that we can stumble into the il-

logical grammar.)  

 Later we sat and played around the world in a small car in 

an atlas: "And here lives the yellow (people), here are 

brown, black and red people." "And who do you think we 

belong to," “I know”, intense reflection - and then: "The 

beige people." AM opposed the game, when I suggested 

that "the whites" were living - - “bed sheets are white, not 

people”.  

I remember when Anne-Mette as little girl was in Norway 

and a Norwegian would be courteous to her and spoke in 

Norwegian. She thought, he spoke a ”weird Danish", she 

said patronizing him: "Speak properly ". 

 

Kib 

Our father built the house Kib himself in 1938 (in rein-

forced concrete, hoping the house should keep forever. To 

do it very cheap my Dad saved beautiful design, ie. Doors 

were from a demolition company, so everyone had differ-

ent objectives. But never the less, he named the rooms: 

"Master Lord", Stamherren to Ib’s room, Bitten’s room: 

“Lady’s bower" in bright blue, the "Ladies’ Room" the 

mother's room, bright green, guest room: “The dear guest”, 

light yellow, and the room for the maid: "Husalfen" in 

beige.  

One summer in 1948 we got Putte as a maid to help my mother. She liked the summer recidence 

and became friends with Inge Merete, they were almost contemporaries. We still keep in contact 

with Putte. She told me how KIK taught her to cook a "KIB-steak": a piece of bread, toasted in but-

ter in a skillet with roasted onions and a fried egg - no meat.  

Back to Kib: the kitchen was named "The Food Store". The name I had invented and Dad praised 

me for my ingenuity.  

There was no stairs inside the house. Father made a food-elevator which could be pulled up through 

a shaft, but woe to the person who poked his head into the slot! Today, such an arrangement would 

be forbidden by law. At dinnertime we had a little song as a prayer, which can be read in Jytte’s ar-

ticle: "Some people have enough food but cannot eat. Other people want to eat, but they don’t have 

any food. Thank You, Lord, for giving the food and thank You that we are healthy."  

Our father was asleep upstairs and had a telephone in his bedroom. Every time a thunderstorm was 

roaring and lightning struck the telephone pole, the telephone rang loudly. He couldn’t stand it. He 

made a smart floor hatch, placed under the mat to crawl down when the thunder kept him awake, 

but alas! Unfortunately, he had too much of Mummy’s nice food, because during the next thunder-

storm he was too big to go through the hatch. He was just stuck firmly in the hatch, could neither 

come up nor down. He shouted: “Karen, Karen,” and then she had to pull him down. Totally comi-

cal! That summer we had a big laugh!  

Outside - in the east and west – niches were created with painted inscriptions:  

"Is the sun in the east, here we are with pleasure." "Is the sun in the west - here we are best".  

My mind wanders back to the time when we finally had a real toilet where you could "drag and 

drop" (Træk og slip) replacing the former "das", where flies buzzed merrily down on the evacua-

Upper: Villa Kib. 
Lower: Storstuen (the big living room) 
in villa Kib: Johs. B, Ib, Karen, Jytte, 
Bitten 
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tions. My parents decorated the walls with social criticism drawings and funny verses. A guest 

amused himself writing: "You Bog-poet save your wit. Sit quietly down and shit."  

But there was indeed a poem on the new WC:  

"Thoughtfully she sits here with her hand under her chin, while the water slowly trickles into the 

marble basins. She wanted to do (make) something big, she wanted to do something really big, but 

alas, it went into air, and nothing she could do." (It is difficult to translate poetry!) 

My dad was a bit of a blusterer. He was a caustic commentator of almost anything socially themed, 

and he had only scorn to spare all the petty regulations of society or political squabbles. Then he 

lifted up his brusque voice and sang the chorus of a revue show:  

"Oh, it is the municipal!  

I want to go there, 

I will eventually sit and count wrong  

Between webs, books and papers,  

I’ll sleep soundly every day from nine to four.  

There are namely princely wage and the work is minimal.  

Oh, it is so parochial! " 

 

He also new proverbs in Latin, which I still remember:  

"Sunt pueri pueri pueri puerilia tractant"  

Which is also available in Danish: “Boys are boys, and boys doing pranks."  

 

"Ut decint vires, tamen est laudanda Voluntas"  

Although forces fail, so maybe it will be commended, or one must appreciate the good 

will.  

 

"Quod licet Jovi, non licet Bovi"  

What is allowed to Jupiter is not permitted for the ox (we cannot do the same - every-

one cannot afford the same thing.)  

 

"Sic transit Gloria mundi"  

Thus perish all the world glory.  

 

Yes, such a father, I had! 

 

While the Second World War (WW2!) was roaring I remember he told us kids not to look up when 

an aeroplane flew in the air - because we could get a “lath-hammer” (lægtehammer) in our heads. 

Our Dad had his own little “pocket philosophy”: "The worst thing that could happen to you was to 

get a stick in the eye!"  

Our mother had some special abilities. Today you might call it clairvoyance but she could "read the 

tea leaves" and coffee grounds. When there were tea/coffee grounds left in the cup, she turned the 

cup 3 times. The tea leaves or coffee grounds put themselves into patterns. She looked very careful-

ly and was able to say something about the future of the person who had drunk it. (It would have 

been fun, if I could remember what she said.) 

 

The crooked smile 

There were smiles and peculiarities, which are vital in our chronicle, though it is not in chronologi-

cal order, and although there are "foreigners" into the picture.  
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Once at Strandhytten, grandfather was visited by a dean called Skovgaard-Petersen. We had to bow 

and curtsy, every time we saw him. To our enormous surprise, one day we saw grandfather and the 

"Venerable" carry the outhouse barrel from the closet, and we heard grandfather mischievously say: 

"Here we go with the best memories of the summer." And we kids were flabbergasted. Oddly 

enough, he had nothing against the jokes, which related to the faecal matter, but if it tended the erot-

ic, he was wildly indignant. Good for him - he does not live in the present, where the jokes barely 

consists of anything but.  

An old lady on a farm close to our house, where we bought eggs, was recently dead, and to testify 

our sympathy we went to the farm and Martha said to her daughter, Martine: "Martine, I would like 

to commiserate with your mother." The answer came immediately: “You cannot. She is just dead.” 

(in the ”Farmer-language” in North Zealand: “Det ka’ du et’ komm' te’, for hun er li' død!”) At the 

funeral Martine was crying intensely because, as she said, the dead body (corpse) baked the cakes 

herself.  

Grandpa and Aunt Ingeborg had some brave girls helping with household chores. They were from 

the western Jutland, “Because these people you can trust”, my grandfather insisted. They had their 

own language jargon, and it gave the aging couple some amusement.  

One evening of the girls came knocking on the door. She stepped in boldly, saying, "Well, you have 

already gone to bed. I want to show you some photos.” (The Farmer-language in western Jutland: 

“Nå, I har puttet jer. Jeg vil´ellers vise jer familiealbummet, så I ka’ se min familie.”)  

Another one of the girls did not like being corrected when she was too slow. She stood with wide 

and mighty hands on her hips and said: “I cannot do it any quicker, than this.” (In her version: "A 

ka 'et' mer' end a’ ka’, ka’ a’?”)  

We still use this phrase if somebody tells us to hurry.  

We had a mailbox further up the road. If you want to send a letter you have to go to the box and the 

postman could take it the next day. At one point we had a "young girl", Alma (Ama, Jytte called 

her), once Alma had a boyfriend visiting her. Our mother went in the evening to the mailbox with a 

letter – and thinking she was all by herself she would do a little exercise while walking - she went 

with her knees high lifted. It was a “sight for Gods” and Alma's friend asked Alma: "This Mrs. 

Baastrup, - - - isn’t she a bit special?"  

Old Johnson, who helped grandpa planting the many trees, once had a terrible hernia. To keep this 

hernia firmly, he put a plate on his stomach. He didn’t want to go to hospital. 

He once was invited to an “ice-cream-eating” which Aunt Ingeborg thought would please him. Now 

she did not know that ice cream was just the worst for the poor man, but not being wanting yo be 

impolite he swallowed it all in one mouthful. Nobody had taught him to say “No thank you”. He 

had learned that what one cannot avoid, - you damn get it over and done with!  

Talking about farmers, I think of a farmer who had the most adorable and sweet kittens. When Kiss 

and her children, Nicolas, Susie and Marianne once were in Denmark, we were invited to the farm 

to handle the kittens and to watch the birth of a pig.  

"It must be very exciting for city children”, the farmer’s wife thought. Little Nicolas exclaimed 

when he saw it: "Oh how clever. The small pigs come out in day time and they go into their mother 

at night!" He was convinced, and the farmer was laughing. It was fantastic!  

Aunt Ingeborg had a little lady party. One of the guests came a little late and asked the maid: "Did 

the other ladies keep their hats on?" (It was customary in high society at the time.) "Yes they have 

but they took it off, when they got it too hot.” (Jov da, men de tog den godt nok af, da de begyndte’ 

at swed’), the doughty girl from Jutland replied. The lady entered the party laughing, and from her 

we have the story.  

And more of “girl’s talk”: One Sunday morning a maid asked Grandpa, if he was walking to the 

church, because she wanted to join him: "Ska’ husband i kirk’? – De’ ska 'A oss'. So ka 'we føl's! "  
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The summerhouses were closed during winter. Else had a cleaning help at springtime when 

Kernehuset was re-opened. She got a farmer’s wife, Margerethe who in spite of her 85 Years of age 

still was active and strong. She was even very thorough, so she nearly pulled out the nails out of the 

walls to clean behind them. She seldom got angry at people and Margrethe came with funny state-

ments, e.g. if someone stepped on her toes, she said she could stand a lot, but she said it in “her” 

own language: “Man ska’ gnav’ mig læng’i a røv, før man når mit hjert’” and another one about 

how clever and faithful she was: I’m better that a fart, because I’m coming back.” "A er bedder end 

en a ski, for A kommer tilbag’”. "Else wrote these pearls of wisdom down on her shopping list, 

which hung on the wall to tell Kai.  

After a cleaning day like this Else had gone for a swim before Kai came home. Laying in the won-

derful blue wave she suddenly stiffened when she heard the milkman tooting. Normally she wrote 

the order of milk and cream on the shopping list but today she forgot. She just wrote the funny 

comments of Margrethe’s. What would the milkman think?  

From that day Else wrote in a completely different handwriting hoping the milkman thought it was 

someone else who had written the funny words. 

 

With Karen (Kik) it was different to. 1948-49. you can read why the house where called K.B.Hallen 

in Jytte’s article.  

Thus several of the local "poets" influenced our vocabulary. When Lucullus' temple (a cave of ce-

ment for food and milk) was being built, buckets of water had to be carried from Strandhytten to 

our place for the cement mixture, and we felt a sorry for ourselves having to carry all that water 

such a long way. The plumber, Holger, in his special Zealand’s Language: "Oh eh! Does it hurt 

you? "(“Skader de’ nåd’?) Then we laughed and went for another bucket of water. The phrase has 

stuck in the family whenever someone grumbles: "Skader de nåd’??"  

Digging for water is hard work and he asked what time it was: “Wa’ ured’?”  

He came from a farm nearby, we called "Æred’ 'and Gøred'" because the farmer's comment was 

such. It’s not to be translated. 

  

Grandad wanted to be cultural, and attended a lecture on "Sjakkespears" whom the lecturer told 

very glowingly about. (The lecturer didn’t speak proper English.) Grandpa knew well enough the 

works, "Hamlet," "As You like It" and "The Merry Wives of Windsor", but he did not know the au-

thor, Sjakkespear until it suddenly dawned on him. Of course it was Shakespeare’s name, the lec-

turer tried to pronounce. 

 

Trees and animals 

In 1916-18 our Grandpa let plant many conifers on the big area at Strandhytten. A local farmer, 

Johnsen, helped - and soon a whole orchard grew up. Future generations have a hard time keeping 

the place, because the trees hinder the view - and give shadow where we want the sun.  

The vast forests led to rich fauna - and together with parts of disused wild nature, Strandhytten was 

adorned with a beautiful view. On the beams under the roof, you could find both fox squirrels and a 

marten, which had launched no less than a gigantic fuss, since it had crept into grandfather's morn-

ing prayers. Since the marten already had caused damage on the roof, the creature had to be caught - 

dead or alive. One morning during The Serious Prayer a marten sneaked around and suddenly eve-

rybody “Led God be God” and jumped around with brooms, scrubs, rakes and everything you could 

find and chased the poor animal, which eventually was overpowered. And now the stuffed creature 

keeps an eye with you from the bar if future generations neatly fold their hands and continue the 

morning-prayer.   
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Even the birds were represented in the large living room with a woodpecker, a yellowhammer, a 

large owl - and one had left a giant seagull - surely a rather small albatross stuffed and suspended 

from the ceiling to the great amusement of the guests of Strandhytten - and we kids were fascinated 

by "Suppose it was alive again”. One day some of the animals unfortunately, turned “a little living”: 

there were moths in some animals which had to be destroyed.  

The forest gave us a deer population. They are so sweet but they eat our newly planted pansies. Fi-

nally, the forest also gave shelter for the pure predatory animals, not quite harmless, especially 

when they were with the kids. At that time the dangerous badgers were living near by the farm. The 

farmers were furious because the badgers took chickens and they were also dangerous for humans.  

It called on the inventive engineer Johannes I. Baastrup (as KIK married). Johannes found the 

badger’s burrow where the beast lived and cunningly he made a noose of piano string/wire in an 

electrical cable connected to the telephone in his bedroom. 

  

At 5.pm the telephone rang and two sleepy people in their nightgown and -shirt came rushing to the 

badger’s burrow - wearing a rifle and an axe. The beast had pulled in the piano string in the cave 

and hissed while Johannes shot into the cave and KIK was ready with the axe if the monster sud-

denly should rush out. (Do you see the scenery?) 

 - - - It was excitement, really! - - -  

 After one hour shoot and hissing the beast gave up her spirit. (Why didn’t he hit it at first shot?)  

The two "master hunters" succeeded in pulling out the predator - and KIK exclaimed: "Well, it's a 

bear" so huge it was and you could see she was pregnant expecting a kid.  

With great difficulty they got towed and manoeuvred the creature up to Strandhytten - and to make 

a little fuss with the family, they placed the badger on a chair at the table. (Soon everybody was go-

ing to have their breakfast. It was still early in the morning.)  

The two persons, who had been through the horrors of night, didn’t say anything wanting to see the 

reaction of the others when they showed up for breakfast.  

 

Scared to death they screamed, but sat down and stared at the new "guest" - - - SUDDENLY the 

viscera collapsed inside the beast. It sounded like an ominous roar, that caused the animal to fall 

down the chair, and everybody yelled and jumped to all sides, KIK and Johannes included. Yes, it 

was truly a “badger farewell-party”. Photos were taken, and later you had a big laugh.  

 

There was apparently also a male in the badger family. Aunt Ingeborg, (Ernst 'second wife) had 

seen it on a stroll. When she detected the beast she went backwards with her stick swinging to and 

fro, until she reached her house in safety. – One of the peasant’s fellows had also seen it and mobi-

lized a few more guys and with pitchforks, hoes and rakes they drew it away, and it disappeared.  

 “Oh! Kjærsgaards-plantation attracts attention to the animals ":  

Old Johannes was called for again - with his rifle - and together with the farmers they hunted on 

both sides of the fence where the animal was hiding. They got wind of the rabble, and succeeded by 

joint efforts to dismantle the predator to everyone's relief. The safari men discussed eagerly, if they 

could get some shaving brushes from the fur. (Very expensive shaving brushes back then.) The 

farmers got the predator.  

 

“Travelling is something of living” (Hans Christian Andersen)  

Hugo in Canada and his Finnish wife, Helga made sure to raise the earth's population with three 

children, Yvonne, Joan and Ernest.  

Yvonne had four children and Joan 12. (Joan's children have again increased the genus with 24 

small new ones.)  
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When Yvonne and Joan were teenagers, they came home much too late, of course, (like all other 

teens) and would "compose" an apology to the parents. Yvonne did this brilliantly, as she said to the 

picturesque little sister: "You do the “looking”. - I Do the Talking".  

Many years later Hugo invited his two sisters, Imse and Karen Kik for a nice little holiday they en-

joyed very much.  

Also I (Bitten) was in 2000 invited to Yvonne’s, and I got many exciting and varied experiences 

and visited of course our whole family.  

Yvonne's dear husband, Stan was unfortunately hit by an incipient Alzheimer's.  

In 2000 Ib also visited his son Birger in Alaska. Birger had arranged a host of wild adventures such 

as a helicopter flight and a dangerous voyage, where the rapid, breakneck speed rushed downriver. 

Ib thought his last hour had come, but no, devil is not retrieving before time! 

 

“Poems Foundries” 

In my grownup life I have had a great time with my poem arteries. I’m able to “shake” one rhyming 

letter out of the sleeve after another.  

Here I philosophize about Time. We understand the notion of the time so differently. (Jytte will 

translate the best she can.) 

 

Are you able to use time correctly?  

Time is a gift to be cared for 

Especially for us who are still alive 

Don’t tell me time is passing. Let it stay. 

 

We must use every second 

Think of the passing time 

We have to use this very moment 

What is possible to do? 

 

Do you find yourself bored? 

I don’t like these kinds of questions 

Because if I did- I was a boring person 

Who wasn’t using my life probably? 

 

Yes, time is as strange concept. Just think it over: that tomorrow today will be - yesterday! 

 

Well Projects 

I once heard about women who lived in arid regions of the world that they had to walk many kilo-

metres every day to fetch water, so I felt so grateful that I could just turn on 

my faucet and get the cleanest, lovely water. Thus I decided to find out how I 

could help these women. It was the beginning of my well project where I col-

lect money for lectures, etc., so women can get wells. Until now (May 2007) 

18 wells have appeared. 

 

“The “re-padding” addict” 

In 1999 I wrote the book, the re-padding addict. It's a about my family, about 

“the little free town”, Den Lille Fristad, which I have called the farm here and 

about other thoughts.  
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My son, Claus stands for the cover photo and Ma Que Nghi for cover. (Publisher: Attica.)  

 

“Imagine that such a little one can jump out and get so big!” (Grow to the whole lot)  

  

That was the comment of my grandfather said the day when Asta and Erik had their silver anniver-

sary at Bugten. Everyone was lined up to be photographed (see Kiss' observations).  

Grandpa meant the family had grown that big 

from the time, he and Grandma started it all 

and until now with 20 people, but the sentence 

could very well have been misunderstood. His 

daughters were almost choked with laughter, as 

each one tried to hide it in a fit of coughing not 

to mock the old man of honour, but when 

Grandpa had gone, the laughter indulged.  

And later, in 2001, the phrase has become even 

more topical when Ib held Annette’s 60th and 

his 70th birthday and the whole family from 

near and far were gathered at the beach. We 

were probably about 80-90 people in a large 

tent, which he had rented and had set down on 

the meadow. Jørgen Steinweick, one of Ib's friends took pictures of the whole gang. Unfortunately, 

the family from Canada was not there. Certainly we could at least have been 20 more people.  

 

Aren’t we lucky? Thank you, dear grandpa! 

 
Bitten 

Bitten, KIK, Imse, Jytte, 1957 
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Ib 

 

Our maternal grandfather, Ernst Kjærsgaard must actually have the honour 

of the later rather dense social family network that was established in Ved-

dinge Bakker.  

He bought a large area in 1916 for approx. 15 cents per m 2. And when he 

had 6 children, it was quiet natural to devide this parcel of land into small-

er parcels for each child to build a summer residence.  

Ernst Kjærsgaards children: Asta, Karen, Martha, Hugo, Imse and Else 

were therefore transferred to each parcel as a gift (as separate property). 

Their descendants have received the equivalent through inheritance or gift, 

but still it remained in family ownership. The situation developed in anoth-

er direction. For further information see the website www.kjærsgaards.dk.  

Karen was first allowed to choose a plot and in 1938 Kib became the first home on the area, built by 

her and my father, Johannes Baastrup who himself designed the house.  

My parents couldn’t effort a luxury house. They had to build it very economical – it should cost as 

little as possible and be as durable as possible. This should preferably be indestructible and there-

fore the lower floor was built of cement, and the upper floor of eternit. The result is, however, the 

house is cold, damp and clammy until the month of May, but it could probably have withstood a 

bomb (!)  

Most doors were purchased from demolition sites. A small door (where you had to bend your head) 

cost 50 øre - a large door 1DKK; construction costs for this building amounted to approx. 7,000, - 

DKK. 

Initially, there was no electricity or plumbing. Water was fetched from an old-fashioned yoke with 

2 buckets from Strandhytten, which was the original farmer’s house - which Ernst Kjærsgaard re-

built from a cowshed to a holiday home. It lay approx. 300 m from Kib.  

Bathroom was practiced as a wash basin and a jug of cold water. Toilet was established at the an-

nexe in a barrel, which was emptied once a week by digging a hole in the woods. My father Johan-

nes taught me (Ib) in my early age how to dig the hole and empty the bucket (!). My father raised a 

tomb-stone in the wood, which read: "Below rests the Lord". (Lord in Danish means Shit – just a 

little play with the words.) Later we had water installed and a water closet in Kib. (In 1950 the an-

nexe turned into K.B.Hallen) 

The house was built into the sloping bank of earth and side niches collapsed around 25 years later 

when the concrete was not reinforced. The damage was repaired by 

digging the house free of earth, and by rebuilding the walls using 

strongly reinforced concrete.  

In Kib's construction period (1938), I lived in summer time at 

Strandhytten with my family and several of my cousins. We played 

hide and seek in the alcove rooms, which had so many exciting, dark 

rooms behind the panels.  

Strandhytten didn’t have electricity and running water, but we got the 

water from an old farm pump outside. Toilet Conditions were almost 

luxurious, for now you could sit two at a time and “trunte” (shit) out in 

the shed in the woods. It was such a large board with two holes in.  

Otherwise we children very often went to the beach to swim, but we 

were strictly informed: ”Always an adult looking after you when bath-

ing“. My grandfather had a small bathing hut on the beach to dress. At 

that time it was very important. From there we could see across the Ib. 
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road at "Lærkereden" our neighbour. We could keep an eye on the baker car from Høve. It was 

painted beige and brown - I remember the picture as if it were yesterday. We were looking forward 

to the Wiener Basser, (Danish). The Baker’s car would be at Strandhytten a few minutes later, so 

we ran as quickly as possible all the way from the beach to Strandhytten. We could even choose the 

“basser”!  

My mother and father lived in one of the little finer rooms in the lower part of Strandhytten.  

(As you can see in Bitten’s story we found foxes and badgers at that time.) It was not reassuring for 

us children. My father had discovered a badger hole near Kib. You could see it was in use. Then my 

father decided on a course of action to catch the beast.  

He pulled a several hundred meters of copper wire from the bedroom of Strandhytten to the badger 

hole. It ended up in a suitably large loop that would match to the circumference of a badger neck. In 

the bedroom it ended up in an alarm clock.  

At 4 am the next morning the badger went into the trap and got stuck in the loop and could neither 

go forwards nor backwards. My father jumped up with his hunting rifle and my mom with a power-

ful torch. In nightgowns they rushed to the badger. The beast was stuck and snarled cruelly, but my 

father shot and killed the monster. When they had dragged it to light - it turned out to be a pregnant 

female with 6 cubs, which very soon would be born. The danger had passed and we saw no later 

badgers on land.  

Another time we were on the “pillage” up in Martha's orchard, which was right next to Strandhytten 

- Bitten, Hugo, Poul, Bjørn, Inge and I. In the orchard we especially loved the gooseberries.  

But Martha somehow detected us. She suddenly came out the door in the small glass veranda and 

said in a loud voice: "I’m so surprised!! These words we still remember now 75 years later. Every-

one had to leave very embarrassed - one by one down to Martha and say a nice apology and that we 

would never do it again.  

Otherwise, I remember my time at Strandhytten as very positive and exciting because all the cous-

ins could play together. And it was always sunny! Up where the road turns, a mailbox was placed 

that could be seen from down Strandhytten. It was a simple wooden box with a lid and inside a 

small red flag. When the village postman came with letters - he put the letters in the box and put the 

flag in a bracket. Then Bitten and Kiss “stormed” (ran) to the box looking for post. They had started 

having boyfriends.  

(Now we are a few in our family who will donate writings to FAMILIEKRØNNIKEN (the Chroni-

cle) and probably a lot of repetitions will occur, but the reader has to accept this.) 

Imse and Ove built Bugten which was later acquired by Asta and Erik. Later Else and Kai started on 

Kernehuset.  

All the houses got names back then, as the roads had not yet been named by the municipality. The 

postman had to find out.  

I was allowed to become a scout in Copenhagen at the same time as Bjørn was a scout in Charlot-

tenlund/Copenhagen. So we had gradually learned to light fires with only two matches without us-

ing paper, building a bivouac of burdock leaves, making knots and splices and had rigged a cable 

car too far up in the trees. Bjørn was probably the one that I mostly played with. Down on Solengen 

(now where Prikken is located) we had our real fireplace, where we made bread on sticks. And 

there we slept too from time to time.  

What a life for boys! 

My mother also taught me how to make butter. Every night at 8 I picked up fresh milk from the 

farm owner Birch Jensen. The milk was poured into a pair of big clay jugs and set down in the cold 

basement. The next day it had pulled a really great cream that was neatly skimmed off. Now you 

got crème de la crème. Some of it was used for dinner, but the rest was carefully whipped for butter 

and added a little salt. Great!  
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It's amazing what pops up in your mind - and I could continue, but "in der Begrenzung lernt man 

den Meister kennen". Perhaps there is one thing that I want to be remembered for - and a second, 

which many will remember. 

The first thing I established was "Kjærsgaards Grun-

dejerforening", the association of the landowners of 

Kjærsgaards. I worked with a lawyer getting the stat-

utes and set up the program to the first General As-

sembly, which took place in the summer of 1978. At 

that time I let built the two pillars of brick which we 

pass every day.  

I was chairman for 19 years – then we got a little more 

modern president in Carsten Hougs Lind, son of the 

new era of computers, etc. He made our beautiful and 

very informative website (www.kjærsgaards.dk)  

Second, I need not draw particular attention to - and it 

is all beach parties, which I held for 27 years. It was 

festive family 

members, 

neighbours and 

good friends 

with sun and 

sea. Almost all 

were frolicking 

in the wet ele-

ment, where 

almost everything was tried - windsurfing, catamaran sailing, 

water skiing and parasailing with kite or parachute. As host I 

had enticed with free bar. Nobody regrets. 

  

Nette turns 60 - and I 70.  

I was very glad to see all these positive and happy people. And I am convinced that even the small-

est child remembers those glorious beach par-

ties, which ended with my 70th birthday in 

2001. That same day we celebrated cousin 

Nette’s 60th birthday. On that occasion I had 

arranged dinner for the 93 participants in a 

large tent at the meadow. They came visiting 

from five nations. For me it was also particu-

larly enjoyable, because I had a visit from 

U.S./Alaska by my son, Birger, and my two 

grandchildren, Kris and Lily, both of who 

read the name Baastrup. 

 

 

Ole Hjort parasailing. 

Water sports. 

Beach party. 
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Anne N., Jytte, Nicolas, Kiss, Birgitte N., Karen N. 2001. 

Kirsten, Nette, Ib, Sebastian, Jonas, Josephine, Kristine, Birgitte N. 2001. 
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Imse’s descendants: Anne, Poul, Alice, Eva, Kristine, Kristian, Morten, Birgitte, Dianna, Marianna, Bjørn N., 
Peter, Karen N. 2001. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Martha’s descendants: Karen, Anne-Marie, Carl-Erik, Ole, Dorthe, Martin, Carsten, Julian. 2001. 
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Else’s descendants: Grenville, Martin, Helle, Pernille, Thomas m/ Gustav, Bjørn, Ole Hjort, Karin, Tim, 
Miyako, Alan, Kim m/ Sebastian, Anya, Raph m/ Else, (in the front): Nette, Tobias, Mathias, Jonas, Louise, 
Josephine. 2001. 

 

 

 

 
Asta’s descendants: Lise, Nick, Kiss, Susan, Birthe, Susanne, Jørgen, Hanne, Halvor, Suzy, Per, Christina, 
Marianne, Helene, Vibeke, Glenn + 5 kids. 2001. 
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Kik’s descendants: Ditte, Nghi, Ib, Cæcilie, Birger, Hans, Kjeld Jytte m/ Lily, Bitten, Claus, Anne-Mette, Nico-
laj, Kris, Casper, Benjamin. 2001. 

 

 

 

 
Left: Marianne, Kirsten, Mark, Christina. Right: Nicolaj and Benjamin. 2001  

 

 

Now as a 76-year-old I’m sitting with wonderful and fond memories of my grandfather's amuse-

ment park in Veddinge Hills and I am very thankful I got to experience everything.  

 

Ib 
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1. row: Birthe, Vibeke, Jørgen, Susanne, Daniel, Michael, Hanne 
2. row: Halvor, Kiss, Nicolas, Susan, Kirsten, Mark, Suzanne 
3. row: Christina, Sean, Sabrina, Marianne, Glenn, Donna, Skyler 
4. row: Lise, Per, Helene, Bitten, Claus, Anne-Mette, Ib 
5. row: Birger, Kris, Lily, Jytte, Kjeld, Ditte, Nghi 
6. row: Benjamin, Nicolaj, Hans, Cæcilie, Casper, Ole S.Chr., Anne-Marie 
7. row: Karen, Carl-Erik, Carsten, Maybritt, Julian, Martin, Dorthe 
8. row: Poul, Alice, Anne, Bjørn, Dianna, Karen, Birgitte 
9. row: Eva, Kristine, Peter, Kristian, Morten, Bjørn J., Karin 
10. row: Tim, Ole Hj., Thomas, Pernille, Louise, Josephine, Jonas 
11. row: Gustav, Martin Hj., Helle, Tobias, Mathias, Nette, Glenville 
12. row: Kim, Sebastian, Anya, Raph, Biba May, Alan, Miayko 
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Jytte 

 

"Now we straight drive into the water" was the warning of my mum and dad, 

when we drove through the woods to our summerhouse Villa Kib. Now was the 

time for summer holiday. It looked like going straight to the water (1944) be-

cause the trees were tall. We had no car, so one of my memories is from Viggo/ 

Ove picking us up with a buggy.  

My Mom always came with a phrase, when something special was nice, "What 

have we done to have this beautiful place?”  

I cannot imagine how life would have been if 

Grandpa didn’t purchase Strandhytten in Se-

jerø Bay, the place we ever since had good 

health, happiness, unity and experiences in. 

We've gone for long walks along the beach or up the hills. We 

invited playmates and friends with special pride, and we could 

tell about the old moraine ground. I loved running through the 

yellow grass bigger than me. 

The sisters’ (Asta, Karen, Martha, Hugo, Imse and Else) mutual 

love and humour gave me wonderful memories.  

I love looking far out to the waterside - again and again. Colour 

play alternates incessantly, and we see the sea - one moment the 

most enchanting, like a quiet "mirror" and next: the wild ocean 

in turmoil with whitecaps.  

 

My Grandpa and grandma. 

I want to tell you the most horrible and totally ludicrous and gro-

tesque story my mother once told me. Before my grandma and 

grandpa’s marriage Grandma had, in order not to be a financial burden on her future master, all her 

good, strong, beautiful and healthy teeth pull out and had to walk with prosthesis her whole life. 

(That really hurts my soul! What do you think?) Thoughts and habits were completely different at 

that time. 

 

1938 –ca. 1958  

From my childish point of view I categorized the family at the countryside 

into four main categories:  

The old group was Grandpa and Aunt Ingeborg,  

 

The adults were our parents, aunts and uncles: Asta & Erik, Karen & Jo-

hannes, Martha & Johannes Sloth, Else & Kai.  

 

The young ones were the first and second litter: Birthe & Kiss - Bitten & Ib 

- Ole SC, & Inger, Bjørn & Inge Merete, often just called Inge. 

  

Children were: Lise, Jytte, Jens (lived in Viborg), Jørgen and Annette 

called Nette. 

 

 

 

Inge Merete and Jytte. 
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The memories from my childhood are like a patchwork quilt. 

I loved my sister, but 12 years between us, we couldn’t 

play together.  

However, I can tell you about my cousin Inge Merete:  

A small battle was always distended between Inger 

Sloth and Inge Merete about being the "best". They 

both wanted to play with me. I was probably two or 

three years old. When Inger came over to Kib, she al-

ways wanted to put me into a box, and I certainly would 

not go into that box, and when Inge Merete came play-

ing, she could always think of something exiting: she 

had collected snails still alive making a race up the 

window into the "ladies’ room", Fruer Stuen, where I 

had my nap. The snails just caught my attention, and 

Inge Merete won - again and again to Inger’s great an-

noyance. 

Inge Merete also took me flower picking “everlasting 

flowers”. She made beautiful wreaths.  

In the old days Birch-Jensen lived on the yellow farm, which was white at that time, at the corner of 

Ellebakken and Strandgårdsvej. (The roads had no names.) The farm was later renamed Knakker-

gaard and later it turned into an ice shop. At that time we only had fields with either cows or corn. 

Picking up milk at the farmer’s house we had a special delight in screaming loudly. Nobody could 

hear us but the cows. We sang higher and higher and it was so lovely we had to step on our tiptoes 

to reach a higher tone, and we spluttered with laughter. What also made these trips memorable were 

Lise's stories of little mice and other magics. Both Nette and I loved the stories, and the trip went 

like a breeze. Lise knew how to keep the thrill of the stories continuing night after night. Sometimes 

we poured the warm milk into the lid and drank it.  

 

My mother had one dress that I particularly liked: the purple 

dress. As we were going to Asta abd Erik’s silver anniversary 

(1945) she wanted to be “particularly” beautiful and she asked 

me:  

"Well Jytte, which dress should I wear?” I replied in a dreamy 

voice: "The purple dress!"  

And she was so pretty! 

My mother was a pragmatist. She had many apothegms, which 

still hang in our mutual talking:  

"On the one hand you have to remember this and on the other 

hand - don’t neglect the other." - Or if I wanted something much 

too expensive, my mother screamed: “I think you are crazy!”  

She also had a sense of the dramatic: even in summertime, in fact 

a melting hot day, she heard Ulla, a girlfriend of mine and I sat 

inside the room disagreeing; My mom dressed up in a “Father-

Christmas-dress” with a big white beard and knocked on the 

door, she opened it and said in a deep voice: "If you don’t behave 

I’m coming for Christmas!"  

Jytte and Bitten. 

Karen (Kik). 
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She could be even more dramatic. At night time she said in a deep, eerie, harrowing and strange 

voice: 

“Who has stolen my golden tooth?” 

“Who has stolen my golden tooth?” 

“Who has stolen my golden tooth?” 

“Who has stolen my golden tooth?” 

”YOU ARE THE ONE!!!!” Even now it’s thrilling!  

When Ditte (my daughter) was picking nose, my mother said to her: "Watch out, if the finger is 

braking", and when Ditte bit her nails, especially 2 of the nails were nice to bite, my mother offered 

her the enormous sum of 5 DKR to stop biting - and Ditte stopped! 

 

My dad was a real "blusterer" so where he cleared his throat, all small birds sat paralyzed in the 

trees and didn’t dare give a hint until everything was quiet. My school friends were never at home 

with me because they were afraid of him. He had enormous, bushy eyebrows - indeed, he looked 

gruff. When he spoke, he had a very rough voice. He was like a wire-haired terrier – rough on the 

inside as well as on the outside. - And for heaven's sake: when he sneezed! - - - everything blew and 

everyone jumped to the most distant galaxies. (I couldn’t understand why my mother had chosen 

him; once he might have been a charming man.) 

I wasn’t afraid of him. He liked to joke: When he had to take zinc shutters off the windows in the 

summerhouse, villa Kib, he rattled them for fun. It sounded like a great thunderstorm.  

But I definitely was his darling. I got 2 cents to tickle him in his neck.  

When I was 4 years old he once got the idea that I should sit naked on a stone with a pencil pretend-

ing playing the recorder.  

(Maybe he was visionary and saw me in my adult life teaching children and adults playing the re-

corder and even had a great pleasure?) 

 

My grandfather (Ernst) was influenced by an old-fashioned Mission, and the family was affected 

by it. My father stopped the fanatical belief.  

Once, I was lying in my bed. I started playing with my “Teddy Kjærsgaard”, the brown flabby ugly 

but lovable teddy bear who had lost one eye. I took the crucifix from the wall and started playing: 

“Now we will see who is the cleverest to stay on their heads: Jesus or Teddy Kjærsgaard”. - I let the 

bear go down and exclaimed: “Great Jesus, I knew you were the brightest”. 

 

At the beach and by the sea.  

We loved swimming and jumping “10 - 20 – 30” and aimed for swimming to the 2nd sandbar. Af-

terwards we raced eachother to get warm and glanced at the hot wall of the "horror-cabinet" (the red 

bathing house) and made imprint of our wet bodies and mouths. At that time the world was gra-

cious; we lay tickling each other with straw of grass and enjoyed getting sun on our stomachs.  

Unlike Lise, I never I had a shower. We didn’t have any bath or hot water in Kib, but we went 

swimming every day. And we were strictly warned: never go alone into the water. But we were 

lucky: nothing ever happened and we could play the whole day long except for when we had to pick 

cherries for mom’s jam. I hated it, because the hill was very high and precipitous and standing there 

with the jar was extremely difficult and it mostly fell and all the cherries rolled down the hill. Just 

imagine! And the gooseberry-picking: the flies and mosquitoes were irritating and . . . and ...  

But, we loved playing at the beach, building sandcastles and collecting seashells for necklaces. At-

tractive stones we found on the beach, everybody loved going there: “Oh look at this. Isn’t it beauti-

ful?”  
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One Easter one of nature's whims was shown to us: at the start of the holiday the whole bay was 

covered by an ice floe, which disappeared one night - arguably the east wind pushed it. When the 

holiday was over the floe returned - and now the west wind indeed be the culprit. 

 

All the creatures  

Lise and I were playing every day, and she was always the one who came up with the game, and I 

followed. One day we took all the tiny tadpoles from their pond. What could you do with these tiny 

cute little tadpoles? Yes, of course we had to make a race with them. But they didn’t go our way- - 

so of course they had to have braces on with a thread of wool. It shouldn’t "hurt"! At night they 

were installed and in the morning, they were dead - dried from the sun - with braces on! - However, 

children can be rude.  

Oh my mum had a big fight: a lot of mice loved to come to the summerhouse enjoying “eating” 

bedding. Mom had to throw everything away because the mice soiled and – ate big holes in the bed 

clothes. (I’m still fighting the mice – and the ants!) 

 

“Egg Schnapps” and other goodies  
 (It has nothing to do with alcohol). 

Sometimes I was allowed to bring my playmate, Ulla to our summerhouse. In the evenings we sat in 

the wonderful sunset stirring the egg schnapps. At that time we were lucky enough to have neither 

campylobacter nor the salmonella bacteria. The drink is made from egg yolk and sugar stirred very 

well, so that the sugar is completely smooth. 

The special night I want to tell you about - we would do some extraordinary things with the 

whipped whites. And we whipped until they were completely stiff. Oh, it was delicious! We ate like 

animals. Do you know how the whipped white of eggs behaves in your stomach? Yes right, it de-

velops gas - which results in farts, lots of farts. Well, it was late and Mom wanted us to go to bed. It 

was really so nice having Ulla with me, because we were talking, laughing and farting. - And laugh-

ing some more! Mom came to say “Good night”, opened the door to say: "Now you have to. . . 

puuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuh!” And she slammed the door. The air was thick with farts.  

We screamed with laughter and now we could rest in peace and giggle and fart until fatigue over-

came us.  

Egg Snaps was a sample of summer's delights. We were always experimenting adding different in-

gredients to it, such as cocoa, flour or small delicious wild strawberries we had drawn on grass - and 

sitting at the terrace of Bugten with Lise and Nette in the sunset, or while thunder roared away we 

sat indoors and we always wanted to see, which egg schnapps was the most white. 

 

 

Crazy cat gets torn skin  

Jorgen (Sloth Christensen) made a car of an old pram chassis, and today he wants to prove it. I sat 

in the back, and it was very funny to rush down the smaller hills, but near Høve, (a small town), the 

hill was rather big, the speed down was too fast and I was gripped by panic and screamed my lungs 

right into Jørgen’s ear. He became so aggitated that we went straight into the big tree that stood in 

their way, the toy car broke and we hobbled home crestfallen, and he swore that I never would be 

allowed on other trips with him.  

We've always had dogs. The dog should be cheap, not a penny my father wanted to pay. Dad heard 

about a Rottweiler, 1 year old, . . . We got it. My parents had no knowledge of the Rottweilers - and 

no insight into the characteristics and forces such a dog at 1 year may have.  

Bitten was wild with joy. I sat out on my beloved corner at the kitchen table and Bitten told the dog: 

"Come on then, come then!" And the mighty dog jumped up and down. The dog became more and 
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wild with rage and - - - suddenly - - he jumped up on me, bit my upper lip and scratched me on the 

cheek. There was blood all over. Certainly the dog was not bad at all, but it was a new family. Ba-

bu, ba-bu – I went to hospital and had stitches. Six people held me. They gave me 25 cents to be 

"such a nice girl”. Very quickly a little girl's face disfigured for life.  

 

Songs, rhymes and games  

 TIP  

 My mother Kik was famous. She knew a play, she called TIP. It was 

a game, we often played. The play is like this: lots of delights on the 

table, candies, fruits, small interesting things, etc. One person had to 

go outside the door; the others selected one thing to be "tip". "Now 

you may come," was the signal, and then he or she may take every-

thing on the table until - until she touched the tip. Then everybody in-

articulately was screaming: TiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiP, the person is not allowed 

more sweets. If you fortunately could take all things before they 

screamed "tip”, you can have it all. (Photoof TIP: Nghi and Nicolaj)  

 

Let’s play “the black art, the magic arts”.  

 A more peaceful game was: "The Black Art". Everybody will hopefully be very surprised. This 

game has many participants and two persons know the rules. (Playing this game you have to be big 

enough to remember the colours of the rainbow: red, yellow, green, blue and violet.) One person is 

the author; the other is the person who “guesses” They both leave the room for a short while to 

agree on a thing in the room. (This time it is the red candle.) They enter “You may come in." Au-

thor and "the one who guesses" have agreed that in the first round the first thing she asks after is a 

red thing to be guessed because red is the first colour in the rainbow. Author asks e.g. about many 

things in the room, but definitely not red things, "is it the wooden coffin?" "No!" - "Is it that door?" 

"No", etc.  

 Finally: "Is it the candle?" (Which is red) but don’t tell the colour. "No" - "Is it the teapot?" "Yes." 

–The teapot was the first thing after a red thing.  

 Next round the two persons will change. Now the first thing will be after a yellow thing. (No. 2 

colour in the rainbow) Next turn the two changes to ask and guess things. Next time it will be after 

a green thing, a blue and a purple thing. -  

 And the others are stunned. It's magic!  

 

The first toast to General Puff was also one of the standards.  

 We all sit with our glass or cup and are very aware of what mom does when she starts.  

 "The first toast to the General Puff" is said while she takes the glass with 1 forefinger - and the 

thumb and drinks one sip. Puts the glass with 1 small knock on the table, wipes the imaginary 

moustache 1 time with 1 finger, first with right forefinger on the right side of his moustache, then 

with the left forefinger on the left side.  

 1 stroke with right forefinger upon the table then left finger upon the table.  

 1 stroke with your right forefinger under the table on the right side - then left.  

 Right foot: 1 stroke in the floor - left foot 1 stroke. Finally getting up 1 time - you lift your bottom 

from the chair seat.  

 

 "The second toast to General Puff, Puff".  

Nicolaj and Nghi plays ”Tip”. 
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The second taste: the same procedure, but with the thumb, forefinger and middle finger (so 2 fingers 

besides the thumb.). Knock the glass 2 twice. Everything as before, just with 2: beat 2 times in the 

table. . . Get up 2 times in the seat.  

 

"The third and last toast for General Puff, Puff, Puff”  

 And now, as you might guess with 3 fingers, etc. (thumb, forefinger, middle and ring finger and the 

rest of what was done before: 3 knockings, etc.)  

Now everyone must do it in turns. If you forget a thing, you are lost.  

(The person who directs the game is not supposed to tell what went wrong. Just say: "Sorry," 

"Wrong" or similar. It increases the tension.)  

 

Mom taught me quite early a little quiet melody:  

 Dear Mother. Please stay by me.  

 Please guard me while I’m sleeping.  

 Don’t leave me.  

 I can rely with confidence on you.  

 

 Before meals we sang:  

 Some people have enough food but they cannot eat (see the note at the back)  

 Others can eat but they don’t have any food.  

 I thank you God, for I am so happy  

 I can eat and I have enough food.  

 

And we learned a nonsense verse, which 

has accompanied us throughout our lives 

and which has been an integral part of 

every celebration, when we are gathered. 

It has absolutely no meaning: "Oh, ser 

see lu la." Melody is on sheet of music 

with songs.  

Oh, ser sé lu la, svi sva svo 

ra rikke da  

Oh, ser sé lu la, svi sva svo 

ra.  

Tjo tjo tjo tjo fitte got  

svi sva svo ra rikke da  

Tjo tjo tjo tjo fitte got  

Svi sva svo ra.  

Tjuu, ritte Vitte - vuu ritte Vitte  

vippe kadalje!  

Tjuu ritte - vuu ritte Vitte  

Votsch - Votsch - Votsch!  

 

I have compiled some of the songs at the sheet (Annex 2 page 128).  

The English, Miss Polly has a Dolly, was solid repertoire, a song with gestures. (I was 4 years old).  

 

We learned it from my cousins, Yvonne and Joan on their visit to Denmark. (My grandchild Ottilia 

must learn it.)  

Jytte, Anne-Mette, Nette, Lise, Bitten, Hans, Ditte, Josephine 
sings ’Oh, ser se lu la’, 2001. 
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 Miss Polly has a Dolly; it was sick, sick, sick,  

 So she phoned the doctor very quick, quick, quick,  

 The Doctor came with his great big Bag  

 And he came like a rabbit steppe tap, tap, and tap.  

 

 He looked at the Dolly and he shook his head  

 He said: "Miss Polly, you must put her to bed bed,  

 And give her some powder and pill, pill, pill,  

 And tomorrow you will see me with the bill, bill, bill.  

  

For days we played “Matador” (Monopoly) and when it started to rain, we were allowed to let the 

game be open for the next days to continue.  

At those days we had no restrictions with bonfire. (Today we are not allowed anything.) We had 

bonfire near by the sea and we sang songs adding second lines. It gave a great sense of community. 

Oh, I remember those evenings by the bonfire with pleasure. We had much more singing.  

We also sang when we had dinner.  

“We certainly can be happy when we get what we want to eat and drink.” - - (The melody is in the 

back of this book.)  

“Cheers for those who knew what to put into the glasses. Skaal!”  

Ib was a tomboy, but once he used his powers in a constructive way: the rope of the flagstaff was 

broken. Like a monkey he climbed to the top putting the string through, and now we could hoist the 

flag on Sundays and we had another song to the flag.  

27 times Ib invited to beach parties on his birthday. He had a speedboat, water skies and a catama-

ran. Well he’ll write himself. 

 

Kib, K.B.Hallen & Prikken 

Kib was built in 1938, when I was born. My father didn’t know how to build houses however the 

house is still fine.  

Inside he made a smart elevator for food because the kitchen was located in the basement.  

When my parents divorced, my mother had Kib as a separate property and when she died Bitten, Ib 

and I got the house and the area around it.  

A little guesthouse she did fit to live in and she called the house KB-Hallen, because of her name: 

Karen Baastrup. Everything was very primitive: we used primus apparatus to cook, and "Lucullus 

temple," a cave of concrete was built into the hill and was acting our "refrigerator". The house was 

tight for living, but Mom had very little money, 

so she used putty and adhesive plaster for all the 

splits in the walls.  

 When Lise and I were 11 or 12 years old, we 

were permitted to stay in "KB Hallen" alone. 

We were looking forward to this holyday. The 

best dish for Lise was – and is still: spaghetti, 

eternally and always spaghetti. I never have 

cooked but Lise knew and told me to put the 

spaghetti into a strainer after they had been 

cooked. She held the strainer and I poured the 

spaghetti in.  

 - We forgot to just keep the strainer over the 

sink!  

K.B. Hallen. 
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 She got the boiling hot spaghetti water down the thigh. She got terrible burn blisters. Aunt Martha 

was a nurse and she could help with bandaging. The rest of that summer Lise had bandages and 

could not go into the water.  

 I felt a great shame because I thought it was my fault.  

  

One autumn I had two friends, Ulla and Tove and together with Lise and Nette we had a lovely time 

rushing down the big hills. Arriving to Kib my mom had lit up the stove in the kitchen. It was so 

cosy and warm. We stood with flushed cheeks and talked about our experiences. Mom came up 

with a name for our “little group” when we played together: JUTAL.  

 (Jytte, Ulla, Tove, Annette, Lise.) 

 We shuddered and ate our wonderful food and tipped away for the fresh air and adventures. 

 

Prikken 

Bitten was married to Per Helweg and they had three children, Elisabeth, Anne-Mette and Claus. 

They took over the KB Hallen as a summer residence, but now we had a problem: Where should 

mom (Kik) live during summer? (Anne-Mette writes about it in this book too.) 

Cousin Hugo Nauntofte knew a “master builder” Grey, who had a small house for sale.  

It was at “Vintapper” lake. Hugo and Per Helweg bought it for mom, (800 Dkr. for the house and 

800 Dkr. for transport. It was very cheap.) The house should be transported on a big truck up to the 

country during Easter 1961.  

 

But it turned out to be a nightmare. The transport went fine; have you ever seen a house carried on a 

truck? The main house and the porch had to be separated, since the main house should be rolled 

over the meadow of Kai’s. (Nowadays Ebbe’s house is placed here but at that time Kai had some 

beautiful trees and he certainly didn’t want to cut the trees). But Kai had to sacrifice two trees, to let 

the house pass and to be rolled on huge strains over “Solengen” as the meadow was called.  

Kai was very clever to let the trees grow beautifully and now he had to cut them!!! It was nearly 

killing him. But now the house was standing here, and now he had to go for it.  

But unfortunately: the most beautiful spring with sunshine and chirping birds went in a short time 

into a landscape transformed into a wild snowstorm, the terrain turned into a quite impassable land 

with slush and mud.  

Since the veranda (porch) consists of many windows, it had to be handled carefully. The transport 

worker had to drive it through a small forest path, (the place where Birthe and Gert Vig’s house is 

now) and should be combined with the main house. But it was very difficult: the veranda was hang-

ing in the treetops, and the tractor was stuck in mud.  

The veranda, which still hung up in the treetops, could not be rocked in the soft soil. The truck's 

wheels made wheel spin. We hurled some branches and old mattress under the wheels - as in a split 

second was smacked out to both sides. We now called for another tractor to pull the truck - but the 

restive truck would not move an inch. We now called for an even more powerful and strong tractor 

to pull the small tractor pulling the truck that carried the porch. And now they succeeded in passing 

the trees!  

And here you have a testimony about our family unity: everybody helped to cut down trees and 

bulldoze the land where the house should stand. Barrows and tubs with sand were moved at break-

neck pace and hurled over the cliff. Everyone was soaked to the skin of melted snow and sweat. 

When the house finally came into the right place, mom made delicious sandwiches she served at 

KB Hallen. We were all cold and wet so Kai gave us newspapers for our chest and back, to avoid 

the cold and he sacrificed his snaps to the exhausted “wet mice” (despite the two trees, "which were 

bound to die"). "KUK-KUK as you always heard Kai express himself. 
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We didn’t have any refrigerator at that time so after eating Mom brought the rest of the food into a 

cooler room. Kjeld and Jytte had the cutest little cocker spaniel, Diana. The poor creature was starv-

ing: nobody thought about the dog, because everybody focused on the work with the house. The 

dog popped up behind Mom hoping to get a little food. Suddenly, the dream turned into reality – 

Mom carried wet willies, slipped on her back with all the food, cracked her cranium in the floor and 

the food flew to all sides. Diana was not slow. She jumped on top of Mom eating greedily. It looked 

crazy, we couldn’t stop laughing, but laughing stopped abruptly, Mom had had a bad concussion of 

the brains.  

Because of the heavy snow the ambulance could not go down to the cottage, then a jeep picked her 

up, (a jeep has no suspension in the seats) so our poor mother had to - with her concussion rumble 

in the jeep - and she wept for both chagrin and pain. I went with her to the hospital in Copenhagen 

(I had to work in Apollon Musicshop Easter Saturday).  

That Easter of 1961 will always be remembered!  

And yon Easter was the germ of our little Ditte!  

When the house was made habitable, Mom gave the house a name: Prikken. (It means “The Dot”). 

In Denmark you may have a game of charades if something is especially nice you put a dot on top 

of the letter i.  

When Mom died Bitten, Ib and I inherited the three houses: Bitten got KB-Hallen, Ib got Kib: and I 

got Prikken. 

 

Kjeld came into my life in 1959 - we were married 16 April 1960.  

Ditte was born 03.01.1962 and 07.06.1963 Hans.  

We had all kinds of pets, a dog, a cat, a rabbit, guinea pigs, mice, birds and ger-

bils. Ditte was enthusiastic and burst out: “Mom, Mom. Now we just need a gil-

leraf, (Giraf) so we have a whole zoololologisk have”.  

Kjeld started renovating Prikken, so that it fit our needs.  

He planned a great view space, which we since has been able to sit at for a love-

ly view in the shade of the midday heat and in the evening: We call it our "sun-

set place".  

Watching the sunset in the country is the most sublime experience you can get. Everyone loves it - 

even Buller, our dearest dog – sitting here with Kjeld.  

Kjell has worked with home wine and beer for life. Cheers!  

 

Ditte and Hans 

From morning until night they played at the beach. They 

came up at evening time.  

I remember when Hans was too tired for eating; he fell 

asleep with food in his mouth.  

They played wonderfully with Thomas and Martin, they 

"dug down to the Chinese" or made roads.  

I remember an episode when Hans was about 14 Years 

old and was able to handle a saw: we sat outside and ate 

breakfast. (We always sit outside when weather per-

mits), a tree was shadowing. Resolute, he brought the 

saw topped the tree down and then continued with his 

breakfast as if nothing had happened.  
Kjeld and Buller enjoying sunset. 

Kjeld. 
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I want to tell about a little incident where Birgitte (Cecilia and Caspers mom) and Pernille were 

shopping in Asnæs / Nykøbing and asked me to look after Louise, Josephine and Jonah with Ditte 

and Hans.  

Everything went super well, we sang and read stories on the veranda - 

nice atmosphere. Josephine had to visit the toilet - and suddenly a tre-

mendous thunderclap and lightening started, and Josephine got so fright-

ened she fell down the barrel and screamed out like a “yell from the In-

dians”. We stopped the story telling; now she had to be comforted. The 

sun was shining - when Birgitte and Pernille came home!  

She is the more beautiful of these two toddlers. She has written memo-

ries from childhood.  

Here are given equal space to tell that 

she was extremely good at drawing and baking!  

Hans’ confirmation was a little unusual. We made a week's “con-

firmation journey” for him in North Jutland with final ecclesiastical 

confirmation. It was a good experience. Afterwards we made a 

mighty feast on Høve Mill, which was 

then decorated as a restaurant.  

Ditte's confirmation was of a different na-

ture: Ditte had gone - as usual - to practise, 

but on the very day she was sick with a 

mighty high fever, so the priest was asked 

to come home to our house. Ditte carried 

the day with feverish cheeks, the little 

treasure in fine style, and we threw the great party we had prepared. 

 

Ditte and Nghi were married in 1989  

Nghi is a very creative person, and he also does graphic 

design. You can see his drawing of Prikken here. 

 

Benjamin and Nicolaj 

Ditte and Nghi' have two wonderful boys, Benjamin and 

Nicholas.  

Ditte came to visit me in Prikken when the children 

were1 ½ -2 ½ years. It was a beautiful, warm sunny day. I 

suggested that Nicholas run bar-butt to wean him off with 

the diaper.  

Ditte and I sat with our coffee outside and enjoy the 

summer. The boys were playing and laughing inside the 

house.  

They laughed and laughed and had so much fun. We got curious why they laughed. Mild Moses!!!!! 

Nicolaj had made faeces all over the carpet and danced war dance on top of it.  

Oh horror! Ditte and I lay the next hours and scrubbed and scrubbed, but I ended up buying another 

carpet. Alas, the dear children.  

It was glorious to look after them - with diapers.  

I was usually alone on Prikken.  

There are some episodes with Benjamin and Nicholaj, which are printed in my memory. One sum-

mer it rained cats and dogs and diapers and clothes could not dry. Prikken is a very small house 

Honey, Hans, Ditte, Fes-
sor. 

A guest, Casper and 
Benjamin. 

From Hans’ confirmation at the 
Høve Mølle (mill) restaurant: 
Kristian Erlandsen (Kjelds bro-
ther), Kjeld, Hans, Ditte, Jytte, 
Gunnar Krarup (neighbour), Bit-
ten, Karl-Otto. 

Nghi’s beauiful drawing of Prikken. 
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with no washing machine. I piled up all the furniture and put in the large drying “stand” and turned 

on the heater.  

The children ran to and fro to hide among the wet clothes - (and made black fingers at the clean 

clothes.)  

Another time we sat at the dining table. Nicolaj was a tiny one and he could not sit on the chair, we 

didn’t have any chairs for babies, so I had to tie him. Unfortunately I had forgotten something in the 

kitchen! Oh horror. I could not carry both him and the chair - and what happens? He fell between 

two chairs and vrææææl! Benjamin cried in despair: "Momme!" Yet I see the scenery.  

Sorry, sweet Nicolaj. Momme was not too smart, huh?  

Later it went better and we've had some wonderful moments together. We could share enthusiasm 

for nature's small wonders: When a stone was lifted and woodlice swarmed forward, shouted: 

"Look, Momme!" Or when the large forest ants raced back and forth on the same path that they had 

had for years - or newly hatched tiny spiders fell like a curtain out of their cocoon and looked like 

pinheads, or we stood at a respectful distance and knew demilitarization of a large nest. We could 

fall into a swoon over the beautiful silvery spider webs in the fall. But the "fainting" was limited 

when mosquitoes buzzed in the bedroom or the moronic flies perched on the nose. Mice and moles 

had a dignified burial with stones, flowers and crosses.  

Nicolaj could always find things, always some old junk, which Bitten had dug in hoping nobody 

could find it!  

  

I learned a new expression from Martin (Ole Hjort’s son): "Tju hi, where it goes with tits and 

thighs." And the other one about a bird he didn’t know the name: “And this a not very often-bird.” 

 

Cæcilie and Casper 

There's sometimes a time when parents are not too well: that's when 

their little ones cry and cry on end. To do everything, give them food, 

get them to burp, change their diaper, nurse them, play, try to get them 

to sleep - - you name it, but nothing helps.  

Once, Birgitte Staffe, Hans' first wife, their mother, found herself in this 

position where Casper just cried and cried. - So it was up to the chiro-

practor, Birger, who had just returned from Alaska to help.  

He pulled the cub so little criss-cross - and vups - The boy did not 

scream anymore. Keine Hexerei, nur Behändigkeit!  

I think Cecilia and Casper have had good experiences in the country. Cecilia played a lot with Eva, 

Birgitte Navntofte’s daughter, and Amanda, Ruhwald’s daughter, and Casper was and is still visit-

ing Hasse, Anne Kirsten and Steffen’s son.  

Casper was very good at waterskiing. He really had style!  

Prikken was too small when Ditte and Hans grew up. We took a loan to build the house bigger 

(1986).  

Kjeld, Ditte, Hans and I contributed to the cosy and beautiful house we know today. Unfortunately I 

divorced Kjeld.  

In 1998 Prikken and KB- Hallen went to Ditte and Hans. Birger in Alaska got Kib. 

 

Jytte 

 

 
 

Casper, Cæcilie. 
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Anne-Mette 

 

Anne-Mette Helweg’s contribution to the Kjærsgaardske Family Chroni-

cle - memories of summer vacations at Sejeroe Bay.  

 

There is a fire in the fireplace, music on the radio and outside my window 

I see jasmine trees with white flowers lightening up the evening twilight. I 

sit at the computer in my little cosy room in a house that I bought 6 years 

ago. The house named "Sparrow Shelter" is located on a very hilly site in 

Kulhuse - north of Jægerspris and far from Sejeroe Bay where I grew up 

as a child. I think I fell in love with this particular place because it is in 

many ways reminds me of Sejeroe Bay - the hilly ground, the partial raw 

natural ground, the tall trees and wild shrubs.  

When my thoughts go back in time to my childhood and the carefree life of summer vacations at 

Sejeroe Bay, then the first thing I always think of is my family. The large colourful family who 

stuck together through linkage to the same beautiful 

paradise on earth - Sejeroe Bay! 

I remember my older sister Elizabeth, my little 

brother Claus and I, when we as the very first thing 

arriving ”KB-Hallen," went to all the houses to 

greet uncles, aunts, cousins, grand cousins and 

great-cousins. It was always exciting, who now had 

arrived. Occasionally, we heard that "The Pinto’s" 

had come from Australia. The three oldest children, 

Nic (Nicholas), Suzy (Suzanne) and Marianne were 

almost our age, we three siblings in contrast to the 

younger cousins Birger, Ditte and Hans. So "The 

Pinto’s" were a little more fun and exciting to play 

with than "The Little Ones". And we had the oppor-

tunity to learn a little English because their Danish 

was very limited at that time. Nic loved to tease me 

and I responded consistently with "Stop it, Nic" - 

and then he just laughed. Claus and Nic were often up on the meadow towards the Bay where they 

amused themselves chasing cows, catching dragonflies and 

steeling cherries: “kirsebærrov”. Suzy, Marianne, Eliza-

beth and I went sunbathing at the beach and tickled each 

other on the backs. We took turns staying overnight either 

in “Bugten” with Uncle Erik and Aunt Asta or with my 

mother in "KB-Hallen". I remember we did not get much 

sleep. We always had so much to talk about - and we gig-

gled and whispered under the covers until my mother 

coughed slightly in the next room.  

Mom sometimes made a "fireplace evening" in "KB-

Hallen", and the whole family showed up for tea, coffee, 

cakes and lots of fun and relaxation. Jytte played the guitar 

while we sang like wild animals. Jan Parker drew carica-

tures of all us together for mother's guest book, which I have now taken over. It was cosy with the 

fire, kerosene lamps and lots of candles. Someone always 

Marianne, Elisabeth Helweg, Anne-Mette, Suzy 
Pinto. 

Carsten, Jytte with guitar, Claus, Elisa-
beth Helweg. 
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could tell a funny story or a joke that made us explode with laugh-

ter. You could glimpse the shadows of people around in the half 

dark corners having a confidential chat about everything from 

health, spiritual and emotional issues of family relationships. You 

always could feel a good atmosphere and everyone enjoyed them-

selves.  

By turns the various families invited to fireplaces during the sum-

mer evenings. So we grilled, enjoyed, played and laughed half the 

night. We enjoined the beautiful sunsets in Sejerø Bay, and later at 

night we sat with heads back and looked up at the black, clear sky 

and counted stars.  

  

Grandma often took us to Prikken making "creative activities" deco-

rating materials. We were using raw potatoes or carved bricks. 

Many of us have found various things like tablecloths, aprons, tea 

cosy etc. with motifs of small cherubs, crawling elves, Easter bun-

nies and other neat things created by one of the aunts?  

When thunder and lightning grandma gave a cup with an egg yolk and a spoon, and then we just 

had to stir in some sugar. We forgot everything about being afraid of the scary thunderstorm. It was 

the pedagogy of the time - and it worked!  

When I was 9-10 years old, I got a first cousin Ditte, and later came cousin Hans. Grandmom de-

voted all her time to the two kids, so I needed another grandmother, and I went to Kernehuset to be 

comforted or have a chat with aunt Else and uncle Kai. Aunt Else always had a chocolate turtle to 

me - and the day was rescued. Occasionally, I sat with aunt Else and uncle Kai on Sunday mornings 

listening to the radio church service. - It was a devotional mood and we sang the hymns. I also en-

joyed just sitting and looking out the large windows at the beautiful view of Sejerø Bay, watching 

the boats sailing by and in the evening watching the sunset. It was even more beautiful from 

Kernehuset because it was more uphill than "KB-Hallen".  

I also remember the "kuk-kuk" from the balcony of Kernehuset – from uncle Kai, who imitated the 

local cuckoo. I imagined his way of telling the world of the happiness experiencing a magnificent 

sunrise or sunset. (May be it was the cheerful effect of Aquavit's!)  

I remember when aunts and uncles were having their after-dinner-nap. The yellow flag with a black 

spot hang round the house and we had to be very quiet walking softly and whisper. (What do you 

think they were doing?)  

Strandhytten is probably the house I love the most with its charming atmosphere. Each generation 

has kept the original style: kerosene lamps and the cooking on the fireplace in the kitchen. 

“Storstuen”, the large living room is - as far as I know - also retained with the old green furniture, 

the stuffed animals and women's boat, which belonged to my great-grandfather. The room contains 

so many memories of the cosy family arrangements at the fireplace. Aunt Martha and Uncle John 

were always busy with different projects. Aunt Martha 

picked berries and pickled all day long, while Uncle Jo-

hannes worked in the woods with logging, moved stones 

on the beach or made dandelion sherry. And we were al-

lowed to taste when visiting. We sat in the little charm-

ing garden room – (I always found it the most beautiful 

epitomical of idyllic scenery – and we looked to the ap-

ple and cherry grove. When the clock was near 8pm. 

Aunt Martha and I went off the front garden to see the “-

Jan Parker’s guestbook dra-
wing. 
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eight-hour-flower" open. It seems to me like one of nature's many mysteries - a flower, who knows 

the time 8 o'clock!  

When mom and grandmother wanted pickling, we children were sent into the orchard behind Prik-

ken to pick the berries. Equipped with separate plastic buckets we picked red and black currants and 

gooseberries. Bushes stood on a sloping site with high risk of tipping the bins, which often hap-

pened - and of course especially when the bucket was filled with berries. Then we had to refill the 

buckets. The reward for the hard work we later got in “Rysteribs”, red currants with sugar or goose-

berry compote for dessert.  

At summertime we always stayed on the beach sunbathing, swimming, water-skiing and went for 

walks along the meadows and along the beach. Uncle Johannes removed the stones in the shallows, 

making small paths and made it a relatively painless experience to go into the ice-cold water. After 

a refreshing swim, we took a jog along the meadow – “it should be very healthy”, the adults said! 

Sometimes we put our backs to the red warm walls of “The Horror Cabinet, Rædselskabinettet to 

warm our wet, cold bottoms and we left the imprint of them - in all sizes - upon the wall. We were 

reminded of the dinner time hearing the whistle blow 3 times or the bell.  

Walking along the beach we jumped from one big stone to another. The largest stone got the name 

"dance rock" and it is also still possible to get a quiet waltz into the evening sun - indeed a dance, 

which is limited to a few steps on the spot. When I took a walk with mom in a meadow, she could 

identify all beach flowers by their name - an ability that I have tried to assimilate without much suc-

cess. And yet, I may as well appoint a clover flower, a thistle, a cornflower and even Lyme.  

At that time we had cornfields on both sides of the road of Ellebakken as far as the eye could see. 

Today everything is parcelled in holiday sites. Sometimes we children were sent out fetching milk 

in the yellow building on the corner of Strandgårdsvej and Ellebakken, called Knakkergaard, at that 

time owned by the family Birk Jensen. We were equipped with old-fashioned milk pains.  

Sometimes it was not funny to walk here because we often met a horrifying German dog. Then we 

had to creep along the field avoiding being spotted by the dog, living at the farm on the other side of 

the road.  

Approaching Ellebakken driving though the woods, with sloping hills I always felt butterflies in my 

stomach waiting to see Sejeroe Bay with the clear blue waves appearing in the distance. This unique 

view can be enjoyed from every house on family land and it has always given me a feeling of being 

privileged. I never felt a hardship when my classmates said they had been to Gran Canaria or Mal-

lorca during thier holidays because we had everything: - scenery, sea, beach, woods, meadow and 

most importantly of all: -the family.  

 

Anne-Mette 
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Birger 

 

Here are a few words from the time when I was at home. 

There was a "Life" in Sejeroe Bay by speedboat, water ski-

ing, parachute and much more. Here is a brief account of my 

experience with the parachute.  

Jan van Steinwick, (he who took many photos at Ib’s 70 th 

birthday) was visiting and took a few photos of Ibbermand 

waterskiing with my camera from the shore. They were real-

ly good.  

He even tried to get up in the parachute, but although he tried 

for a long time, he unfortunately came up. He was too tired in the arms of the ride.  

We had been aloft for a few days before, when Ib led the boat and I was up in full line.  

You had a great view of Sejerø bay. You could see over the country - over the hills where the radio 

towers stood and where our home looked so very small. 

I ones were drifting in a 40 meters line. A fantastic view - but I haven’t been aware of a sharp turna-

round in full line so I had to drop the line and now I had to make a gentle landing on the water.  

The day after I tried the same thing, but now I landed "a little" harder at the sea level. I boomed at 

full speed by 40 meter line upside down in the water. Many of the family stood at the seashore fol-

lowing the drama and thought that I now had “gone” forever. I’m still here, but it has been a miser-

able and rather an intense experience!  

Afterwards we realised that I had bent the triangle, which sat on controls. I did not notice that I was 

hurtled into it when I hit the water.  

I have many good memories from the countryside, including when we should teach beginners in the 

precious water skiing sports. Some “of the pupils” managed. Others fell, but wouldn’t let the handle 

to the line go - and had just washed their "sinus" or - if they did not come on the "boards" have gut-

ted the "lower part" well and truly out. I remember Uncle Kai, who after such a trip with "the bot-

tom down to the surface of water looked crazy, because at every step he took, it ran out of his be-

hind.  

 . . . . It has always been a wellness to exercise. . .  

I also remember the glorious moments with Ditte, Hans, Erik and Bent when we as kids were run-

ning around on all the sites, climbed the trees, (playing Tarzan!), Gathered berries, sat in the mead-

ow near the cows and ate cherries and spit stones out taking aim at the cows.  

We loved to play at night. Once (as kids) we made a cave down the meadow. One of us sat with a 

flashlight and shone all over the meadow to find all of those who crawled to touch the cave.  

One evening a group of young strangers wanted to make some fuss with us and wanted to frighten 

us. They ran into the meadow, while we were playing and put the whole group in panic. We ran in 

different directions. We ran up to Ib and told him. He immediately was on the idea and ran down 

with a rake in his hand. (It looked funny.) It took a while before we had gathered all members of our 

game and it lasted a long time before a repetition of our game was made. As a grown up I went to 

Alaska being a chiropractor and I have my own clinic in Juneau. 

I would like to dine with you at home in Denmark and we could open our "reminding book" where 

one person remembers one story, the other - another story, and together we could come up with a 

deal. For example: When we played (oh, what should I call it? - ah,) Pictionary, the game we played 

when Leslie and I were in Denmark. We played for hours in Kib with Carsten, Thomas, Hans, Ditte, 

Jytte, Ib, Anya and several others – and we were laughing – and Ib crawled again and again down 
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the cellar to fetch more bottles of wine. The entire evening was so fun. I only wish we had it on 

film. 

 

Birger
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Ditte 

 

1.0  
My first memories of Prikken, our summerhouse, the black house with white 

window frames, green roof and the best views are from my childhood with my 

grandma (KIK). I remember we went through the stable door directly into the 

small narrow kitchen. I remember the smell of tar from the next room where the 

potty chair stood. The small white table, which now is in “Lille-Prik” our play-

house, where I served the most delicious and imaginative breakfasts. Here on 

the small wooden chair, I sat with a plate loaded with oatmeal, fragrant wild 

strawberries (“lorbær”) and whatever else she found in the cupboard. We went 

down the beach, gathering snail shells "nail houses". Grandma painted a mug 

for me with shells on. She was good at painting, I also remember some tablecloths, and she sewed 

with her crank sewing machine. I would like to try it, but she showed me her finger with a finger-

nail, which once had the sewing machine through and she purposed I shouldn’t try. I had great re-

spect for what she said.  

In the big bed in the living room, I liked to climb up in the mornings to hear her version of Little 

Red Ridinghood. After that one she told the thriller: ”Who took my golden tooth?” and finally 

when we were getting up we should count “1-2-3”  in different  languages. 

First in Danish: en – to – tre 

In English: one - two - three,  

so in German: eins - zwei - drei,  

In French: un - deux - trois  

Now in Latin: unus - duo - tres –  

And now we get op.  

When we got up, we looked after Peter, whom we put bread crumbs out for still playing the count-

ing games. As the day declined and the time was 8:00 p.m. we hurried to see the “bell-eight flower” 

unfolding. - And it did every day, otherwise I ran up to Strandhytten, which also had one. And then 

I just had to test the water pump.  

In Prikken’s small kitchen, the front of a cupboard a flap could be let down as a folding table and 

voila! You got a table. You could sit here to get your feet bathed or stay in a chair helping to peel 

potatoes. Only potatoes! - Got just a hunk of a forefinger. They were not that easy to peel.  

We always had dinner on the porch, and when the sun had shown its last rays, perhaps behind a 

“sack”, (dark clouds) it was time to snuggle. We had a pale blue children's bed in the "blue room". I 

loved to lie near the window and look up at the stars until I fell asleep. One morning the bed was 

wet, I had urinated and grandmother got upset and I was sad.  

We had a lot of sand around Prikken and I played with the mini pans and made dots in the holes of 

sand wasp. When seasonal berries were ripe, we were mostly in the orchard and grandma should 

cook jams. Once I remember grandma’s hip hurt and I had to pick cherries on my own. I got 10 

“øre” for a filled bin. Everything went terribly slow when I was alone.  

The birds, the great tits always had their nests in some cubs and the sound of the twitter from the 

young birds I followed with interest.  

I gathered the seeds of the tall grass into small bouquets. The grass was initially much higher than I 

was. I loved the butterflies, especially the soft red and black ones were my favourite. They could 

even sit on my finger until they flew away.  
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On Sunday grandma went to church with Else, Kai, Johannes and Martha. Or they held prayers in 

Kernehuset. They listened to the gospel from the radio and sang hymns from the Danish Hymn 

Book.  

I didn’t join them. Else dressed in her white summer dress. I remember Johannes and his old black 

car in the carport at Strandhytten and Kai's bright yellow, "Spinne winde". The sound I knew when 

the cars came back from church, and we came running to see who it was. Hans always did when we 

lived at Havnsøvej in Copenhagen.  

Once in a while a lightning storm was rumbling round the hills. Grandma gathered all children to 

come for egg schnapps. We got an egg and 2 tsp of sugar into the yellow coffee cups. With a tea-

spoon we should stir carefully until all the sugar had a "not crunchy” consistence and egg-schnapps 

should be quite light yellow before we could eat it. As a child it was a difficult process waiting that 

long. In the meantime we were looking at the lightning over the water.  

On the door case of Prikken dates and names are written of all the children. Grandma wanted to 

know how much the children were growing from year to year. Despite renovations this door case 

has not been painted.  

Hans and I had much fun together. Grandma would certainly prefer to have us one by one. She had 

a "guest cupboard” for sweets and cigarettes.  

Once she asked us to go to Viggo (the kiosk) to buy Kings (cigarettes). I was probably about 8 years 

old. We knew where she hid the cigarettes. Once we were in Prikken with grandma, we smuggled 

some cigarettes in a metal box down to the orchard where we sat under the current bushes and 

smoked a little and when we were climbing up the hill grandma came walking and horrified she 

said: "Are you smoking?" We could not hide the smell from the box. She didn’t say anything. We 

had to be more careful next time we were smoking. I remember the harsh aftertaste. Dad and Mom 

mentioned it subsequently for us at a time when we least expected it. They seemed to have more fun 

than we had!  

Mom and Dad had a lot of friends from a theatre Troup, called Rimfaxe. I remember Rene, who 

played the guitar and sang songs. Rene and his girlfriend should sleep that week-end and we didn’t 

have much space. I got to sleep in the hidden drawer under the bed in the living room. It was quite 

fun. 

 

2.0  
As a child holidays were spent at in the countryside the whole summer, 6½ weeks. We drove in 

daddy's brown station wagon - Volkswagen, packed with our two dogs Fesser and Honey, respec-

tively, a dwarf pincher and a schæfer dog. I had my first guinea pig, Pusser and we had a lot of oth-

er stuff for the summer. It was very circumstantial, I remember. I was also often carsick. However, I 

discovered that if I rolled down the window and sang a little my sickness stopped. But it was diffi-

cult when Fesser sat shivering and let droppings and it smelled disgusting in the car. And it was 

hard to look straight ahead, because Hans was sitting between the two front seats wanting to see 

everything. Finally, up in the fresh air, an entire summer waited. When the rowanberries were ripe, 

we had to go back to school.  

Morning bathing before breakfast was a "must" when the sun was shining. Otherwise it was some-

thing to be considered. The water could be cold even in sunshine and warm when it rained. I always 

ran down the path towards the water in my clogs, I wiggled my ankles. On the path you could find 

heart grass and wild strawberries. I stopped just to pick some and I continued. I had a “thug hat” 

and I wore it the whole summer. It was a crochet, which was pale yellow with purple stripes. It was 

my favourite.  

I do not remember how old I was, but when you did not want to listen and obey, some accidents 

happened. "Do not tilt the chair" I was often told when we ate on the porch. But I liked tilting. The 
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floor of the porch was covered with green linoleum when the chair slipped and I went backwards, 

turned through a window and got a gash in my forehead.  

In Kib Birger, Erik and Bent stayed. They couldn’t get up in the mornings. We were playing five 

Indians and found our "family tree", a giant copper beech in the forest. (A house is now built at the 

place.) Here I was "Sunflower" who was cooking and later we made a new cave, which was inaugu-

rated. There was one especially good cave down the path to the right in the bushes, towards “cow 

hill”, kobakken. In this cave we slept or we’d stay in a bivouac on the meadow. But we were 

scratched all over from the thorns, and always too many ants! Maybe vipers would sneak around, 

and for this I had respect! I heard the sound of grasshoppers during the night, swish in the bushes. 

No it was not easy to sleep there.  

One summer I remember Bent had bought some ducklings. The little yellow soft birds walked right 

behind him everywhere. They were so cute and great fun, but they didn’t survive that summer.  

It was also something special to sleep in the KIB, along with them. Bent fell into some nettles. He 

was burned on his legs and arms! Whau! Erik was the charmer, and it was such fun when he was 

there.  

One day the father found lizards in an excavation at Prikken put them in a cigar box to show them 

in Kib. Maybe they “thought” it was too easy to slip away because they had gone next morning, 

leaving only a few eggs.  

In Denmark we celebrate the midsummer on the 23th of June with fire and songs, it’s called St. 

Hans. It was something special. When the last embers smouldered, we lay around the fire on blan-

kets and listened to the adults talking until we went up to bed.  

Anne Nauntofte and I have many wonderful times together in Strandhytten, Bugten and KIB. Anne 

lived in one of Poul’s (her dad’s) houses. He painted all the windows instead of paying to stay.  

Anne and I picked berries, baked cakes and slept nest to each other. There were many guys up 

there, but it has never bothered me, it was just something else, when Anne was at the country-side. 

Thomas and Hans always played together, and if Kim Parker came from England they were three.  

One summer’s evening, Kim, Hans and I (Ditte) lived in Prikken (1979), we took a trip to the "cow-

hill" at "Solbakken", the house of my great-grandmother and great-grandfather. They might have 

been dead, because we couldn’t see any furniture. It must have been before the municipality took 

over the house for a kinder garden. 

- We walked around the house. All empty and we were looking through many windows. In the low-

er floor, there was a window. We were talking about how to enter it. Suddenly it was suggested that 

we smash the window. The window was smashed with a stone and opened - and with the utmost 

bad conscience and a sense of being burglars we climbed in, after first having assured that no one 

discovered us. The window faced the field so we deemed we were safe. There was only one purpose 

of this intrusion, namely a tile that sat on the wall above the fireplace. A tile depicting two bears 

back to back drinking milk. This tile would be his as a memento from our family. Meticulously it 

was pried off the wall and brought out through the window. Even today the tile is used as hot bauble 

for hot pans by Jytte - I trust and hope.  

The specificity of this tile was that it had a hand-painted motif, signed with two letters. Who has 

painted this tile is still uncertain.  

 

Back to Anne:  

I remember especially the lunch table with the family Nauntofte, here we sat for a long time with a 

knife and fork and I made just one potato sandwich with tomato and cucumber after another, and 

Paul and Alice always had light beer with their lunch.  

When they were in the Strandhytten there were some evenings as those our parents had experienced 

when they were children, with log fires in the dim living room. Kerosene lamps were lit and we 
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sang songs in front of the fireplace. It was very cosy. Anne and I also sang canons: "Now the light 

foliage of the groves". (Nu lyser løv i lunde) and "Now the moon slowly rises” (Sig månen lang-

somt hæver). In the corner of Storstuen, the large room with all the stuffed animals someone once 

had captured stood a small figure of a black dog's head. When pressed on its tongue he rang a bell 

inside. I couldn’t help but ring the bell every time I got there.  

It was special to sleep at Anne’s. The family had a more rigorous agenda at meal times. In my fami-

ly we were freer in the summertime. We found it athwart when we played and the bell rang for din-

ner. The bell was hanging at Strandhytten. Even the long distance from the house we could hear it at 

the beach. Special ringing for calling for dinner quite special when Uncle Johannes offered a small 

homemade sip of wine, inspired by my father's recipes. He always locked the bottles with plaster.  

The smell of Strandhytten was very special, old wood stove was probably what gave this particular 

smell. There was a peace of Strandhytten I liked.  

It was a special experience to come to Kernehuset and sleep in a bunk bed. Inge Merete always 

made some sandwiches more fun than we had. (It is also from her that the term "røjsere" was intro-

duced = Wellies.)  

I played with Anya and Martin Hjort. It was always exciting to see what the game cupboard con-

tained. Kim always teased, and I remember Anya always shouted: "Stop it Kim". One thing you had 

to be aware of was the flag it was yellow with a black dot. When the flag was hanging on the corner 

of Kernehuset, you had to be very quiet and whisper, for he was very angry when he was disturbed 

during his afternoon nap.  

In the evening he could be very nice playing boccia on the gravel in front of Kernehuset. His “well-

brushed hair” and ah-sounds when he was concentrating on throwing the ball I remember quite 

clearly.  

One summer “Bob” played. It was also shown in Kernehuset - or may be in Prikken! Inge (Inge 

Merete) loved to play and organized games for us kids.  

When the sea was calm as a mirror Ib’s speedboat started and we were excited water skiers. My 

first trip was at the age of ten I came up the first time I tried. I had seen and heard so many times 

how to do it. I was very proud not to mess around in the water. Oh, these wonderful summer holi-

days!  

You were always shivering when you came in, but we had a cure, just like when you were cold after 

swimming: racing along the seashore, forwards and backwards. It helped or we could stay up the 

hot wall at Bugten’s red bathing house, Rædselskabinettet it was called.  

In the evening we sat still and looked at water skiing and saw the beautiful sunsets while we sat 

shivering in damp towels, and we wanted to see everything.  

We lay all day long at the beach, bathing and tickling each other with straws of grass and listened to 

the summing of flies, they sounded like racing cars. Then Ruth and my mom came with sandwich-

es. Otherwise you could easily manage an entire day without. But then I was hungry for dinner.  

Carsten was always together with Per (Sloth Christensen). They had leather cowboy hats, and they 

always came to grief. For example, there was an iron bar at the beach and they turned around and 

hid me. I got a hole in my head. They obviously had not seen me. The blood flowed down my long 

hair. My hair reached my panties. Mum was terrified because it was difficult to see how bad it was, 

but I could walk. We quickly went to the doctor to be sewn. Since it already was difficult to disen-

tangle my long hair, the congealed blood didn’t help either, and it ended up with a haircut like boys’ 

cut. There is a photo somewhere I stood on the stairs. All we kids up at Bugten now had short hair.  

Pusser, my first dear guinea pig, I faithfully carried everywhere. Our big dog, Honey, always fol-

lowed the guinea pig - the munching and movements in the cage with hungry eyes. 
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Once I took the guinea pig down to the meadow to let it eat some grass. Something caught my in-

terest and Pusser was suddenly gone. Who was my savvier? – Honey! The dog caught it and held it 

between his paws without hurting it. And happy I was! 

Once we forgot to take Pusser from the car. Often we drove late from Havnsøvej, so it had been in 

the car overnight. But a heat wave in a closed car with no water, etc. was too much for Pusser.  

Another guinea pig ate too much oatmeal - and was strangled.  

Another guinea pig, Bimmer, had its cage outside Prikken. I 

went to the beach for a bath and returned quickly. What a hor-

ror! The cage ripped up and Caesar (Bitten’s dog) had eaten it. 

Big honking I ran up to KB-hall to tell Bitten. Claus still re-

members ever since how I looked, "Caesar has eaten Bim-

mermand". That summer a funeral was held for Bimmer. Next 

summer we dug it up to see how it looked. It was a very neat 

little skeleton.  

Anne-Mette and I slept in the KB hallen’s smallest room, a 

gray bedroom with a little stable door turned to the waterside. 

Here there were small hammocks: two sticks with fabric to 

unfold. It was nice. I also remember the small kitchen you 

went through with burners. The door was very low. When the three cousins were assembled, Eliza-

beth, Anne-Mette and Claus, perhaps mostly Elisabeth and Claus, quarrelled. We seldom quarrelled 

in our family.  

Claus had 2 interesting things: a Velo Solex and a shotgun. Anne and I got a test ride on the Velo, 

up the hills, and we played with the shotgun down behind Prikken. You put some hail in it and 

snapped it together, but “auch”! Damn, my hand got stuck. So I only wanted to shoot. It gave a de-

cent spurt when pressed on.  

I have some scars on my left hand. Today I wonder whether the adults heard us.  

Then there was the summer, maybe early summer, when mom helped me getting all the filters out 

of my hair. Seawater and wind is pretty good doing stuff like that. While mom was doing my hair 

(we stood in the then very narrow orange bathroom in Prikken,) we suddenly saw small black giz-

mos flying around. Mother jumps and runs into the bedroom where the dresser is on fire. The worst: 

"my guitar" she shouts as she takes her guitar (custom handmade) with fire and runs to the kitchen 

to put out the fire. I see Hans’s melted plastic speedboat, running down the dresser. Certainly we 

got soot in the room. How I just put out the fire with my lovely jacket, I do not remember. But it 

was pasted in black plastic, and I remember I put out the fire. The jacket was covered by the insur-

ance. The room had to be closed and painted. It was a stump of a candle mom forgot when she did 

my hair.  

My girlfriends have also been up there. Naja was from 2. Class. We both had travel sickness on the 

way home and were allowed to stay at home from school that day.  

Ruhwald’s daughter Pia and I were often playing together in the summertime. Eva rode a pony, and 

we had a funny view: she rode down the beach. The horse suddenly jumped around. We could bare-

ly hold it. The pony got frightened because of an aeroplane. Pia often had to look after her little 

brothers, Kim and Ole. Later Knirke came (new baby), then she had no time for playing.  

At Strandhytten a tall ladder was placed up a big tree. Round a thick branch a swinging rope was 

kept solid, and everyone wanted to get a big swing. This was our “darling play toy” for the whole 

summer. I don’t remember whether it was a stick or lump to sit on, anyway – you had to keep firm-

ly to the rope from the very moment you let the ladder go - - - you were just swinging in free space 

- - - you couldn’t do anything but scream! I got butterflies in my stomach, so I screamed. It was too 

dangerous, but it was so cool.  

Ditte’s drawing of her beloved guinea 
pig, Pusser. 
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The cherries were ripe in late June. The berries in large trees on “Komarken”, Hulegraven were the 

best. We climbed the trees, hoping to come down. Once I certainly was in danger. The cows stood 

underneath and made it difficult to jump down. They just stared at me. Should I jump right down 

where they were standing? But then I just ate a few more cherries, the yellow were the best ones – 

and now I jumped.  

When we came down the trees, we found it very funny to frighten the cows by running them up, - 

especially if we got them herded them down the steep hills toward the beach. It looked so funny. 

But mind the cowpats, at least the fresh ones! 

  

3.0  
In my youth I had even some school friends from the class in Vidar School to visit me at Prikken. I 

do not remember whom entirely, but Ian was there; he could tell many strange things, things we 

never heard in school. I think it was a little “wild” without adults, but nothing seriously happened.  

Anne Holme (my school friend) and I had a lot of fun together in the years around our confirmation 

age. (Hans, my brother went in the same class as her younger sister, Mette.) Anne and I loved to 

make practical jokes, and we whispered about our "The pjanking Corner", (we were some giddy 

girls.) inspired by Monty Python. This year we would tease Ib. (my mother’s brother.) He had a 

kitchen roll (paper towels) we tied a thin white thread around. We found this terribly funny, but a 

great irritation to Ib. We also moved people’s things around by nighttime. We slept in tents outside 

Prikken, nobody discovered us. However, once we were discovered: well surprised we got a bright 

flashing light right in our face. It happened in Bugten: "Who is it?" Lise (pregnant with Helene) 

heard us rustling. She told us she had "bubbles" in her stomach and was nervous about the sounds 

around Bugten. Normally we had no thieves. But otherwise it was just the others, it was harmless 

beyond.  

We went off in a thunderstorm to "Lærkereden", an abandoned house with its roof on but no win-

dows in it. It was a little scary, but an exciting experience. We lit the fire in the remains of a fire-

place and waited until late at night before we went home. (It reminded us about a book series called 

"The Five", - the books which I diligently read in those days.)  

We also picked many flowers that summer. Anne liked it very much. Hans and I also spent some 

time in Prikken without mom and dad. Maybe the other people thaught this was a strange situation, 

but we enjoyed it. We invited the Pintos: Marianne, Suzi and Nic for meatballs. They were aston-

ished we managed everything so fine. I was probably 14-15 years old at the time. We had a really 

enjoyable evening.  

Later: Happiness was Hans' and my own-week for a whole week. Mom and dad were in town. Kim 

arrived with Hans and me at Prikken. I remember it like this: We had to try several things: smoking, 

drinking, it was mostly Hans and Kim. It wasn’t very funny when they vomited. We slept outside 

on the guest beds under the stars. We cooked; we also went to Asnæs to go shopping. But the best 

thing was talking with Kim all night until daybreak. If we could wake up Hans, we went for morn-

ing walks.  

We imagined and had illusions from strange noises in dark night; and we told stories. It was a sinis-

ter atmosphere. Tu-whuu!  

Once in April I had Niels Ø visit us in Prikken. He was my little sweetheart and friend. I was a little 

nervous and remember that I hid. Hans and Niels searched for me the whole day. The nervousness 

disappeared again especially after that night when we all woke up in thick smoke:  

A mat was, after being completely frozen due to water damage, put in to dry in front of a heater 

with filaments. The mat turned soft and fell upon the heater. At least - we woke up coughing, and in 

the middle of the night we had to bring our eiderdowns and cushions to Kib to sleep there. It was 

really a cold and frosty night. (I should like to draw this situation.) 
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I also had lovely experiences when sleeping in Strandhytten with Carsten on the little porch. We 

talked all night. 

When the Pintos came we also had long talks and improved our English, and danced disco in Bug-

ten. We had a little party at Strandhytten, but I do not remember quite who was at that party, but 

Anne was easy to get to join it.  

I remember one summer when Ib bought a parachute for the Speed Boat. It was with a 100 m line. I 

wanted to try it as well and got precise instructions on how to run along the beach and the water un-

til I was lifted up in the air. With the handles I could control it up, down, etc. It was the most amaz-

ing experience to hang there and seagulls flew beneath my dangling feet. I could see right across to 

the other side of Zealand's Point. When the trip ended and the line released from the boat, I fell qui-

etly down the water and the whole screen fell over me. But I remember Ib said that he never had 

seen my eyes so big. It was a fantastic trip.  

Water skiing, perhaps the one and only time a year I could feel the soft water under my feet, and I 

felt the air rushing through my hair, I stood beyond the wake of the quiet water. The only thing I 

feared was to fall - especially into a “burning” jelly fish. But the feeling of waterskiing was wonder-

ful. Next day you really can feel your thighs!  

Hans also enjoyed giving his sister a decent ride in the rubber ring after the speedboat. I’m lucky 

my head sat properly on my neck. I violently jumped up and down to Hans’ delight.  

Actually, I do not remember having been so much together with Birgitte and Peter, children of Ka-

ren and Hugo Nauntofte. Mostly they were related to Anne and Bjørn Nauntofte and aunt Imse at 

Bugten. They loved to keep the festive get-together? We were always on the beach.  

The summer I made my year-assignment, (the last year of school) was a laborious summer. Thomas 

Hjort promised to take me to a farmer to cut the sheep which was a part of the project.  

We drove on a moped (I had a moped license) to the farm in Tølløse where Preben briefly told us 

where the sheep cutting scissors and the sheep were. “They were on the field”, he said. How to 

catch them? We had to make our own decisions. He did not seem like helping us. We went into the 

field and couldn’t find them. Then it happened! The fence was broken and the sheep ran on the 

road. What to do?  

Thomas squatted and began to bleat like a lamb, and the sheep came. We couldn’t stop laughing. 

Finally we caught a sheep, and I read the instructions and we started with the dull pair of scissors. 

The sheep nearly got timpanists (flatulence - if it lies down too long) but luckily Preben arrived in 

time to see how everything went on. He thought I was the “women's liberation” and just wanted to 

do everything myself, so when he saw the dull pair of scissors and the poor sheep, he helped us. I 

needed a lot of wool for my school work. So – one sheep wasn’t enough; I had to cut all the sheep. 

We had a big job to do. Mom came and helped us. We didn’t finish that day and stayed in the hay-

loft. Special summer!  

I brought the sheep wool to our summer house; it should be washed, carded and spun. It was made 

into very much yarn for my sweater. It took up the most of the summer holidays. 

 

4.0  
As an adult Prikken was the 

frame of romantic days with 

Nghi, where we - in a cold 

spring – and with cold water 

drawn from Ruhwald’s had 

nice days. We also drew a lot - 

lovely fantasy drawings.  

Many summers ago, I was not 

Nghi. 

9 og ½9. 
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in Sejerø Bay because I - together with Nghi - was exploring the big world.  

Now, KB Hallen and Prikken have been handed over to Hans and me. I am more or less responsible 

for KB-hallen - and for many years the house has been in bad condition, and with very few re-

sources and days off it has been difficult to get everything done when I'm on my own. It became di-

lapidated, the old house. A lot of mice have eaten the old tree. Parts of the current kitchen are visi-

ble and the original boards from the 50
th

 are visible too. It is a house built in several steps. Hard just 

to patch up. The taxes are terribly high; of that reason I rent out the house to get everything in fi-

nancial balance, (hopefully not too much inconvenience to the family.)  

Bitten owed the house before me and for a period her big heart changed the house to a house of 

convalescence letting “road knights”, drug addicts, depressed people live in the house and let them 

stay for years to recover. Projects were part of convalescence, so when I took over the house on the 

23th of December 1998 because Anne-Mette and Claus didn’t want it, just “a few shacks and other 

decor had to be adjusted slightly.”  

Elizabeth, yes she dropped out of the family when I was about 10 years old. It’s how I remember it. 

At that time she was married to Lars, the Ålholm priest.  

Now in 2011 KBHallen has got a “new face”. 

My friend Poul with whom I now live has been a fantastic help. The old rotten shed and kitchen is 

demolished and new rebuilt. It soon will be “cut and dried” (neat and finished) and ready to receive 

tenants in June. 

 

5.0  
My children. Our two boys, Benjamin and Nicolaj, have been in 

Prikken, with their grandmother (Jytte) when I - as a nurse - had 

weekend work. I enjoyed having them at this place, I myself loved 

so much. Hopefully they have some good memories from the time 

they eventually one day can tell us about. They played particularly 

with Cæcilie and Casper; (Hans’ children) or in the caravan with 

Hasse. The rope higher up in the woods between Carsten’s house, 

Skovly and Strandhytten, has always been a great pleasure together 

with friends. 

 

6.0  
I have enjoyed cutting down trees with Hans in the springtime, when we played “woodsmen”, burn-

ing bonfires with our kids, and having a beer. KB-Hallen is the frame for their short breaks. The 

room upstairs is theirs with the little sink in the cabinet and the beautiful sea views.  

This place in Veddinge hills, with memories and stories, is my second home. I always enjoy coming 

to see who is in the houses, enjoy the special smell which always has been here, the birds’ songs 

and bees’ humming, when I very occasionally lie down to relax. I love the sound of the ocean 

waves ... and the sunset. 

 

Ditte 

 

Nicolaj and Benjamin. 
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3. Martha’s descendants (efterkommere) 
 

Margit 

Strandhytten came into my life in late summer 1975. I visited Johannes Sloth 

Christensen (from 1953) and the brown-spotted setter Dolly on Zealand, before 

I was introduced to Anne Marie and Ole in Varde. There are two images that are 

clear on my mind from that visit. First, self-conscious about visiting a house 

with its own wine cellar! Johannes opened the hatch in the floor in the kitchen 

and there were several rows of wine, which his grandfather Johannes had made. 

Characteristic was plastering seal over the cork. The second picture is how we 

are woken up from a nap very abouptly at the sight of Uncle Kai’s high person-

ality and his strongly marked face just outside the door facing the water where we were ...  

This charming house with the big story has remained in my life and every year been the setting for 

(part of) family vacations. I remember when our daughter, Maria was half a year old. We celebrated 

Easter with some friends also with an infant. The walls dripping with moisture the first day before 

the stove had been through the unheated house. Towards the toilet you had to climb many portions 

that were stored in what later became the bedroom - including a giant iron ladder, which lay across. 

But it was an unforgettable vacation!  

As I said, history (ies) and not at least the many traditions associated with Strandhytten. For exam-

ple, Johannes always collected milk from a farm. It is poured into a large earthenware dish and 

stands covered in the basement until the next day, when we get skimmed cream. We made delicious 

junkets with a mix of a couple of spoonfulls of buttermilk and filled with foamed milk. Cover and 

put in the stands near the wood stove and use the heat to the sweetest junket. We tear the rye bread 

and don’t forget a good layer of brown sugar. Then summer mood can be established with breakfast 

in the courtyard. For many years it has been clearly established that there had to be read after break-

fast. There have been several books and series on the pitch, but the most beloved one is the “Laura 

Ingalls”, which has been read several times.  

Through the years there has also been a tradition to have guests during the holidays. For many 

years, “Jacob” visited a few days each summer, the last year even with his good friend Larsen. Ja-

cob a nice lady, was in a half century a faithful, loyal and lovable housekeeper or a "husfaktotom" 

to editor Kjærsgaard and Aunt Ingeborg, as she called them. For the family Sloth she was more than 

that. She had the status of a beloved family member who always took part in family celebrations 

and we always visited them when we were at Zealand. And to have her as a guest in Strandhytten 

meant in particular that she could tell about life in the old days, also at Solbakken. There she was 

always up for standing by the flagpole and seeing the magnificent views. I'd like to have seen her 

heyday, running around in Veddinge Hills on the scooter Velo Solex! Jacob has always for me been 

as an example of how the Christian basic idea can be lived in good conditions. She was always 

positive, helpful to others, frugal, never bitter, but with an amazing ability to live her life and be 

glad in it. She enjoyed the full day at Strandhytten with us.  

The dining room, “Great room, Storstuen”, we mostly enjoyed when a lot of people were gathered 

in the house. In the evening we had a very special atmosphere with a golden and warm light that is 

not surpassed by much. There is no electricity in the house. To sit and watch the fireplace flames 

and let your mind fly is a balm for the soul. For fireplace evening ambience Johannes's Irish coffee 

absolutely also is included. They are made in a balloon glass, so the whole process can be watched 

closely. The glasses are lined up in a row and especially the cream is carefully placed. The point is 

that the cream we have contains such a high fat percentage that coffee and cream remain separate, 

like whiskey cream provides an irresistible taste. We often play card games such as Shanghai (as we 

have learned from Lise) and Grin-Inge, which Inge Merete taught us during her last summer. There 
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has always been work included in our holidays in Strandhytten. However, we have not held on to - 

as Grandpa Johannes tells of his childhood - that you had to work 2 hours morning and 2 hours af-

ternoon each day. At Strandhytten we got close to the basics in life, and perhaps it is the whole se-

cret. With the basics I am thinking, for example, shelter, heat, food and fellowship with the people 

who mean something to you. The things they are working with have in some way a particular rele-

vance. There is - in a perpetual power project in relation to renovate and maintain housing (shelter), 

working with the cutting, splitting and stacking of firewood (heat - and it is necessary to constantly 

be ahead of time for the tree to dry before it can be used) as well as pickling and cooking on wood 

stove. And always we remind each other that the breaks are very important!  

It is a great pleasure for us that all our 3 girls are excited for the house and enjoy going there. On 

the way there is hope in relation to preserve the house for another generation. 

 

 

Margit 
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4. Hugo’s descendants 
 

Joan  

Hugo (Ernest Kjærsgaard’s only son) left Denmark in 1928 (I think) to go 

to America in search of engineering work. He ended up in Montreal, Can-

ada. 

 

I am sure he was a poor man like most immigrants and he spoke only little 

English. His first job was in construction, building roads “those roads are 

still there today” – later he got a position as an engineer in a smal electri-

cal firm and Hugo beeing a mechanical engineer he saw a great future 

there and they built it into a big company and they hired many more engi-

neers. . . . Years later the president passed away and Hugo took over the 

firm and continued there until he retired. 

 

One evening in a Scandinavian coffee house (around 1927-8), he met Helga Liljeblad who had just 

recently arrived from Finland. They had great diffculty understanding each other but it must have 

been “love at first sight” because within 2 weeks they got 

married. 

 

Hugo decided not to tell his father Ernest for awhile. He 

thought it would be better to wait a few weeks. However, 

Ernest thought he would like to surprise his son with a 

visit to Canada. One evening, their doorbell rang and 

Helga answered the door. What a shock Ernest must have 

had when he was greeted by a lovely lady not realizing 

that it was Hugo’s new wife. Those were different times 

and Ernest must have been really happy that Hugo had 

found someone and that they were married. 

 

Hugo and Helga went on to have 3 children. 

Yvonne was first born in 1929. I (Joan) came 

along 18 months later and then Ernest (Ernie) 

came along 12 years after me. 

 

I was born in 1931 during the depression years. 

Mom and Dad bought a large house and turned 

part of it into apartments to rent. Yvonne and I 

learned at an early age how to clean and ready 

the rooms and it gave our parents extra income in 

those difficult times. 

 

Yvonne and I had a great childhood. One of the 

great highlights was our trip to Denmark in 1939 

to visit and meet our cousins. We stayed with 

Ernest (Bedstefar) and Tante Ingeborg and we al-

so spent time in Strandhytten with all our aunts, uncles and our many cousins. Yvonne and I used to 

Hugo Kjærsgaard, Joan, Helga, Yvonne. 

1. row: Kik, Yvonne, Lise, Else, Joan, Birthe 
2. row: Hugo Kjærsgaard, tante Ingeborg, Ernst 
Kjærsgaard, Helga 
3. row: Asta, Erik 
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brag about 35 cousins in Denmark. It was such a wonderful time, and everyone spoiled us with din-

ners, parties and beach time. Our cousins made Yvonne and I sing English songs and before we left 

our cousins had learned the songs. (I hope you still remember them!). (Jytte adds: text and tune to 

“Miss Polly has a dolly . . . “ is in the appendix.) 

 

 When we left Denmark, Germany had just 

declared war on England, so Hugo was anx-

ious to get his family back to Canada: we 

were booked on the “Empress of Britain” 

which was leaving next day, but Dad found 

out that the “Athinia” was leaving four 

hours earlier, so he wanted to book that ship 

and was told everything was booked, only 

deck place was left. As Yvonne and I were 

small they decided to stick to plan A. . . The 

Athinia never made it across, it was the 1
st
 

ship to go down. When we arrived in port in 

Montreal we were told that a German sub-

marine had followed us more than half way 

across the ocean but we were not told that piece of news until we were safe and sound. When the 

Empress of Britain made its return to England it was painted black, now a battle ship, but it was 

bombed and sank shortly after it left. That was the 2
nd

 ship to go down. 

 

We had a happy childhood and when Earnie came along we moved into a really nice house and then 

a few years later, Hugo built a summerhouse just outside of Montreal where we spent our summers. 

 

Yvonne was married sometime around 1948 to Bill Norris. They went on to have 4 children, Duff, 

Gail, Rick and Kathy and Yvonne had 8 grandchildren. 

 

 In 1949, I began to be a nurse. Af-

ter my training was complete, I 

spent a year in Vancouver, Canada 

nursing in the delivery room and 

baby nurseries. When I came back 

to Montreal, I worked in a Montre-

al hospital and it was there I met 

my husband, Bill Shannon when 

he was visiting a patient in the 

hospital. It was a love affair that 

was meant to be. We got married a 

year later. It was then my best 

years began. We had a baby every 

18 months until there were 12. It 

was a wonderful marriage. Raising 

12 children was hard work and 

long hours for both of us but the rewards were incredible. The children are now grown up and un-

fortunately, Bill did not live to really see “the fruits of his labor” as he died of colon cancer in 1986 

when he was only 59 years old. 

Stan, Ernie, Bob, Yvonne, Hugo, Joan 

Joan’s 12 children, 1978 
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Our 12
th

 child, Judy, was born with Down’s Syndrome. She is truly an angel sent to the Shannon 

family. Her siblings embraced her with all their hearts from the moment she was born and we all 

love her so much. With help from all of the children, she has grown into a beautiful woman. Today, 

she lives with me and we do everything together. She 

is so gentle, smart, giving and so attentive to my 

needs. We really take care of each other. She has a 

job working in a beautiful flower shop. She loves her 

life and she always has a smile. I found a poem that 

really describes her that I would like to share: 

 

“MY DAUGHTER” 

 

Simple and soft, warm like a bed of moss, free and 

proud, she’s a mystery for all. 

Ready for anything for me, we share everything in a 

single emotion, 

But in one fall swoop she could blow me to bits. 

We are two sisters, we know each other by heart.  

We speak to each other with our hearts. Me and She – 

She and Me. 

 

It’s beautiful isn’t it? 

 

Now to finish my story about my other 

11 children. They are all grown-up and 

doing well in their chosen professions. 

Most are married and I am a grand-

mother to 24 grandchildren. How lucky 

am I? My children all love each other 

and spend a lot of time together so the 

cousins are also very close. 

 

 My mother-in-law, Bill’s mother, 

owned a little cottage in up-state New 

York. We spent all of our summers 

there. I think, that is where many of my 

children’s childhood memories are 

from. Now, Debbie (1), Mike (2), and 

Billy (7) have cottages there and Jim (8) 

and Mark (9) have sailboats. The rest of 

the family are there at every opportunity. So you see, we also have our own little “Strandhytten” 

over here. We are all so lucky aren’t we? 

 

A great sadness in my life is Yvonne’s death in 2006. She was just too young to die and still had so 

much to live for. Pancreatic cancer is known as the silent killer and it sure was. Yvonne died within 

3 month of her diagnosis. She has left a big void in my life. We talked everyday on the phone and I 

really miss her so much. We shared so many memories and could talk about anything. 

Jojo's wedding, 2005 

Joans grandchildren, 
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Earnie is doing fine. He lives in 

his own little condominium. His 

health is so-so. 

Unfortunately, he does not take 

his diabetic diet seriously and has 

many days of not feeling well.  

He has a cute dog and seems to 

have a lot of friends but he also 

misses his big sister Yvonne. 

 

 

 

I will now give you the names of 

my children in order of birth. In 

photos they are usually lined up in 

this order. 

 

Debbie, Mike, Donna, Gary, Danny, Susie, Billy, Jimmy, Mark, John, Jojo and Judy. 

 

All my love to all my cousins and extending family. 

 

We love you all! 

Joan 

Joan, Bill and Deborah visits Bugten in 1977. 
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5. Imse’s descendants 
 

 
Strandhytten, 1916 

 
Poul, Niels and Jens, 2007 

 
Bugten, 1941 

 
Niels 

Like all the other cousins, I obviously have memories from childhood summers on the "Strandhyt-

ten" where we brothers from Viborg became acquainted with our family on our mom's side. - It was 

an excellent idea of grandpa’s to let his daughters with their families getting some weeks’ stay each 

summer, in that way we got acquainted. And my memories are of course in many ways similar to 

those of others, so I will not repeat. I remember summers where we were staying up in the room for 

box beds, “alkovestuen” whose woodwork had a unique smell, which I loved. Similar odours 

memory I have from the summers when we were awarded the annexe as a "holiday address." And 

then there was a second commemorative smell from the toilet building a little further up, which en-

joyed the nickname "Charlottenborg". (We have a real house in Copenhagen, which is used for fine 

exhibitions, Charlottenborg.) But here the decoration consisted of postcards sent home from the 

family's many different holidays abroad. They were stock to the walls. Besides the real purpose of 

being in the "house" you could get time to sit and let your mind go on long voyages out into the 

wide world (Capri, Austria, London, Rome, Cliffs, winter sports in Norway, etc. etc.).  

Already during one’s younger years one learned that the resulting obligations of privileges and 

"slavery" with cutting trees for firewood, berry picking, pumping water from the pump behind glass 

veranda gave all vacation days relief. Yes, dear glass veranda, where we at dreary rainy days were 

allowed to sit and stir egg schnapps with whipped egg whites, so we haf fat all over our faces. And 

then there were the various uncles, who in their own way provided experiences for us children. I 

remember Uncle Johannes, who was "taskmaster" in cutting firewood. He was always wearing a 

white handkerchief with a knot at each corner as headgear, before he eventually had acquired a 

great white camp hat.  

There was Uncle Johannes (Baastrup) who left us in awe and great amazement when he confronted 

a badger with his gun. He slept inside the room, which we called "Aunt Ingeborg's room," and he 

put a long cord, which was tied by a noose of piano wire around the badger cave opening and ended 
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at a small unit next to his bed, a great uncle Johannes construction (which later also was used on 

"Kib") - and when the badger in the dead of night went out on the prowl, he went into the loop that 

tightened around its neck, thus making a ringtone that woke Uncle Johannes so he could get up and 

go down and shoot it. They succeeded after several unsuccessful attempts, and thus we were liber-

ated from a "terribly dangerous predator" who threatened the family's security. I believe I have 

heard that Uncle Johannes had made a new shaving brush that would be something special when it 

was made of badger hair. - Another time he shot a yellowhammer, which I got and was very preoc-

cupied with. It was put up on the roof of the annexe so the cats would not eat it while we slept at 

night, but next morning it was gone. Great was my excitement when I later learned that the mother 

(Imse) had taken it and got had it sent for stuffing, so I got it as a birthday gift in September. -  

Uncle Kai loved to play. He was a great “play-uncle”, and he practiced archery with a very fine bow 

purchased in sports shop and with a fine straw disc with multicoloured circles and a black centre. - 

Uncle Erik impressed us with his athletic handstand after bathing at the beach.  

Once a week the baker came in his car to Strandhytten and the mothers bought their bread supply 

for the coming week. The baker's visit was one of the things we kids had tremendous control over, 

because there would always be a treat of something nice to those standing nearby. Once Uncle Eric 

had to receive the baker and make purchases. But alas! And whoa! When he should pay the baker, 

he had no more money, and we 5-6 children stood before a “disaster”. But then I remembered that I 

had a 25-cent up in my room and I offered it obligingly to Uncle Eric: he could borrow it from me. 

Now the idyll was restored, and we got our “darling”. But – afterwards two days passed I still heard 

nothing from Uncle Eric about my rescue with the 25 cents and I was seriously worried, but didn’t 

dare to say anything. Another few days went by, but at last Uncle Eric came and said he now had 

got the money and remembered the good loan and I should not regret, for they had drawn interest, 

so I got 50 cents back - Hooray!  

And it was exciting when the adult uncles were "playing" and played "Boccia" in the evenings and 

we were allowed to join before the adults went in and played Bridge. Grandpa got the splendid idea 

to parcel out the area of Strandhytten for each of his children. My father, Ove was the surveyor, so 

he obviously had the task of measuring the entire building up and creating a development plan and 

putting names on each part. My father made this plan in the autumn of 1937 (The dated plan is still 

hanging at Karen’s house on the wall in the "slope"). Now Kai, Johannes Baastrup and Ove started 

building their houses. As I remember, it was Kai (Kernehuset) and Johannes (Kib), which was soon 

on their way, and I remember that my father during the summer of 1938 had brought a "wise man" 

from the neighbourhood to come with a willow twig and showed where they could find some water 

if they were digging a well.  

 

 
Ove on the balcony 

 

 

We children were obviously very concerned about the whole project with the construction of the 

house, Bugten, but also slog away at felling trees. I quite do not remember when Imse’s and Ove's 

house Bugten was finished, but I think there was topping-out in late summer 1938. 
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Topping-out ceremony, 1938 (Karen, 
Else, Imse, Ove, Ove's father? - Niels for 
table end? Johannes? -?-Aunt Ingeborg? 

 
Ove Nauntofte with his father, Jens, 1938 

 

 

We only had Bugten a short time before the war came and with gasoline rationing it was difficult to 

move from Viborg to spend holidays in Zealand, and moreover, my father had a depression or bad 

nerves, so the result was that Bugten was sold to Aunt Asta and Uncle Erik in 1941, who had not 

been doing any construction on their site. 

  

Uncle Johannes Sloth Christensen and Aunt Martha (Varde) bought the main property Strandhytten 

from grandfather, and thus the whole "colony" in the family could stick together – but because of 

economical matters some of the landowners had to divide up their site. Today many strangers have 

bought sites and built their own houses around the old colonial family. Instead Grandpa and Aunt 

Ingeborg built themselves a large cottage "Solbakken" on a beautiful site above Hulegraven - a spot 

with possibility of wonderful sunsets. He was free to dispose of the house until his death and the 

house should pass to the colony "Philadelphia". 

 

Lineke and Niels 
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Poul 

It should perhaps be added that "Solbakken" also called “Bjerget” =The Hill/The Mountain was 

used as by the grandfather as a watchtower. He would use binoculars and watch the scantily clad 

children on the beach, causing mothers being summoned to disciplinary reprimands about the gen-

eral decorum of Denmark's beaches.  

All of us kids on the Strandhytten 

distributed weekly duties between 

us with milk retrieval, dishwash-

ers and water pumping. The item 

was placed in a white mailbox at 

the end of Strandhytten-road. In 

the box a flag was showing if the 

postman had posted any mail, and 

– very smart - you could watch it 

from Strandhytten.  

At Strandhytten’s flagpole hung a 

ship bell, which was called first, 

second and third time with 10 

minutes’ intervals for the residents scattered on beaches and forests. Woe to the poor sinner who 

had not cleaned his nails or was dressed 2 min after the third ring ready for dinner. Violation of the 

regulations can be punished with exclusion from the meal.  

I remember there was a bench below "Kib"’s house. For the small five-leg, it was an unknown and 

dangerous trip from Strandhytten by "Asta-Erik path" to the bench by ”the end of the world!” The 

remnants of this trail can still be traced below Kernehuset.  

A bruised to the bone and bruising experience was having linkage with farmer's horse on his way to 

the beach for sand, seaweed and stones. At a certain point, the road was flat, and the horse got free 

rein and started running. We were thrown around in the wagon during whistling and noise. It’s still 

incomprehensible to me how one horse could pull the wagon, filled with stones and sand all the way 

up!  

Most memories from early childhood are from Strandhytten, where we were on holiday with grand-

pa. Uncle Kai was everyone's playmate, and it could be disastrous if he caught us when we teasing-

ly yelled, "Kaiser Kaiser" so was his distribution of "stewed beef".  

Kai, however, could go out of line. At Bugten’s topping-out Ove asked Kai about photographing 

the festivities. Gusto and great smile Kai jumped around and photographed the details as instructed 

by Ove, - not knowing, however, that Kai had forgotten to buy film for the camera. Kai's big play 

took time to forgive. 

  

There are many good and funny memories 

of a sunny childhood country. 

 

 

Poul 

Poul, Niels and Hugo at Bugten. 
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Jens 

 

Look at the photo of Ove and Imse with us four boys outside Bugten: 

  

 
Imse and Ove with Jens, Poul, Hugo and Niels one summer’s day, 1945 

 

The setting rays of the honed ambition. My father, the kid from Nansensgade, has done well. He has 

provided a little against a rainy day, and here he appears with his wife (my mother) as an ideal im-

age of the well-maintained provincial lady. A judicious mixture of Paludan and Pontopiddan! (Two 

authors from 1800
th

 century, Denmark). I have been affected, because I've been given an earful, and 

Paul pulls me in the shoulder, so I am biased - and pouting. 

 

 
Imse with Jens at 
Strandhytten 

 
Imse at Bugten 

 
Hugo, Poul and Niels 
with Jens 

 
Jens and Jørgen ready to 

attack! 

 

It's right around the time when I start becoming independent - with cousin Jørgen from Varde as 

Musketeers. We lived together with Martha and John in Strandhytten. We lay on the glass veranda 

on two couches, so we could poke out the door and pick cherries and gooseberries, when we could 

not stand “the stagnant-Strandhytten-remember-to-pray-the prayers” atmosphere.  

It was bad that my parents had sold Bugten a few years earlier to the Giødesen clan … without ask-

ing my brothers or me for advice. JJ 
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One consolation was that despite everything that Varde-people picked me up and 

made sure that I got away from Ove's box with his slap, and joined the Sloth Chris-

tensen clan, where Jørgen was the one who got boxes in the ear (øretæverne) and 

usually me who walked free. So I liked very much being in Strandhytten!  

Jørgen and I had a typical boy-chauvinistic view of the cute girls: Lise, Jytte, and 

Nette. They had to turn to Bitten, Inge Merete and Inger to take revenge with the 

peach to Johannes and Erik, just because we pulled off their pants. Then there was 

the slap again.  

We looked forward to the clock striking 11.30 and lunch-time was near and this was the end of the 

slide with logging in Johannes's plantation. Down to the beach, next to the sandbar into the water, 

into the beach and trot up again to Strandhytten, where we had to have clean knees, obviously new-

ly combed hair and the resin removed from the fingers - otherwise it was back in the orchard and 

eat nettles and carrots instead of lunch.  

Consolation was when we all in a row, dressed in clean shirts, and adult brothers in white shirts and 

white trousers, pulled over to dinner at the guesthouse. Along the beach we walked towards the set-

ting sun as we were heading into a Krøyer painting (Danish painter). Inside the guest house awaited 

the classic summer dinner, usually chops with cucumber salad, while the adults discussed Hitler's 

bloody defeat on the Eastern Front.  

It was 25 years before Jens Jørgen Thorsen (Danish filmmaker) recorded "Quiet days in Clichy". 

Uncles and Aunts are all dead, just like Jens Jorgen Thorsen. We others are still here and waving to 

you in the sunset.  

God bless you! 

 

Jens 

Cousin Lise and 
Jens 
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Nauntofte memories of summers at Bugten 

When Asta died in 1978 an arrangement was made with Imse to let the Nauntofte-family keep their 

two-week summer holiday at Bugten for 10 years. 

 

 
Jens and Maria newlyweds, 1983 

 
Hugo and uncle Kaj, 1980 

  

 
Birgitte, Hugo, Karen, Bjørn, Cathrine, Maria, Hans 
Jørgen and Jens, 1982 
 

 
Imse, 1981 

 

 

 
Imse’s last summer at Bugten 1988 until her death 

 
Hugo, Karen and Atti, 1997 
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Finally Hugo got his own site in the Kjærsgaard-development in 
1990. Hugo, standing by his caravan, waving the flag up to Lise in 
the plane. 

 
Hugo, 1998 

 

 
The new house, "Skrænten" built in 1991 

 
Hugo, Karen and Atti, 1996 

 

 
For ten Years Hugo held brothers-hits annually 
until his death in March 2001 

 
 Lineke, Niels, Karen, Poul and Alice in the 

continuing tradition, 2007 
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6. Else’s descendants 
 

Annette 

As a child, all holidays were spent in Kernehuset (a house that my father had 

agreed with the architect B. Kall to subscribe for in the late 1930s.) the house is 

in Veddinge Bakker, Sejeroe Bay. At that time the house was painted red.  

My grandfather bought in the year 1916 24 acres of fields and farm to the net 

cash of DKK 4,000 giving his wife who had tuberculosis, fresh air. He planted a 

lot of pine trees in the grounds.  

My mother told me many funny stories from her childhood. Here are a few:  

A very quiet summers day (when you could hear everything from a long dis-

tance) while mom and Imse were bathing, the bell rang to tell them they had to come home for 

lunch. Imse said to my mother: "We pretend we can’t hear anything," unsuspecting - that you could 

hear every single word all the way up to Strandhytten!! 

 

Another story was:  

Her mother (our grandmother, Ingeborg) was ill with tuberculosis and had to stay at Strandhytten to 

get some fresh air – as often as possible.  

The grandma shouldn’t be quite alone in the big house. Of 

that reason usually my mother and her sister, Imse, should 

stay together with her. At that time there was nothing but 

fields as far as the eye could see, and two beautiful young 

girls found it deadly dull to be in the countryside, and they 

had agreed that if anything exiting appears (a man - of 

course!) They should give message with a code/password: 

"Pig on the fork." One day Imse was rushing down the hills, 

while she shouted: "Pork! Pork! "She had forgotten the pass-

word and would give Else the message that she had seen a 

lieutenant in full uniform riding on a white horse down to Strandhytten. (He was looking for direc-

tions). Else was astonished. This was the highlight of the summer for two young girls out in the 

wilderness with their sick mother.  

But grandpa was even more visionary: he got Ove Nauntofte who was surveyor to measure the 

ground up and gave each of his children a site. You can see the picture from 1937 in reduced size.  

Grandpa had six children: Asta, Karen, Martha, Hugo Ingeborg (Imse) and Else, but Hugo settled in 

Canada and Imse and Ove, who lived in Viborg in Jutland, 

thought it was too far to travel all the way to Sejerøbugten 

every summer, (during the war) of that reason their site was 

transferred to Asta. The four daughters, Asta, Karen, Marta 

and Else had spouses, Erik Giødesen, Johannes I. Baastrup, 

Johannes Sloth-Christensen and Kai Juul. Each family built 

the cottage on their grounds. This was the beginning of many 

wonderful years for the families that grew and grew. 

 

Summer vacations were the highlight when we all arrived.  

1. Strandhytten, the farm, was given to Martha and Johan-

nes.  

Kærnehuset under construction. 

The newly constructed Kærnehuset. 
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2. Bugten, as before mentioned, actually built by Imse and Ove, was later transferred to Asta and 

Erik.  

3. Kib was built by Karen and Johannes  

4. Kernehuset by Else and Kai (my mom and dad).  

 

In the beginning everything it was really primitive, we had no central heating, but a fireplace in The 

Great Room, Storstuen and kerosene stoves, which later were replaced with gas ovens. In the kitch-

en was an old-fashioned stove, which was subsequently replaced by a gas stove (which still stands). 

Electricity came from kerosene lamps, which later were replaced by gaslight. No phone, but a bat-

tery-radio. Television, video, DVD and computer was not invented.  

We had no car, but we took a by taxi from Copenhagen with plants, our bird, piphans and every-

thing to keep the summer holidays for 6 weeks. - It expanded to include Easter and autumn holi-

days.  

We were dependent on each other in order to get entertainment, good books and handicrafts. We en-

joyed nature, walked and had long trips on our bicycles, picked and pickled own fruit in buckets - 

also to use during the winter months.  

Hot water for washing was boiled in kettles on the stove, and we were always together doing the 

dishes where the talk was lively, which was enough to lure - even my dad into the kitchen. We rare-

ly washed; we were sea bathing every day.  

We were 13 to 18 cousins who gave eachother very good company during these holidays, and it is 

precisely some of those experiences I'd like to freshen up, so if you want to hear - then go on read-

ing.  

After winter storms with stones and seaweed all over the beach, Uncle Johannes patiently began to 

clear it up. He went to the beach every afternoon throughout the summer when the sun shone. He 

placed large flat stones from the water's edge up to hollow we could walk on, for not getting sand 

between our toes. He had dug the hollow for all the Sun seeker individuals.  

He had a lovely soft brown body skin and resembelled Jacques Tati, with his long thin legs and blue 

trunks, sitting halfway down on the end, and his white hat. He also had his hearing aid on the chest, 

which mostly were switched off.  

We were all in the hollow – or huddled together as many as we could be. But the most sunshine 

should go to the oldest (and most important!) ones - In the afternoon, when we were tired of swim-

ming and lazing, we wandered along the beach searching for yellow snail shells and small shells, 

which were very rare.  

When bathing somebody always kept an eye and called out after a while, we should not be too cold. 

We learned to swim and when we could swim out to the second ledge, then "you were something 

special"!  

My father had a small sailing boat, which he loved. Often he had a friend and they set off on long 

trips to the point of Zealand or Samsø Island. It could happen the weather surprised them and they 

capsized. One day my mom stood watching them from the house through the binoculars and saw 

my father emerge from the water - still with the cigar in his mouth!  

At night, when everyone was saturated by the sun and sea, we gathered – red cheeked and brown 

around the dinner table. - And the snaps gave the adults even more warmth, laughter and songs. 

This course has certainly influenced my choice of songs, when I was asked by the nuns in my Cath-

olic school:  

"Which song do you sing mostly at home?" With my nicest voice I sang loudly:  

"Helan går, hey kom faldera, hurra, hurra.  

Helan går. Hey kom faldera Hurra! ” 
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I knew it by heart and could not understand why it should be so amusing, when the nuns told my 

mom, - - -" Because I knew it was so right! "  

After dinner Lise, Jytte and I were sent up to the farm picking up the milk from Viggo and Ove, 

who had inherited the farm after their parents. They were real peasants with hay in the wooden 

shoes and suspenders holding their pants. We looked at them while they sat on their little milking 

stools - with the head supporting into the side of the cow, milking the milk into a bucket. I can still 

hear the sound of the milk, which was splashed rhythmically into the bucket. When full, they went 

into the yard and poured the warm milk into a large churn. They took a measuring jug and gave us 

exactly what we wanted into our milk containers and we walked home over the peaceful fields 

while the sun was setting. I remember the warm tin bucket against our brown, bare legs while tell-

ing fantastic stories (of course it was Lise's idea).  

When we got home mom poured the milk in large clay pots in the basement, and next day it could 

be scraped off as a very thick cream, - "leather cream" as we called it.  

This was used upon the sweet strawberries, which we loved, and into my dad’s “øllebrød”, his food 

for the morning and as junket, poured into blue glass bowls.  

I remember one autumn-evening when my mom wanted me to go for milk. I ran to Lise and Jytte’s 

homes to see if we could go together. Unfortunately they were not having any milk that day so I had 

to run alone. It was already twilight and very windy. I was really afraid of going alone through the 

forest, but my mother insisted that she needed the milk. - And indeed, when I came across the fields 

on the trip home - and into the forest, my little heart went very quickly (8 years old) because it was 

pitch black and the trees were moving like huge monsters with squeaking noises. - - - I prayed to 

God - and suddenly it was like an angel walked beside me - and the stones, which lay in the wheel 

tracks lit up and the wind lay. I felt an enormous sense of security and warmth that I never have 

forgotten.  

When it was thunder, we sat in front of the fireplace and looked at the beautiful lightning. We got 

egg schnapps, as we touched with chocolate or strawberries, which we had put on straws of grass.  

Our bedroom was in the basement, and if you forgot to close the door before sunset, one could find 

the room buzzing of mosquitoes, which obviously would squeak you to death before you could 

sleep - But when the father came down in the morning to wake us he saw all blood stains on the 

freshly painted walls, he was angry. Very angry!  

In the olden days we had no cars, we could not get into the cities Høve or Asnæs, which were 6-8 

km away, and so the tradesmen came to us in their vans on different days. We always knew roughly 

when they came, and tooted with the horn, and everybody ran with their baskets up the hill from the 

beach. I remember we had a baker, a butcher, a fisher man, a grocer and a greengrocer. I remember, 

I spent all my pocket money on green peas in brown paper bags - It was great! And today it is still 

something very special for me to eat raw peas - and preferably from brown paper bags.  

When it was raining, all the cousins gathered at Strandhytten in the great room, where we played 

Monopoly, (“Matador”) cards, did puzzles and were drawing in colouring books and solving math 

problems, which Martha and Johannes always brought from their bookstore in Varde.  

Or we were playing “hide and seek”. We could hide all over the place, also up in the bedrooms, 

which were in the old hayloft. But the best hiding place was in the cupboard, but you should have 

someone to lift the lid and ... Don’t forget … someone to get you afterwards! When we were eating 

lunch and dinner, all the houses had each its outdoor bell, which was beaten half an hour before eat-

ing time - and for the last time when it was dinnertime, and we all sped up from the beach, or where 

we were, for Woe to him who came too late - and especially at Strandhytten.  

On Strandhytten there was a lot of discipline and reading from the Bible. It was a bit heavy and sad, 

and I was glad that my father and mother did not have it like that.  
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By us, we sang morning songs after breakfast and Piphans was crazy in his cage. He sang so loudly 

that we hardly could hear ourselves - and then the father read from a prayer book that seemed more 

easy than the Bible, and so Inge and I sang two-parts: "Now the light foliage of the groves" “Nu 

lyser løv i lunde”. - And others – dad loved it. Then we all went out and put the flag up and sang 

about the flying colours. On Sundays we all came for breakfast in white clothes, and then we could 

go to the beach when everyone had done his duties.  

At that time water was something special. You should not play with it. Every drop was pumped 

from a well. Before the well was dug, a man came with a willow twig and showed us how to be un-

dermined by a “pipe line”. When you had been to the toilet, you had to be very conscious: was it 

"big things", or we-we. You could find a funny verse on the wall in the toilet, which a witty soul 

had written:  

You, who have pulled the cord,  

Think what is so prodigal (lost)  

Many gallons of water among other  

Is now all gone?  

You have to restore it. 

Look here, my brave friend:  

Would you reluctantly called vile  

Then you have to cast twenty strokes on the pump.  

And I am listening, if you remembered!  

 

The well was deep and cold, and even used to hoist my father’s snaps in a bucket, but one day an 

accident occurred: the bucket turned upside down, and the snaps disappeared. For many hours, you 

could see and hear Kai cursing while he with his "ass" in the air attempted to pick up the snaps - but 

in vain!  

We once had a young girl named Hertha, (she was from Jutland). She was funny 

and quick-witted. She became a part of the family for many years.  

Since Jytte, Lise and I were 15-16 years old, we were only allowed to go out 

dancing on Strandlyst, (which was 10-12 km away) when Hertha was with us. 

(She was fantastic at jitterbug). We biked to Strandlyst and had to be home at a 

certain time. Occasionally it happened we were late, I sneaked into the gravel 

and up the outside stairway that led up to the great room. It was dark and I saw 

the big toad, which sat on the doorstep when I stepped barefoot, when I opened 

the door. Now you have to understand that toads were my biggest fear, while my 

dad was asleep next door and I had to go rather quiet not to be discovered in this 

way too late hour - Somehow I managed to suppress a shriek before both toad 

and I tumbled into the room. - It jumped into a corner and I in another corner 

with my lamp, and so we sat there and looked at each other. At last I found the courage to put the 

creature outside with a dustpan.  

We had a German shepherd dog named Kim, and Uncle Johannes had a Dobermans-Pincher named 

Rollo. The two dogs - both males often came to blows as soon as they saw each other, and none of 

them would let go, no matter how much they were yelling or screaming. Once my brother, Bjørn, 

tried to separate them - and Rollo snapped at him deep in the leg. I remember I heard the dogs bark-

ing and growling and Bjorn, who shouted down in the woods. Aunt Karen, (old nurse) made the 

poultice, which should help until the ambulance arrived. We dwelt deep in the countryside and we 

were only allowed to borrow the phone at Kib in such situations.  

Another time, when the two dogs were fighting, was one evening when Dad, Uncle Johannes, Ka-

ren and my Mom were playing their "beloved" bridge and had put on their neat, bright clothes.  

Johannes Sloth 
Christensen. 
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But the dogs fought fiercely - had got hold of each other's necks - it sounded absolutely awful, so 

Johannes and my father had wearing their nice, light summer clothes to take Rollo and Kim in their 

legs and drag them to the sea. They went in the water - ever with a good grip on the dogs’ hind legs 

- and only when the dogs' heads were submerged completely under the water, they let them free.  

Next morning when I got up for breakfast, Kim lies under the dining table with a huge gash and the 

skin hanging down below the eye - and very sad. It made a big impression on me.  

In Strandhytten there was always a strict routine: the young boys were set to felling trees and cut-

ting firewood each morning. The girls and their mothers picked fruit and pickled by the old stove in 

the little dark kitchen on which always stood huge pots boiling - either clothes or food. It was dark 

and hot in there - only a tiny window.  

Jørgen, my cousin hung a thick rope in an oak tree and tied a big knot to sit on. It was a great swing 

to swing over a deep cliff, when he pushed us.  

Sometimes when he was really nice, he tied his velvet robe with green and dark red stripes around 

the knot to sit on.  

An autumn we played at "Lærkereden’s" steep 

slopes in the wild pace, with hills and plates made 

of cardboard down through the trees on the bare 

ground like a sledge. We called ourselves "Jutal" 

which stood for Jytte, Ulla, Tove (girlfriends) An-

nette and Lise. We screamed and yelled like wild 

Indians, and luckily we managed to steer clear of 

the many tree trunks, it was totally wonderful. 

Our mothers admired our red cheeks and appetite 

when we came home at night.  

 

Forbidden fruit.  

On the site of Strandhytten they had all sorts of 

fruits, but we were not allowed to pick any: cher-

ries, gooseberries, apples, raspberries or currants (except for when we had to gather the fruit for 

food and jams; red currant was especially delicious with sugar.)  

One of the things I remember very clearly was Strandhytten’s “das”, an old-fashioned toilet, which 

was up in the woods. It consisted of a wooden shed with a partition in the middle. Each room had a 

board with a hole to sit on. Down under there was a huge excavation where the excrement fell down 

and when you finished, you put on the wooden lid. It smelled horrible and I remember that I often 

looked down into this abyss and thought, "What would happen if I fell down there!" There were 

cartoons on the walls, and if there was another person next door, you could sit and talk together.  

One of summer's highlights was going cherry picking in the cave tomb, (Hulegraven). The trees 

didn’t belong to us, and that was probably why it was so exciting.  

My sister, Inge Merete, 10 years older than I - was ecstatic with picking flowers - beautiful bou-

quets. Nobody could make more beautiful bouquets than she. Later in the summer it was "everlast-

ing flowers-time" as she picked, dried and made beautiful wreaths. At that time you saw these flow-

ers everywhere - now you rarely see them anymore. I remember that the flowers with the orange 

center were the best and they would also preferably be picked early while they were small balls, be-

cause that made them last longer - pure science!  

In the afternoons, we were always at the beach swimming and sunbathing. The first sea bathing was 

usually at Easter, then the water was freezing cold, but you were a squeaky head if you did not go 

in.  

Kernehuset facing the sea. 
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My father had a colleague named Ulf Kaarsberg. He had a cottage on the point, and the two had an 

agreement that when they used a pocket mirror and let the sun flash in it, they could communicate - 

(just think, there are 12 km between the point and our beach. Ingeniously, none of them had a 

phone.) And then Ulf came sailing over in his boat with his daughters, who were brown and half 

naked - with jam down the stomachs. On the way they caught lobsters, and I remember the awful 

sound when the lobsters were lowered into the pot - alive - in the boiling water. In the evening there 

was partying and snaps was drunk: Ulf was fun! He could conjure money out of your nose and he 

always had a red scarf with white patches around the neck. He was really a funny guy. He had 

worked as a dentist in Greenland many years ago, and when he decided to go back to Denmark, he 

came too late for the departure and he had to wait half a year for the next boat. He could tell stories, 

so we all sat and listened with open mouths.  

It was said that he was a dentist in his spare time, which would mean that he almost never was in his 

practice but was skiing in Norway. Stripped to the waist. He was a really something!  

It is also said that Ulf had a little sweet dog when he lived on the 4th floor of a property. When the 

dog was walked, he did not bother go all the way down. He did something cunning: tied a basket 

onto a very long rope - the dog up in the basket - hoisting it down - the dog peed - dog up in the 

basket – lift it up! Clever huh!  

(In the red guest book of Kernehuset Ulf has made nice drawings and written stanzas.)  

I remember a time when a lot of peo-

ple were gathered down at Kib and 

Aunt Karen (Kik) made dinner and I 

was just helping her to fetch the milk 

pitcher in the basement. To my horror 

a big, disgusting toad sat in the dish 

and croaked. Aunt Karen picked it up 

and threw it outside and pleaded with 

me: "Don’t you say anything to the 

guests!"  

Some evenings we played “corner tele-

scope” around the house and some-

times the adults played as well. Then it 

was a little wilder. In this connection I 

remember a time when Lise fell 

through one of the big glass doors down in our bedroom and was cut really bad.  

When we played at the dining table in the light of a petroleum lamp, it was either "NO, NOT NOW, 

BUT NOW! " or TIP, which we could play for hours. - Once, when we got dad to play "Not now, 

but now" we cheated him by pulling out our pieces with a string from under the cup. Finally he 

caught us - which meant that he went down so powerfully and fast at us, that the leather cup bowed 

together, and his knuckles were white: "Damned you, now I have caught you!" he shouted - and oh, 

how we laughed.  

Another thing we did on summer evenings was the bonfire on the beach with twisted bread. Once 

Jørgen made the dough and it was a little thin, so while we sat and sang with our sticks over the fire, 

the dough went longer and longer and we just managed to fling it around the stick again until it 

reached the flames. - Finally, it was totally botched and we had to give up eating the slimy mass.  

Then we went into the black, soft and warm water. Sometimes we saw phosphorescence, Morild, 

which appeared as small light particles when we splashed into the water. - I remember many songs 

(Back in this book, you’ll find some songs.) And someone could always tell a story, while our eyes 

Jan Parker with Thomas, Kim, Anya and Martin. 
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and cheeks glowed in the fire glow. It was good to be a child and young. The whole world was at 

your feet. 

Nette 
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Ole 

 

One of my life's happiest days – my wedding party at Strandhytten. 

 

A good story needs a decent introduction.  

I met Inge Merete the first time at a prom at Sct. Jørgen's high school in the 

winter of 1947, but I really spotted her at a private party with her cousin Ib a 

year later.  

At that time she was busy with a lot of other admirers, and her education as 

a children’s nurse, studying abroad at a college in England, being an au pair 

in France, etc., so I definitely was not just in the first division from the be-

ginning - but I thought she was fantastically charming!  

When she arrived back, she would like to have a better education as a young teacher and I was do-

ing a craftsman’s training and subsequently training as a mechanical engineer, so it actually took 

almost 8 years before I overtook the competitors and became engaged to the Beauty in the spring of 

1956 - it might as well help a little with a well-fitting version of the "King's Clothes”.  

A few years later we moved in together, and because the families were a little cautious, we lived 

without paper in a lovely "Polish way” for six years before we agreed to marry in the summer of 

’63.  

I should probably send a grateful thought to her little sister Nette, because I actually think it was her 

marriage to Jan, which helped the older sister decide.  

And so we did and the plans went fast.  

On the planning terms it was relatively easy for me as a groom, then we already had booked for a 

new house completed in the late summer, and my parents-in-law made all the preparations for the 

wedding event.  

After some good discussion of the possibilities it was decided that the wedding take place in 

Fårevejle church, the family meeting should take place in Kernehuset and to the banquet and the 

subsequent dance Martha and Johannes favoured Strandhytten available.  

A dazzling good solution!  

The day approached, Inge Merete or Inge we used to call her, and I talked with the pastor, the din-

ner was ordered at a dinner-portable firm in Holbæk and now time had come for seating arrange-

ments.  

A lot of people were invited: all the families who were up at the countryside, my family, with sib-

lings and aunts, some of Kai's family and friends, even as many as there could ever be crammed in-

to Strandhytten’s large living room.  

A large U-shaped table was arranged and Inge and I were sitting in the pride 

of places with our backs against the east gable and with a splendid view of 

all the guests and the festive high-ceilinged room decorated with adorned 

flowers, candles and stuffed animals on the tie beams.  

Kai's brother Aksel, who suffered from claustrophobia should of course be 

placed just at the garden door to Sejeroe Bay, Jytte should have room for 

Ditte of 1½ years at her side and there was respect for Johannes and my fa-

ther, who both were hearing-impaired, but the whole seating arrangement 

succeded.  

And then the accident occurred: the key to the garden door had disappeared!  

We had to change the plan, and no one dared to tell Aksel - but he survived 

nevertheless in fine style at his place right up against the locked door.  
Ditte attending the 

wedding. 
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On the wedding day the weather was beautiful from early morning, and after breakfast Inge went to 

the hairdresser’s to look extra nice and I should pick up the city's finest bridal bouquet, and then we 

all went to the church.  

Precisely at that time the rain started tumbling down. Ole Sloth and my brother Niels got busy with 

umbrellas to shield the light delicate summer dresses of the vulnerable female guests.  

Inside the church I joined my father at the choir. On our way we were greeting and smiling to wel-

come all the lovely familiar faces that had turned up, a little unfocused perhaps, because “butterflies 

in my stomach already were present 

themselves and shortly later they 

started flying exercises”.  

The priest entered greeting us all, the 

organ started and the girl I love en-

ters; she almost looks like an angel 

with a veil on her hair and flowers in 

her arms and with a “fox proud” fa-

ther at her side.  

It is one of life's great moments!  

After the prayer and a few hymns the 

wedding ritual comes, which in our 

case was almost drowned out by 

some gigantic thunderclap, but it did 

not matter because it was accompanied by a pair very beautiful eyes and a smile so sweet.  

As a married couple, we proceeded from the church to the solemn organ tones and it’s remarkable 

that a lot more people are in church than in the beginning of the ceremony, but it is only tourists 

who have sought shelter from the rain, before they went down to see the Earl of Bothwell in the cel-

lar.  

To play time for uncorking the wine bottles and distribute cheers flags for wedding guests at 

Kernehuset the bridal couple were sent on a little trip to Ordrup and Kårup hills before returning to 

the second act of the party.  

We parked the car in the woods and were greeted by a festive family trellis with flags and cheering 

along the "Inge-Lise-path" between the Bugten and Kernehuset, beautifully decorated with flowers, 

glasses and a gift table.  

Luckily the weather turned fine, and we were happy, because too many people couldn’t stay inside 

the house.  

I hardly remember all the wonderful gifts except a special little box with 6 cake spoons with enamel 

from Ruth and Teddy in Norway (Else and Kai’s really good friends.)  

The dinner went so well with a lot of good speeches, tasty and nicely served food and a wonderfully 

light atmosphere.  

This light atmosphere was charitable. Inge and I knew all the guests of course because we for many 

years had been taking about our “Wedding-decision”, but Else and Kai only saw my parents and 

siblings a few times before.  

I remember a passage from Kai's speech - "and remember my friend you cannot get her replaced!"  

After dinner we had coffee and something in small glasses and lots of tobacco. At these days every-

body were smoking a lot on such occasions.  

And the evening continued with dancing to a tape recorder and records until late at night - it was 

just The Party - 7 July 1963.  

 

Who takes care of whom at Sejeroe Bay?  

Inge Merete and Ole - det newly wedded couple. 
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A midsummer’s weekend in 2008 the sun was shining from a cloudless sky and 3 strong men Hans, 

and my two sons Thomas and Martin decided to meet for cutting, felling and cleaning the path 

down to the beach. Hans has a speedboat which should be launched for the summer without the car 

or the speedboat became seriously scratched.  

It is truly great and physically demanding work, which only becomes manageable when more per-

sons simultaneously are putting their backs into it. Of that reason the big boys, my grandchildren 

Jonas, Tobias, Mathias and Gustav were picked out to participate, as they also would benefit from 

getting some rides on water skies or at 

least learning how to use them.  

And it was really put into action with a 

chain saw, brush clearing, lopping 

shares, rakes, work gloves and good 

spirits, although a few of the boys 

thought it was verge on an ill treatment 

of children or a punitive expedition.  

(In 2005 Thomas and Pernille adopted 

their fifth child, a wonderful little girl, 

Yasmin.) 

I took Yasmin by the hand - she was at 

that time nearly 3½ years old - and we 

went down to look at how the work 

proceeded and to admire the work al-

ready completed.  

Everyone was busy with sweat all over. Hans and Karoline’s dog, Snus was also down there with 

risk of getting a chunk of tail- or ear cut in the heat of the battle.  

I quickly realized that Yasmin, Snus and I were in the way, so we’d better have to go down to the 

beach to paddle in the nice water.  

So we did and shortly after Yasmin wanted to paddle. Snus had the same desires - as always. And I, 

the old one sat on the beach enjoying the two who were tripping around in the shallow clear water.  

Children and water is a wonderful combination and together with a nice dog it is even better!  

Well, the boys up the path had heard work to do, so we really had plenty of time on the beach. 

Yasmin wanted to strip more and more and went farther out into the water, came back ashore to get 

the warmth, and out again. First the water went up to her knees – (and they're not very far up the 

legs of such a little girl) - so up to the thighs and then to the bum, to the tummy - yes, right up to her 

neck and at each meter Snus swam beside Yasmin, always close to her. The dog was not barking, 

not nudging, but was just – right - next to the little girl and she was completely comfortable with it.  

It was a wonderful experience. For an hour or two she played down the beach. I loved to see them 

together, the dog so careful, that nothing should happen to the little girl while paddling and bathing 

and I could sit calmly on the rocks near the water's edge being witness and rejoicing the contact and 

care Snus revealed to the little girl who not even belonged to the dog's family.  

 

How the world can be extraordinary! 

 

 

Ole 

Else with Kim, Jan, Inger Sloth Christensen, the newly wedded 
couple and some more people. 
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Thomas 

 

Summer is a celebration - and summer began with great precision 

every year, exactly at the time the "Beach Box" was transported to 

the meadow near the beach on Viggo's tractor, a closeby living and 

helpful farmer. So the party could begin.  

Rituals provide peace; rituals breaking time; rituals provide an op-

portunity to live ... That is why the festivals and other traditions of-

ten are remembered more clearly than any other time: I've been here 

before, I know what will happen, and I will with great warranty go 

here again.  

It gives a kind of conformity and profits to show charity and intuitive movements among peers - 

who happens to be a part of the genus and family clan, who all have been, or have had small chil-

dren with brown bottoms and sun-bleached hair, eagerly searching after next lucky stone between 

amphipods and pebbles on the beach. Life’s ring - an endless cycle where family, generation after 

generation will enjoy the old Kjærsgaard’s generous mind.  

The luxury in the cube could easily be - in my opinion - measured up with “beach-road-houses”, 

like hunting or a trip in the glider ... So to say about the weather in the summer in the country, local-

ly over Veddinge Bakker.  

I love the recognizable scent of salt water, sea fog, field flowers’ sweet scent and cigar smoke from 

curtains. You have literally "guarantee" of high sunshine, sunburnt noses, blue sky, beautiful clouds 

(“cumulus skyer”) over Sejerø’s white beaches, green woods and yellow fields. And if it a single 

day should go wrong with dark thunderclouds, you could easily counsel for it... Then the "activity" 

was on self made “egg snaps”, consisting of a few, but very natural, products of the harmless kind 

of the time, no idea what salmonella and too much sugar was.  

Yes, what is the taste of summer? It consists of equal parts of fresh strawberries, red currant with 

sugar and homemade rhubarb jam, with whipped cream (Pyh!) a ¼ part of the best cherries from 

"Kobakken by Hulegraven", followed by freshly dug potatoes and other seasonal vegetables gath-

ered from the farm shop. All slaked with delicious butter sauce, served with either fresh whole fish 

from Havnsø or roast meat from the butcher in Høve. No frills, no vacuum-packed, shelf life 

stamped, taste reinforced straw extended or otherwise manipulated meals. It was sublime.  

Also I miss grandpa Kai’s laborious distribution of pure 80% dark chocolate when we were young, 

with blue and frozen lips and trembling knees, we came from the sandbar and stood in a row after 

age waiting for our turn. No more chocolate,- we could "comfort" ourselves with the heat from the 

"horror Cabinet" Rædselskabenettet’s scorching wall.  

Maybe just the rituals of playing boccia in the gravel, flying kites in the neighbourhood, shooting 

with air rifles, or watching grandfather making his morning exercise on the patio, be precisely what 

made that summer into fun and feast? Maybe it takes more to entertain? A trip to the pancake house 

in Ellinge Heather, miniature golf or maybe windsurfing, water skiing on the flattest "lubricant" wa-

ter, fishing from boat, big bonfires on the beach or the obligatory swing rides in the big rope with 

your eyes closed and head down?  

I clearly remember when Cousin Kim and The Parker family came from England to spend the 

summer in Kernehuset with all camp beds in use. Grandma Else’s dotted "sove-til-middag-hold-da-

kæft-hvor-vi-skulle-være-stille-flags", grandfather Kai’s grace: "Helan går” ... and kuk kuk" Uncle 

Jan’s tireless playmate gene, to be allowed to steer father’s Volvo 544 down the gravel road, see Per 

Sloth flying through the air with a broken swinging rope between the legs and with a crash landing 

in the orchard. Sit on the Claus Helweg cool Vespa scooter, see parachutists descending in Sejerø 
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Bay and countries exactly on a plate at the Beach Party of the year, taste Uncle Johannes’s last half 

sour / not finished fermented sherry-homebrew, served straight from the "basement" in Strandhyt-

ten, community in petroleum sludge pens glow in the diocese staring stuffed and slightly moth-

eaten animals on the tie beam. Nothing compares to the dark sky in late summer’s "enlightened" by 

thousand of stars. And I remember how Kim and I in the sparse beam of the torch slipped home 

along small dewy trails. On this unforgettable return we had overlooked a giant toad that made Kim 

so scared when it jumped up his leg that it had to suffer the misfortune of being killed under high 

screams and punches from the flashlight, which also went into pieces. 

Memorable was also grandfather's last years as an "elite driver." You could have a suspicion that 

grandpa had bribed his old college friend and family doctor with a few bottles of good wine to pro-

long the "mimrekørekortet"(driving licence for elderly people) another year.  

Nevertheless, he had to climb the steep, slippery 

hill from Kib to Bugten in the late autumn with 

full throttle and a sliding, smelling clutch the old 

Opel stalls on the middle of the hillside. Exited 

Grandpa pulled the handbrake as quickly and 

hard as he could so the car would not go back-

wards ...resulting in him starting at once when 

the handbrake was pulled so hard he couldn’t re-

lease it. Caching a hammer from the cellar – he 

returned to the car – giving the handbrake a big 

stroke while half laying into the driver’s seat, 

with the quick result that the car was rolling 

backwards into Kib’s garden with Grandpa, 

hammer and a loose handbrake.  

What to do now? 

As Grandpa was “in the last ditch” he had to call Falck for help. 

The friendly salvage-corps man is pulling Kai and Opel out of the bushes driving them up to Bugten 

and pulling the handbrake. 

Then he wishes Mr. Juul a nice trip and he leaves. Grandpa has now collected his courage for the 

journey home, preparing to drive – but cannot release the handbrake.  

Same procedure, hammer, backwards into Kib’s garden - same salvage-corps man – now for safe-

ty’s sake driving the car all the way up-hill to the road with asphalt, and then waiting for Mr. Juul to 

drive home safely.  

Surely it can only be called a celebration?  

Wherever in the world I later was on vacation or visited with work, it has not been a decent summer 

without having the sunset from the balcony, preferably with an Irish coffee in range. It is an una-

voidable ritual.  

 

Thomas 

Jonas, Josephine, Louise, Yasmin, Pernille, Gustav, 
Thomas. 
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Anya 

 

I don’t remember much about the ’getting there’ or the ’coming back’ – but before 

the age of 8, summers were spent at Kernehuset by the sea.  

My memories begin at the moment of arrival, always on a warm sunny evening and 

the urge for Kim and myself to run to all of the other houses to see who else had ar-

rived.  

Tander Ingebor (Tante Ingeborg) was always the first on the list as we knew she 

would be waiting. She sat there in Sunbagen (Solbakken), quite stiff in the chair always dressed in 

black – I thought she was Queen Victoria, and she would present us with a bag of sweets always to-

gether with an orange. Before sunset it was a race to visit the other houses and speculate who was 

yet to arrive for the summer. 

 

The next two months were bathed in strong sunlight and we would get up to a whole host of activi-

ties, whilst our skin turned brown as berries and our hair went pure white. 

It seemed that for most of the day we would be at the beach. Especially as the walk back up to the 

summerhouse was a long one – we tried to save it for the evening return trip only. To get to the 

beach we would arrive first thing in the morning by walking down all of Morfar’s (Kai’s) 

Steps – the stone ones to the left and right in front of the house and then the long line of wodden 

logs all the way down to the pine forest where we could find a key hidden in a tooth brace box 

(which would often take some time) and then open the big wodden trunk smelling strongly of 

chereosoat – to find treasure goodies. From buckets and spades to large rubber dingies. My memo-

ries of the summerhouse are often kept alive from the sensation of smell.  

As soon as you left the forest the salty sea breeze would sweep past you and we always sat just over 

to the left in a hollow dip, or just below the huge granite steps placed by Uncle Johannas (Johannes) 

on the beach. 

I learnt to swim on these beaches – if you wanted to get to the sandbanks and not drown, you had 

little choice. There were also plenty of accasions where dad would take out all of the cousins in-

stead of just one or two and the bottom of the rubber dingy would cave in or the rubber tyre would 

tip over and I remember waiting under the water, looking at the seaweed, waiting to be scooped up! 

 

Thomas, Martin, Ditte and Hans were our companions for the summer. Much as we pleaded – Mar-

tin and I were never allowed into Kim’s and Thomas’ games, we belived they had camps in the 

scrub land below Buctun (Bugten) They were real Tom Sawyer characters wearing nothing all day 

long apart from a pair of cut off jeans and a hinger-stene (hinkesten - lykkesten med hul i) hanging 

around their necks on a piece of string. Martin and I were forced together all of the time – at least 

we taught each other a language! 

 

The treat of the day was Mormor arriving on the beach with a picnic hamper, always with boxes of 

raisins and chocolate frogs. 

The hour after lunch was the longest as we were not allowed in the sea, but thereafter we seemed to 

spend all day in it, sometimes waiting several hours on a boat near to shore for the daily passing of 

the stinging jelly fish. Water skiing and Catemerans were the hoobies of the grown ups. 

 

Early one morning dad (Jan Parker) took me to the beach for a quick dip – before the others arrived. 

I was concerned about leaving my two new wodden bead bracelets on the beach which I was sure 
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would tempt any passer by, dad told me to bury them (in the sand) – and we never found them 

again, I still look to this day. 

 

I remember running through the tall grass in the meadow in front of Kernehuset – now with houses 

on, with a big net trying to catch butterflies for Morfar’s collections. 

 

The evening bell would sound for us to come to dinner and there always seemed to be new-potaties 

and Mormor’s homegrown strawberries in her green glass crockery.  

Evenings were spent playing games on the dining table – every so often they would involve 

sweets!! 

 

Every so often our family would take bikes out to one of the island crossings and spend an after-

noon somewhere remote (normally falling into the sea – clogs and slippery stones did not go to-

gether). Finally I persuaded mum (Annette) and dad to let me have one of Mormor’s fine cuchions 

for my sore bottom on the back of the bike – and then summer really was complete. Always getting 

back on the bikes late in the evening, always singing ‘Daisy, Daisy’. 

Highligt of the week was the weekly shopping, we would wait at the top of Ellebakken for mum 

and Inge (Inge Merete) to return in the Volvo and anticipated the dust rising from the road as the car 

came round the corner. 

There were visits from farmers who stood outside in their clogs and dungarees and trips to their 

farms where mum would show me their beds with straw as mattresses. The old ‘aunties’ would turn 

up in wheel chairs and portable beds to lie in the sun, always dressed in white. 

 

The highlight of the whole holiday was the trip to the pancake house. An old building with thatched 

roof and thick walls. We sat at the little tables and eagerly awaited the huge plate. We were primed 

that we could eat ‘as many as we wanted’ and the exitement of this kept us going for the whole 

year! I could never eat a whole pancake and we certainly couldn’t have afforded more than one! 

 

The other highlight was San Hans Evening (Sankt Hans aften 23. 

juni), in the days where you were allowed to have bonfires on the 

beach during the summer. They would burn all the way along the 

coast. We would spend days building it high up on the beach to 

reach up and above the sandy path where we would stand and 

watch the burn, normally with something dad had created to put 

on the top. Everyone was invited to Kernehuset and there were 

trails of torches and lanterns winding up the hill afterwards 

where we were greated by candle lit windows and a host of delicacies that Mormor had prepared all 

day long. 

 

On rainy days dad would take us for long walks up the 

beach where we would sit in the open summer shed be-

longing to Solbakken, tucked into the forest, an tell us 

stories of trolls, not long after it was burnt down. 

 

In later years in the land near by I remember trying to 

cinvince Alan to put his tongue on the electrical fences 

that separated the fields from the beach. 

Also in the same field – Kim cinvincing me to run into a 
Else and Kai at Bugten. 
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field of cows and scatter them, only to realise – too late that they were young bulls – and we were 

charged . . . 

 

I loved to go to Strandhytten and make paper dolls and have hot chocolate.  

A homely fire was always a treat, and the hord of old toys left behind year on year, there was never 

a television. 

 

Daily rituals evolved around Morfar’s formalities – from his arm swinging exercises outside every 

morning, to the view of the setting sun every evening and his long admiration of it with his cigar. 

 

I don’t really remember much more of events. The summer just merged into a long happy time with 

a lot of people – including particuarly the Pinto girls, where we were just together and it seemed – 

just celebrating life! 

 

Then slowly things changed, Tony Pinto died, dad left, families seemed to split apart. 

I remember vividly the first summer without dad and as we arrived that evening Kim sat on the 

steps of one of the bedrooms and looked at the land in front and below the house at the new houses 

that had been built and cried, things would not be the same again. 

For years I would go back and not be able to think about anything but how it used to be. 

Everywhere I looked was a photographic image imprinted on my mind, which would come to life in 

front of my eyes, it was as if I was not really looking at what was there. 

 

One summer Kim turned up – now in his forties, and the first thing he did was to bury his head into 

every cupboard to capture the old smell of the house – still lingering in the cupboards packed with 

Mormor’s and Inge’s things. It was actually the smell of damp Thomas said, but it smelt good any-

way. 

 

I have been to Kernehuset many times since those days, with Raph, and we have established a new 

love of the place. It can never be as ‘heady’ as those heydays which are steeped in nostalgia, but it 

is still very beautiful, and we enjoy it for what it is. 

 

The occasion where it really comes to life is when everyone is up there at the same time. 

As an adult I can only remember this twice – once in 1990 where everyone gathered at Kernehuset 

and played pictionary and drank, the confusion of the translation of the words had grown men and 

women crying, laughing, and crying a whole lot more. The second time was the celebration on 

mum’s 60
th

 and Ip’s (Ib) 70
th 

and a gathering at Kernehuset one evening after the most dramatic 

storm – where we even saw people like Claus and Tim. That was special! 

 

Anya 
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Josephine 

 

(Written as a school assignment - a speech to Inge Merete) 

 

A part of me 

I am thankful to have met you. Even though I only have few memories 

of you, you are a part of me and for that reason you will always be in my 

mind. I have always been completely fascinated by flowers and their 

beauty, especially when I was younger. I remember one time when you 

took me to a poppy field. I was about four years old and surrounded by poppies at my own height. 

The field was completely red and this sight blew me away. I remember a picture on your wall of a 

lady surrounded by red poppies and how I at that moment I felt like this pretty lady. We both loved 

the view of the eternal field and the smell of flourishing poppies. You loved to be in outside nature 

and we could spend countless hours just walking around the field with wind in our hair. The world 

felt timeless. You knew a lot about every different sort of flowers 

and taught me everything you knew. At that time I was sure that I 

would become a florist, I admit that I might have changed my 

opinion about my ambitions since. You were one of the most crea-

tive persons I have ever known. You made everything yourself, 

jewellery, paintings, flower decorations, all made from scratch. 

My father has always told me that I have inherited my creative 

abilities from you. I have also been told that you and I are much 

alike in our way of deepening ourselves in our passions. Another 

thing I remember was all the times I spent at your and granddad’s 

house. We played board games constantly and my favourite game 

was memory game because I always won. Our summer cottage has 

been the family’s rallying-ground each summer ever since I can 

remember and it gives me a liberating feeling to be there. At our summer cottage there are several 

Buddleia trees, also called butterfly bushes, due to their attractiveness to butterflies. And I know 

that your favourite animal was the butterfly because of their liberty and beauty. Still today when I 

see a butterfly flying around it reminds me of you. 

 

In 1995 you passed away. By that time I was only five years old and a child who could not under-

stand if you were coming back or were gone for all eternity. This is also why my memory of you is 

a bit unclear. But one thing I remember clearly was the day of your funeral. It was fall and the 

leaves were withering orange and yellow and started to fall off from the trees. We sat in a beautiful 

church in deep sorrow, missing you. Suddenly my eye caught a graceful little butterfly. It flew 

around in the church through the entire interment. It was your soul telling us that everything was 

going to be all right. We felt that you were right there with us, and you still are.  

 

3 years ago a new life began. A little Indian girl was born the 13th of January, the exact same day as 

your birthday. This little girl was adopted by my parents and is today my little sister Yasmin. Yas-

min is the prettiest little girl I have ever seen and even though she never got to meet you she will 

nevertheless be connected to you. I believe in someway that she is a part of you as well and in the 

future you will live on in the hearts of everyone who have ever known you. 

 

You have been everything a grandma could be to her grandchild.  

Josephine 

Inge Merete, 1980. 
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Epilogue 
Time has passed by since we started to write this Chronicle, “Krøniken” in the summer of 2006 and 

much has changed.  

It will be nice with some more photos and messages to everyone's delight. Please forward to the 

editors. Maybe we should start a new “SECTION 2” for all the youngsters???????? 

Are you born after 1970 you don’t know the sisters, Asta, Karen, Martha, Hugo, Ingeborg, Else, as 

we have told you about, I hope you understand, they did a wonderfully job gathering the family. 

They spread humor, hospitality and joy. I remember many nice "cousin" arrangements.  

It is pretty much what I would like to share with you in this entire chronicle. 

 

The future  
I'm not unrealistically. Periods in lifetime can prevent us for coming here: education, illness, travel-

ling and much more can stop us. And we cannot expect it will run forever, especially in these times 

with the economic crisis, we never know what the future will bring, but I wish and hope that you 

will spend time and money and not at least – you’ll find joy in getting to the summerhouses - dis-

tinguished by some of the beautiful moods, we have tried to pass on in this chronicle and bring 

those values to the next generation.  To day (2015) I want to get a “Sektion 2”, with the young gen-

eration. I hope they’ll join. 

If you'll take up the thread, I would actually say that the intention of assembling these memories in 

our chronicle has succeeded.  

 

Jytte 

 

Here I would like to bring my little family expansion with Karoline, as Hans later was married to. 

2004. 

 

Hans Erlandsen and Karoline Leistiko’s wedding, 11. 
September 2004. Ottilia was there to. 

Karoline Leistiko. 
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Ottilia Leistiko Erlandsen, 2009. Hans Erlandsen with some of his profes-
sionel work. (From: Design from Scandi-

navia no. 23, 2009 s. 107) 

Maybritt Hämäläinen, Carsten 
Hougs Lind and Julian Lind, 
1991. 

Lily and Kris Baastrup (Birger’s children). 
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Helle Ingrid Hjort and Martin Hjort with Mathilde, 2008. 

Mathias, Tobias and Mathilde Hjort. 

Gustav, Yasmin, Josephine, Jonas and Louise Hjort. 

Alan and Miayko Parker. 
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Carsten and Julian, Yosemite USA, 2010 

 

 

 

 
Mathilde, Martin, Sofie and Dorthe, 2009 
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The participants at Imse’s funeral, 1988. 

 

 
Reunion at Jytte’s in the occasion of Joan Kjærsgaard’s visit, 1989. 
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Birgitte Staffe with Oscar, 2010. 

 

 
Cæcilie, Casper and Simone, 2008. 
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Moderators: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jytte Erlandsen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carsten Hougs Lind  
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Ingeborg and Ernst Kjærsgaard, 1922 

 

 

Annex 1: The family tree 
The pedigree includes descendants of Ingeborg Moller and Ernst Kjaersgaard 

 

Reading guide: The leading number indicates the generation where Ingeborg and Ernst are first 

generation, their children, second generation, their grandchildren third generation, their grandchil-

dren 4th generation and great grandchildren 5th generation. (2014-15 will be 6
th

) 

 

 

1 Ernst Kjærsgaard * 17 Aug 1866 † 26 May 1961 & Ingeborg Møller * 9 Feb 

1865 † 6 Apr 1925 & Ingeborg Rosenkranz + * ? † ?  

 

2 Asta Kjærsgaard * 26 Dec 1895 † Dec 1978 & Erik Giødesen * 8 Jul 1894 † 

1974  
 3 Birthe Giødesen * 29 Jun 1923 & Mogens Brems * 16 Oct 1910 † 2 May 1990 & Nils Seim * 9 

May 1931  

 [Children of: Birthe Giødesen and Mogens Brems] 

 4 Vibeke Brems * 7 Nov 1945  

 4 Jørgen Brems * 22 Apr 1948 & Susanne * 7 Mar 1962  

 5 Daniel Brems * 3 Nov 1996  

 5 Michael Brems * 16 Oct 1998  

 [Children of: Birthe Giødesen and Nils Seim] 

 4 Hanne Seim * 1 Feb 1960 & Cees Krünen * 21 Jan 1957  

 5 Claire Krünen * 18 Feb 1990  

 5 Annabel Krümen * 18 Feb 1990  

 5 Henrik Krünen * 10 Aug 1991  

 4 Halvor Seim * 14 Oct 1962 & Gitte Fosland 

 3 Kirsten (Kiss) Giødesen * 2 Apr 1926 & Tony Anthony Pinto * 11 Aug 1923 † 23 Jun 1979  

 4 Nicolas Pinto (Nic) * 2 May 1955 & Susan * 12 sep 1989  

 5 Kirsten Pinto * 4 May 1989  

 5 Sean Pinto * 25 Jun 1992  

 4 Suzanne Pinto * 1 Nov 1956 & Phillip Reppert * 20 Dec 1957  

 5 Shirley Lewis (foster daughter) * 26 Dec 1978  

 5 Christina Reppert * 7 Mar 1989  

 5 Mark Reppert * 11 Jan 1991  
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 5 Sabrina Reppert * 10 Oct 1996  

 5 Premala Reppert * 21 Jan 1998  

 4 Marianne Pinto * 3 May 1958  

 4 Glenn Pinto * 25 Oct 1964 & Donna * 1 Apr 1965  

 5 Skyler Pinto * 28 Apr 2000  

 5 Cody Pinto * 3 Sep 2002  

 3 Lise Giødesen * 15 Oct 1937 & Per Lassen * 10 Jun 1933 Per is dead. 6. Oct. 2012 

 4 Helene Giødesen Lassen * 7 Feb 1978 & Ashkan Nejadi * 12 Feb 1978  

 5 Vera Lassen Nejadi * 23 Jan 2009  

5 Max Lassen Najadi 23. juni 2012 

 

2 Karen Ingeborg Kjærsgaard (Kik) * 20 Feb 1897 † 28 Jun 1978 & Johannes 

Ingerslev Baastrup (Jos) * 7 Feb 1887 † 19 Jan 1962  
 3 Bitten Ingeborg Baastrup * 20 Apr 1925 & Per Helweg * 7 Jan 1924 † 4 Jan 2010 

 4 Elisabeth Helweg * 24 Nov 1951 & Lars Bekker Jensen * ? † Jan 2010 & Ole Kirk * ?  

 [Children of: Elisabeth Helweg and Lars Bekker Jensen] 

 5 Benedikte Bekker Jensen (Ditte) * 19 Sep 1976  

 5 David Bekker Jensen * 1 Aug 1978  

 [Children of: Elisabeth Helweg and Ole Kirk] 

 5 Hans Peter Kirk *   

 4 Anne-Mette Helweg * 12 Jun 1954  

 4 Claus Helweg * 20 Dec 1955 married to Sri 21.july 2012 – Sri is born 1965  

 3 Ib Ingerslev Baastrup * 21 Aug 1931 & Gudrun Schilling (Topsie) * 22 Mar 1931  

 4 Birger Ingerslev Baastrup * 30 Jul 1959 & Leslie */ Cindy Cork   

 5 Kris Baastrup * 19 Jun 1994  

 5 Lily Baastrup * 1 Nov 1996  

 3 Jytte Ingerslev Baastrup * 10 Apr 1938 & 16 Apr 1960 Kjeld Erlandsen * 14 Nov 1936  

 4 Ditte Erlandsen * 3 Jan 1962 & Nghi Que Ma * 4 Jun 1960/Later: Poul Maarup  

 5 Benjamin Ma * 22 Sep 1989  

 5 Nicolaj Ma * 23 Oct 1991  

 4 Hans Erlandsen * 7 Jun 1963 & Birgitte Staffe * 22 Jun 1963 & 11 Sep 2004 Karoline Leistiko * 

28 Jun 1966  

 [Children of: Hans Erlandsen and Birgitte Staffe] 

 5 Cæcilie Ingerslev Staffe * 7 Oct 1987 married to Roma Konstantin Romanof. 

6 Odin Konstantin Romanof Staffe born 11. Feb. 2015  

 5 Casper Ingerslev Staffe Erlandsen * 6 Jun 1989  

 [Children of: Hans Erlandsen and Karoline Leistiko] 

 5 Ottilia Leistiko Erlandsen * 14 Aug 2003  

 

2 Martha Kjærsgaard * 14 Jun 1898 † 21 May 1972 & Johannes Sloth Christen-

sen * 12 Dec 1896 † 5 May 1975  
 3 Ole Sloth Christensen * 15 Apr 1927 † 26 Oct 2006 & Anne-Marie Brodersen * 31 Oct 1931  

 4 Johannes Sloth Christensen (Juffi) * 16 Mar 1953 & Margit * 14 Nov 1954  

 5 Maria Elisabeth Sloth Christensen * 9 Nov 1978  

 5 Ellen Margrethe Sloth Christensen * 7 Jun 198 3 +  Kim Erik Rostén. 

6. Smilla Sloth Rostén 11. Mar.2014  

 5 Paul Michael Sloth Christensen * 9 Dec 1987 † 9 Feb 1989  

 5 Martha Louise Sloth Christensen * 25 Mar 1991  
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 4 Per Sloth Christensen * 6 Mar 1958 & Inge * 15 Nov 1961 & Essi * 23 Sep 1958 & Kirsten * 25 

Jan 1961  

 [Children of: Per Sloth Christensen and Inge] 

 5 Christian Sloth Christensen * ?  

 [Children of: Per Sloth Christensen and Essi] 

 5 Lars Sloth Christensen * 11 Nov 1990  

 5 Jesper Sloth Christensen * 1 Sep 1993  

 4 Karen Sloth Christensen * 13 Aug 1959 & Carl-Erik Madsen * 4 Apr 1951  

 3 Inger Sloth Chrisensen * 1 Jun 1934 † 22 Dec 1986 & Leif K. Lind * 17 Feb 1931 † 17 Nov 

2004  

 & Ole Hougs * 1 Oct 1930  

 [Children of: Inger Sloth Christensen and Leif K. Lind] 

 4 Carsten Hougs Lind * 6 Mar 1959 & Maybritt Edith Elisabeth Hämäläinen * 7 Nov 1956  

 5 Julian Mathias Lind * 24 Oct 1991  

 [Children of: Inger Sloth Christensen and Ole Hougs] 

 4 Martin Hougs * 3 Aug 1976 & Dorthe Boysen * 14 Aug 1974  

 5 Mathilde Boysen Hougs * 24 Jul 2004  

 5 Sofie Boysen Hougs * 29 Sep 2006  

 3 Jørgen Sloth Christensen * 22 Jun 1938 & Ingrid Sloth Christensen * 14 Jun 1941  

 

2 Hugo Kjærsgaard * 1901 † ? & Helga Liljeblad * 24 Feb 1899 † ?  
 3 Yvonne Kjærsgaard * 25 Dec 1929 † 2006 & Bill Norris * ? † ?  

 & ? Stan Sundstrom * ?  

 [Children of: Yvonne Kjærsgaard and Bill Norris] 

 4 Duffi Norris * 24 Jun 1952  

 4 Gail Norris * 27 Sep 1953  

 4 Rick Norris * 6 Dec 1955  

 4 Kathy Norris * 27 Jan 1959  

 3 Joan Kjærsgaard * 2 Jun 1931 & Bill Shannon * 1927 † 1986  

 4 Deborah Shannon * 18 Sep 1955  

 4 Michel Shannon * 8 Oct 1957  

 4 Donna Shannon * 19 May 1959  

 4 Gary Shannon * 25 Jan 1961  

 4 Daniel Shannon * 27 Jun 1962  

 4 Suzanne Shannon * 30 Nov 1963  

 4 William Shannon * 26 May 1965  

 4 James Shannon * 8 Sep 1966  

 4 Mark Shannon * 2 Feb 1968  

 4 John-David Shannon * 21 May 1970  

 4 Joanne Shannon * 27 Jul 1971  

 4 Judith Shannon * 30 Nov 1972  

 5 24 grandchildren 

 3 Ernest Kjærsgaard (Earnie) * 3 Jul 1942. Died 7.nov. 2014  

 

2 Ingeborg Kjærsgaard (Imse) * 8 Jun 1902 † 21 Aug 1988 & Ove Nauntofte * 7 

Nov 1900 † 3 Jun 1966  
 3 Niels Nauntofte * 24 Sep 1926 & Lineke Beck * 16 Sep 1926  

 4 Flemming Nauntofte * 30 Apr 1954 & Lise Holck Hansen * 24 May 1950  
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 4 Kim Nauntofte * 28 Mar 1956 & Elsebeth Lehmann * 15 Sep 1951  

 5 Nikolai Nauntofte * 18 Jun 1979  

 5 Christian Nauntofte * 11 May 1982  

 4 Jan Erik Nauntofte * 30 May 1959 & Jette Poulsen * 4 Jul 1957  

 5 Mads Nauntofte * 19 Aug 1984  

 5 Caroline Nauntofte * 3 Jan 1987  

 3 Hugo Nauntofte * 15 Mar 1928 † 30 Mar 2001 & Karen Lehmann * 3 Jun 1932  

 4 Birgitte Nauntofte * 25 Jun 1958 & Steen Dissing * 2 Jul 1947  

 5 Eva Filippa Dissing * 12 Nov 1986 married to Kasper Vibe Vissing Mølgaard f. 11/11 1988 

6 Klara Louise Dissing f.15.sept. 2013 

 5 Karen Kristine Dissing * 2 May 1990  

 4 Peter Nauntofte * 6 Dec 1959 & Hanne Esmann Larsen * 19 Aug 1959 & Marianna Ziebert * 15 

Apr 1961  

 [Children of: Peter Nauntofte and Hanne Esmann Larsen] 

 5 Kristian Nauntofte * 13 Oct 1991  

 5 Morten Nauntofte * 10 Feb 1993  

 3 Poul Nauntofte * 24 Apr 1930 & Alice Kornøe * 6 Dec 1930  

 4 Anne Nauntofte * 7 Aug 1958 & John Jørgensen * 13 Feb 1959  

 5 Phillip Jørgensen * 9 Jul 1989  

 5 Niclas Jørgensen * 11 Nov 1990  

 4 Bjørn Nauntofte * 26 Feb 1961 & Dianna Lauritzen * 2 Aug 1964  

 3 Jens Nauntofte * 8 Oct 1938 & Maria Stenz (Mikkelsen Sørensen) * 16 Aug 1940  

 

2 Else Kjærsgaard * 8 Nov 1905 † 14 Aug 1989 & Kai Juul * 18 Apr 1904 † 21 

Dec 1985  
 3 Bjørn Juul * 25 Oct 1930 † 29 Nov 2006 & Annic * ?  

 & Karin * 27 Jan 1950  

 [Children of: Bjørn Juul and Annic] 

 4 Patrick * ?  

 [Children of: Bjørn Juul and Karin] 

 4 Tim Laurent Juul * 20 Sep 1976  

 4 Frans Juul * 1979 † 1999  

 3 Inge Merete Juul * 13 Jan 1932 † 20 Oct 1995 & Ole Koefoed Hjort * 20 Sep 1931  

 4 Thomas Koefoed Hjort * 22 Jan 1964 & Pernille Kirsch Andersen * 20 Jun 1965  

 5 Louise Kirsch Hjort * 2 Mar 1988  

 5 Josephine Kirsch Hjort * 21 Oct 1990  

 5 Jonas Koefoed Hjort * 9 Jan 1993  

 5 Gustav Koefoed Hjort * 4 Jan 1997  

 5 Yasmin Jigishia Kirsch Hjort * 13 Jan 2005  

 4 Martin Koefoed Hjort * 17 Aug 1966 & Helle Ingrid Siig * 29 Dec 1967  

 5 Tobias Siig Hjort * 28 Jul 1995  

 5 Mathias Siig Hjort * 28 Jul 1995  

 5 Mathilde Siig Hjort * 1 Nov 2006  

 3 Annette Juul * 20 Aug 1941 & Jan Parker * ?  

 & Grenville Hughes * 24 Dec 1938  

 [Children of: Annette Juul and Jan Parker] 

 4 Kim Parker * 24 Sep 1962 & Karina * 19 Sep 1963  

 5 Sebastian Parker * 19 Sep 1994  
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 5 Biba May Parker * 30 Apr 1999  

 4 Anya Parker * 18 Oct 1965 & Raph Speed * 14 Jul 1965  

 5 Else Speed * 10 Jan 2001  

 5 Pippa Speed * 11 May 2004  

 4 Alan Parker * 25 Apr 1972 & Miyako * 19 Feb 1971  

 5 Trinity Ira Parker * 2 Aug 2007  
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Annex 2: Music and songs  
 

I have chosen a picture with the beautiful poppies Inge-Merete always picked and tied for the love-

liest bouquets and girl with recorder, who stood in Imse’s garden. She is a symbol of my life.  

“Recorder girl” is fortunately at Karen Nauntofte’s terrace. I'm glad that it has been in family own-

ership. 
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From Annette og Ib’s birthday party, August 2001. 
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Art by Lise Giødesen – inspired by Odsherred. 
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Art by Annette Juul - inspired by Odsherred. 
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Sunset  at Sejerøbugten - watercolour by Thomas Hjort, 2009. 
 


